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San Bernardino County^s recently-elected Supervisors Josie 
Gonzales and Gary Ovitt discuss their concerns for the regions and 





for Alliance Cal 
Millwood, one of the coun­
try's leading real estate develop­
ment and investment firms, has 
named Colliers Seeley Inter­
national, a commercial real estate 
brokerage firm, the exclusive 
marketing agent to lease Alliance 
California. Colliers Seeley 
International's Peter Mc-
Williams, Michael Daley and 
Ruben Goodsell will serve as the 
real estate professionals to mar­
ket the property to big box users. 
Newly-elected County 
Supervisors Sound Off 
Supervisor 
Josie Gonzales, 5th District 
What motivated you to run for 
supervisor? 
I am a lifelong resident of the 
Inland Empire and I ran for super­
visor because change for this area 
is essential. I want to do my small 
part to make a difference in the 
Inland Empire. We need to change 
the way we do business and begin 
partnering for success. I am com­
mitted to change the image that has 
long clouded the 5th District. I 
worked with my parents and 
watched them struggled as they 
worked hard and sacrificed to ful­
fill their dreams and goals. I want 
to help the residents of the 5th 
District, so that they may fulfill 
their dreams and goals as well. 
What has your district lacked, if 
anything, during the last term or 
in the past? 
I was disappointed hy the scan­
dals, which have plagued the San 
Bernardino County Board of 
Supervisors. Self-interest, over the 
interest of the people, has led to bad 
government. I believe in hard work, 
common sense and being held 
accountable. The residents deserve 
a supervisor who is working for 




by Corey Richardson 
Several reports published by 
the Southland Better Business 
Bureau (BBB) has left one compa­
ny hased in Los Angeles upset over 
its impact to their business. 
The Hollywood Group, an 
entertainment company which rep­
resents a number of talent agen­
cies, alleges Southland BBB locat­
ed in Colton, failed to thoroughly 
investigate complaints lodged 
continued on page 5 
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A new Pomona Treatment 
Facility and Water Reservoir 
offers residents' optimum potable 
water while maintaining efficien­
cy in storage and production. 
The City of Pomona recently 
showcased the new Volatile 
Organic Contaminant (VOC) Air 
Stripping Facility (ASF), located 
by the 10 Freeway and Towne 
Avenue. 
continued on page 8 
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Newly-elected County Supervisors Sound off 
continued from page 1 
them and for the best interest of 
their districts. 
What does your District need now? 
The residents of the 5th District 
deserve a government that works 
well. I want to take a comprehen­
sive and detailed survey of the dis­
trict and find out in what areas we 
are lacking and then go to work on 
filling those gaps. 
• I'll encourage community meet­
ings like neighborhood watch, 
community clusters, and promote 
national night out. 
• Expand events such as public 
health fairs that pull the community 
together. 
• Work with the programs and 
organizations that are already in 
place, so that we can maximize 
their full potential and bring the 
much-needed benefits to our resi­
dents. 
• This is where establishing a 
grant-writing department will be 
essential so that we can take advan­
tage of untapped funding sources. 
The grant writing, will bring new 
funding from federal and state lev­
els and will not take away from 
existing county dollars, but instead 
enhance those existing programs 
and faith-based organizations. 
• I will always encourage people to 
come and make their concerns 
known at the County Board of 
Supervisors' meetings. 
• I will promote good communica­
tion with the 5th District in order to 
be aware of the community needs. 
We can't fix something if we don't 
know it's broken. 
• I also want to unify the efforts of 
county code enforcement with 
those of the individual cities code 
enforcement departments. 
What are some of your goals for the 
region as supervisor? 
There are many priority issues 
on the horizon for the 5th District. 
Each of them deserve their own pri­
oritization: affordable healthcare, 
boosting the economy ... and this 
includes creating jobs, excellence 
in education, clean drinking water, 
reduced traffic congestion, and cre­
ating quality housing and recre­
ational areas are all goals I will pur­
sue. 
When your term expires, what 
would you hope to see accom­
plished? What would you like to 
attend to afterward? 
Talking about after my term 
expires, when all the votes have yet 
to be counted seems premature to 
me. 
Additional Comments: 
I intend to be a hard working, 
independent and honest supervisor. 
I am not afraid to stand up for what 
is right and will always make the 
concerns of the people my priority. 
I have first-hand knowledge of the 
important issues that are faced by 
the 5th District residents. I intend to 
work together with the people of 
the 5th District to find solutions to 
the challenges that face us. 
Supervisor Gary Ovitt, 5th 
District 
What motivated you to run for 
supervisor? 
I ran to represent the 4th 
continued on page 12 
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UCR's Business School 
Makes New Strides 
Recently, Rajiv Banker, dean of 
the A. Gary Anderson Graduate 
School of Management (AGSM) at the 
University of California, Riverside, an­
nounced three initiatives designed to 
deepen the school's ties with the sur­
rounding business community. 
'To build an outstanding business 
school we must collaborate closely 
with businesses that surround us," said 
Banker in a statement. "The best way 
to leam about success in business is 
from the successful leaders who prac­
tice it." 
For several years, UCR's business 
school operated without accreditation. 
According to Senior Associate Dean 
Woody Liao, the school received ac­
creditation from the Association to Ad­
vance Collegiate Schools of Business 
(AACSB) last year. 
AGSM has more than 1,300 un­
dergraduate students and 120 MBA 
students. 
"The accreditation was really a 
milestone for us," said Liao. "This tells 
people we have met all the require­
ments in terms of quality of instruction 
and faculty," he added. 
One significant development for 
the school will be the formation of the 
Dean's Leadership Council, which will 
be chaired by Debbi Huffman Guthrie, 
president of Jim Guthrie Constraction, 
of Riverside; and co-chaired by Ron 
Lossett, past president and chief exec­
utive officer of EPIC, LP., a physi­
cians' practice management corpora­
tion based in Redlands. 
Business leaders, such as those on 
the Dean's Leadership Council, along 
with students and faculty will provide 
input to guide the development of spe­
cialty areas of study in the graduate 
school of management. 
This collaboration between the 
AGSM and business leaders will result 
in the formation of two new centers. 
The fu^t will be the Center for Bank­
ing and Financial Services. Banking 
executive Mike Vanderpool, most re­
cently with City National Bank, will 
chair the advisory board for this center. 
The second center will be The 
Center for Asian American Business 
Studies. William Saito, president and 
chief executive officer of Riverside-
based I/O Software, and a UCR alum­
nus, wdl chair the advisory board for 
this center. 
"We plan to provide a promising 
and well-trained workforce to busi­
nesses in the Inland Empire," Banker 
said. "The business climate forged by 
these collaborative initiatives wiU help 
attract additional global, financial and 
high-technology businesses to the re­
gion." 
City Manager Watches 
Community Blossom 
Rancho Cucamonga City 
Manager Jack Lam couldn't be 
happier with the state of his city. 
From the boom in economic devel­
opment to the steady rise in the 
city's population. Lam has a lot to 
be proud of though he shares the 
success. 
"Everything is a collaborative 
effort," said Lam. "I think we've 
had a great city council in the past 
... there's been a lot of consistency." 
Lam has been city manager of 
Rancho Cucamonga for the past 15 
years, but made his way through 
the ranks of city government ini­
tially as the community develop­
ment director in 1978. 
Lam received a bachelors 
degree in environmental studies 
from UC Berkley and a masters in 
political science from San 
Francisco State University. 
The City of Rancho Cucamonga 
is currently basking in the early 
success of Victoria Gardens, the 
new outdoor shopping center adja­
cent of the I-15 Freeway. Lam says 
Victoria Gardens was nearly 20 
years in the making and is symbol­
ic of the city's intentions to provide 
a strong economic atmosphere for 
its community. 
"We've tried to find a good bal­
ance between residential, commer-
i wm ' " ^ 
Jack Lam 
cial and industrial development. In 
Rancho Cucamonga, we have a lot 
of goals we want to accomplish." 
One of those goals is the per­
forming arts theatre which is still 
under development. 
"I think Rancho Cucamonga is 
a dynamic city with a lot of oppor­
tunities waiting to come to fruition. 
Victoria Gardens and the perform­
ing arts center are just a piece of the 
vision we have." 
Lam lives in the city of Rancho 
Cucamonga with his wife, Linda. 
When he's not helping to run the 
city. Lam enjoys astronomy and 
fishing. 
Background Checks Becoming Top Priority— and 
Big Business 
From begiiming to end, the process of hiring a new employee for the average 
business is no easy task. Employers have the daunting tasks of sifting through 
resumes, conducting interviews and checking references all important and time-
consuming aspects of hiring. Unfortunately, background checks, arguably the most 
important portion of the hiring process, are often overlooked. 
It can be a businesses worst nightmare: Finding out too late that a convicted 
felon is on the payroll. Workplace violence, fraud, theft and a host of other dam­
aging incidents can result. 
A-Check America, a background and drug-screening service located in 
Ontario, has gone from several employees to 1,500 as the need for these services 
grows. In fact, the company has been aligned with AppleOne Employment 
Services, providing them with pre-screening services. 
A-check excels at leveraging technology and resources to deliver irmovative 
capabilities and service commitments that are umivaled in our industry, said 
Carlos Lacambra, vice-president of A-Check. Gregg Hassler, vice-president for 
AppleOne Employment Services, praised A-Check, saying the need for thorough 
baekground checks should not be underestimated. 
There are a lot of different things an employer may want to look at when 
they re interested in hiring a candidate, including a credit check, said Hassler. 
Barry Nadell, president of InfoLink Screening Services, Inc., one of the 
nation s leading employment backgroimd screening companies, is arming business 
leaders and human resource professionals with the necessary information to pre­
vent disasterous scenarios with the release of his new book. Sleuthing 101: 
Background Checks and the Law. Sleuthing 101 is a reference guide providing 
vital information employers need to know to legally perform background screen­
ing. Designed for anyone involved in the hiring, reviewing and interviewing of job 
applicants, it provides up-to-date information regarding screening laws, proce­
dures, employment applications and hiring practices. 
No organization whether large, small, public, private, or non-profit should 
ever hire a new employee who has not been effectively screened, says Nadell. 
Negligent hiring has become much more than a potential legal liability; Screening 
is often a matter of preventing or mitigating workplace violence, major fraud and 
severe threats to business operations. 
Sleuthing 101 answers critical questions employers face, including: 
¥ Why should employers conduct employment background checks? 
continued on page 6 
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"Discover the Newly Renovated Doubletree Hotel Ontario... 
Innovative, Elegant, Memorable." 
M /. PORTER'S 
PR I M E  S T E A K  H O U S F 
f^Serving an extraordinary dining experience. // 
Porter's is prouci to feature USDA Prime Midwestern Beef, the highest 
quality and most flavorful steaks available, along with exceptional Fresh 
Seafood and Chops. Experience Porter's specialty martinis and extensive 
wine list. After dinner enjoy your favorite cognac, port or a selection from our 
tantalizing dessert menu. Semi-private dining room available. Reservations 
required. Located in the DoubleTree F4otel Ontario. Serving lunch Tuesday 
through Friday, Sunday brunch, and dinner seven nights a week. For 
reservations call: (909)418-4808 
<7P 
D o u i u t T R t c  
H o i n  
222 NORTH VINEYARD AVE. • ONTARIO 
PHONE: (909) 937-0900 • FAX: (909) 937-1999 
www.ontarioairport.doubletree.com 
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Local BBB Scrutinized for Practices 
continued from page 1 
against their clients beginning three years ago. 
"It's been a very lengthy battle filled with a lot of correpondence 
between both parties," says Tracy Wells, director of business and legal 
affairs. "The complaints that were filed were published in reports by the 
Southland Better Business Bureau from people who weren't customers." 
Southland BBB published at least 11 reports the company called "defama­
tory" following four complaints which the Hollywood Group contest. 
As a result. The Hollywood Group claims their clients' reputation has 
been unfairly damaged costing them an estimated $300,000 in losses from 
paying customers. 
"It seems they (BBB) don't care to really look into the claims," says 
Amy Brown, marketing manager of The Hollywood Group. Brown says 
Southland BBB takes complaints at face value, disregarding the effect it has 
on businesses. 
But William G. Mitchell, CEO of Southland BBB, contends his organ­
ization participated in no wrOng-doing. Furthermore, Mitchell says the 
process of filing a complaint leading up to the reports compiled by the 
BBB, provides businesses an opportunity to respond to allegations and cor­
rect any mistakes made before the BBB files its report. 
"We let the company have the last say," said Mitchell. "At the conclusion 
... we are going to look at the various complaints and rebuttals. We are 
going to make a subjective decision about this matter," he added. 
Consumers rely on BBB 
Jan Keller, a 29-year-old purchsing assistant in Ontario, recalls a situa­
tion in March where she nearly had Southland BBB intervene in a dispute 
with a car dealership that refused to refund her down payment after financ­
ing the vehicle fell through. 
"When 1 returned the vehicle and asked them to refund my down pay­
ment, they told me 1 was not entitled," she said "1 spent a week calling con­
tinuously talking to the sales people, the finance department ... before 1 
sought legal counsel." 
Keller could not afford any potential legal fees and decided to contact 
the BBB. After brief consultation, she contacted the dealership's general 
manager threatening to involve Southland BBB. She says the next day, she 
was refunded her entire down payment. 
For almost 80 years, the BBB which is a national organization, has 
extended consumers an opportunity to protect themselves from fraud and 
abuse. The BBB, often confused for a government agency, is a non-profit 
franchise funded primarily on membership fees. 
Southland BBB, the largest local bureau of the national BBB, provides 
approximately 160,000 reports monthly. Many of the reports are viewed by 
consumers via their Web site, but can also be mailed. 
In 2002, the Southland BBB experienced heavy scrutiny for listing 
businesses with memberships as having "satisfactory" reports—businesses 
that received action from the government for illegal and unfair practices. 
According to an article published by the Orange County Register in 2002, 
Southland BBB granted members an additional chance to clear complaints 
from their record. 
Brown said on at least one occasion, Hollywood Group was courted for 
membership with Southland BBB by a telemarketer following the initial 
complaint with the local bureau. 
Mitchell acknowledged the possibility, but refuted the notion that the 
organization would clean any negative records in exchange for member­
ship. 
"... We could have signed them a million different times. They would 
give us their check in a New York minute, but that will never happen," said 
Mitchell. 
Freedom of speech? 
Southland BBB and the public are entitled to file complaints and 
reports under the First Amendment. However, Wells says it does not allow 
any party to assert their opinion as being fact. 
"Simply couching a statement in terms of opinion does not dispel its 
false, defamatory implications because the statement still implies knowl­
edge of facts that lead to a defamatory conclusion," she said in a letter. 
Of the four complaints filed with the Southland BBB, three were from 
people who never used the company's services. The outstanding complaint 
filed stemmed from a "late refund" which Hollywood Group says it recti­
fied almost immediately. 
Wells says customers began canceling the Hollywood Group's servic­
es after reading the negative reports published by the Southland BBB. She 
is concerned that their business will collapse due to the BBB's reports. But 
Mitchell has his own opinion on the issue. "The reason they are even mak­
ing an issue of this is because (the reports) are affecting their sales," says 
Mitchell. 
I INLAND EMPIRE business |ournaLZ U U ^  
BOOK OF LISTS 
Get a jump on your competition by securing your space in Inland 
Empire 's  premier reference tool  today.  
* Sponsorship Packages...$6,000 
Full Page...$3,700 
Half Page...$2,750 
For details, contact your account manager at 
(909) 989-4733 
2005 Will Usher in New Employment Law 
Mandates for Employers 
by: William Floyd, Esq. and Arlene Prater, Esq. 
Best Best & Krieger LLP 
The start of any new year is usually celebrated with champagne, foot­
ball games and parades. But after the festivities are over, employers and 
employees are faced with understanding and implementing a series of new 
employment laws. Some of the new California laws in 2005 require 
employers to provide new benefits to registered domestic partners, increase 
their sexual harassment training and change the handling of employment 
records. Here are highlights of some of the new state laws that will take 
effect on Jan. 1, 2005: 
Sexual Harassment Training (Assembly Bill 1825): California law cur­
rently requires that every employer act to ensure a workplace free of sexu­
al harassment by taking certain steps including posting sexual harassment 
information materials in the workplace and obtaining and making available 
an information sheet on sexual harassment. The new law additionally 
requires employers with 50 or more employees to provide two hours of sex­
ual harassment awareness education to all supervisory employees. This 
training must be completed by Jan. 1, 2006. After Jan. 1, 2006, employers 
will be required to provide sexual harassment awareness education to each 
supervisory employee once every two years. 
The Domestic Partnership Rights and Responsibilities Act of 2003 
continued on page 11 
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Dream Job Becomes a Reality for AppleOne's local V.P. 
Gregg Hassler, Vice President 
ofAppleOne Employment Services 
by Corey Arvin 
Riding on the road to success for Gregg 
Hassler, vice-president of AppleOne, v^'as atyp­
ical of today's working American filled with 
long hours, a strong commitment, and dedica­
tion. But before hitting the pavement and set­
ting a course for his career, Hassler made a 
last-minute turn only to end up one of his com­
pany's top officials. 
Hassler joined AppleOne in 1988 as an 
account executive ~ his background revolved 
around sales and service positions. In the 
beginning, his intentions were to remain with 
the company in his former position for a cou­
ple of years. However, after several promo­
tions over the span of 16 years, the Inland 
Empire-native became vice-president for 
Appleone, overseeing the operations of dozens 
of corporate offices in the U.S. Hassler is also 
responsible for training staff personnel and 
profit and losses. 
. "I thought it would be a launching pad. I 
really thought it would be a two-year career," 
admits Hassler. 
The feelings of pride and contentment 
Hassler began with continue to reside with 
him—he's as happy with his career as he has 
ever been. Currently, the demand for expertise 
in the field of human resources management 
are high, he says. 
"I think companies are paying more money 
for our services and employees; the value of 
our agencies is much more recognized than it 
used to be. There used to be skeptisim," said 
Hassler. 
In most respects, Hassler could be considered a veteran in the field of 
employment services. Still, he attempts to adapt to the changes he witness­
es in his industry. Hassler has watched the emphasis in employment servic­
es shift towards technology in the last five years, ultimately cutting out the 
"human touch" he believes his field needs. 
AppleOne Employment Services Ojfice 
"It changed a lot with the Internet in the beginning, 
but now people have come back to realizing that 
scanning resumes on job boards like Monster.com 
is not the best way to filter candidates." 
Still, Hassler sees the importance of incor­
porating technology into careers. Currently, 
AppleOne clients can screen candidates from their 
Web site. Hassler says his company is not only re­
introducing the qualities and service employment 
agencies offer, but is also supporting the re-imple-
mentation of ethics in business. The financial col­
lapse of Enron and other prominent financial scan­
dals uncovered since 2002, have led many compa­
nies to evaluate their methods of performing back­
ground checks. 
In an effort to decrease spending, some 
companies trimmed expenditures by not conduct­
ing thorough background checks. In the long-term, 
Hassler says potential scandals involving embezzl-
ment become much more expensive than the up­
front costs of background checks. 
"The checks are very thorough now ... 
there are a lot of different options clients have 
when it comes to the screening process." 
What's Hassler's secret to success? 
Common sense. "I think it's the root of all success. 
If you have common sense and a good gut, you will 
go far." 
While it may seem all bases are covered by 
employment agencies, Hassler recognizes many of 
the short- and long-term needs his industry will 
face. Hassler believes education is key to the suc­
cess of his company and hopes it continues to take 
place as his profession—and the outside world— 
changes, impacting everyone. 
"It's all a team effort—there needs to be a sort of synergy and a willing­
ness to work together to accomplish our goals." 
Gregg Hassler lives and works in Temecula with his wife and their one-
year-old son. 
Background Checks Becoming Top Priority 
continued from page 3 
fWhat are the federal laws employ­
ers must know regarding background 
checks? 
¥ What are the seven free things 
employers can do to avoid making bad 
hiring decisions? 
¥What information is available to 
employers and how can it be obtained? 
¥ How should a business begin the 
background screening process? 
¥ How does effective background 
screening save companies money? 
¥ What should employers know 
about temporary employees and back­
ground checks? 
The news is full of examples of 
workplace violence; companies hiring 
dangerous individuals who move from 
job to job without anyone ever check­
ing their backgrounds, and companies 
which incur major damages from 
unknowingly hiring dangerous felons, 
adds Nadell. The fact is, it doesn't 
have to be this way. There are ways to 
prevent a bad hire even simple and 
free methods. Employers need to know 
the laws surrounding the background 
screening process, and must implement 
basic steps to protect their company. 
Subscribe Now! 
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Only One Piece to the Puzzle to Winter Ad Agency's 
Success 
Effectively maintaining the 
relationships forged with clients 
has been an integral component to 
the success of Winter Ad Agency 
since its foundation in Temecula 
eight years ago. Philosophically, 
not much has changed since. 
Winter Ad Agency, owned by 
Mary Winter, a local advertising 
guru and graduate of Chico State 
University, has been on the receiv­
ing end of several regional awards 
honoring its contributions to Inland 
Empire businesses by capturing the 
interest of consumers with eye-pop-
ping and catchy ads. 
"(Advertising) is problem solv­
ing ~ it's finding the correct means 
to communicate with clients," said 
Winter, who credits the challenge 
her profession presents with keep­
ing her interested for the past 26 
years. 
If finding unique identities for 
her clients advertisements weren't 
enough of a challenge, the addition 
of other factors such as budget con­
straints and deadlines have the abil­
ity to create a stressful environ­
ment. 
"It's tough to constantly go 
beyond what a client asks for. There 
are so many creative people out 
there. I am always looking at what 
others are doing," says Winter. 
Winter earned an associate of 
arts degree in fine arts and a bache­
lor of arts degree in design and 
communications from Chico State 
University in 1981. Fusing multiple 
parts of her education to move for­
ward in her career. Winter began 
her own advertising agency nearly 
20 years ago in Northern 
California. 
Winter Ad Agency has received 
numerous awards within the past 10 
years from the American Ad 
Federation, such as the Addy award 
they received in 2000 for the City 
of Ontario. 
But going above and 
beyond the advertising 
call is necessary in a 
competitive market. 
Although the industry of 
advertising in the Inland 
Empire does not require 
the cut-throat demands 
of markets such as those 
in Los Angeles, Winter 
believes its important to 
always strive to stay 
ahead in the game. 
Winter says San 
Bernardino and River­
side Counties' stretch 
has proven to be a good 
climate for advertising, providing 
much visibility. As a result. Winter 
Ad Agency's clients have modestly 
increased over the past several 
years. 
Compared to Los Angeles 
"(The Inland Empire) is more posi­
tive - there are more opportuni­
ties," said Winter. 
Some of Winter Ad Agency's 
clients include Riverside's historic 
Mission Inn, the City of Ontario, 
and the Riverside Convention 
Center. 
From print, to radio, to the Web, 
Winter Ad Agency tackles any 
medium the advertising world is 
intertwined with. In fact. Winter 
says she enjoys all three and how 
each perspective market can work 
with one another. 
"...We have to keep abreast of 
how the Web market works. I think 
print is still very big, but the Web is 
still vital -- there is a large audience 
there," said Winter. 
Though Winter owns and oper­
ates her company, she shares its 
successes with her employees. She 
believes surrounding herself with 
professionals who love their craft 
has helped boost the quality of their 
advertisements and build a solid 
reputation in the Inland Empire. 
Advertising examples 
designed by 
Winter Ad Agency 
To reach Winter Ad Agency, call 
(951) 296-9096 or for more infor­
mation, go to their Web site at 
www.winteradagency.com 
"Time Out" 
With Bill Anthony & Joe Lyons 
They review gourmet foods, 
travel and world famous restaurateurs... 
KCAA 1050 AM 
...plus guest interviews with award winning 
chefs, renowned wine connoisseurs and leaders 
in the hospitality industry each Saturday on 
"Times Everyday " "Time Out" at 2 p.m. 
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California Now Mandates Sexual Harassment 
Training Every Two Years 
Are employers required to pro­
vide sexual harassment training 
under California law? 
Yes. On Sept. 29, Governor 
Arnold Schwarzenegger signed AB 
1825 (Reyes; D-Fresno), which 
added a provision to the Fair 
Employment and Housing Act 
requiring employers that regularly 
employ 50 or more employees (or 
receive the services of 50 or more 
persons) to train supervisors on 
sexual harassment every two years. 
Previous Law 
Employer training of supervisors 
and employees on preventing 
unlawful discrimination, including 
workplace harassment, is not new. 
Employers have engaged in this 
type of training for years as a mech­
anism to prevent workplace dis­
crimination and harassment, and to 
help defend against lawsuits. 
New Training Requirements 
Unlike the previous training, 
employers must now meet state-
imposed minimum requirements 
for such training. 
Employers have until Jan. 1, 
2006, to provide two hours of sexu­
al harassment training and educa­
tion to all supervisory employees 
who are employed as of July 1, 
2005. 
After Jan. 1, 2006, employers 
must train new supervisors within 
six months of them assuming a 
supervisory position, and all super­
visors once every two years. 
The training must include "class­
room" or other effective "interac­
tive" training and include: 
• information and practical guid­
ance regarding federal and state law 
prohibiting and correcting sexual 
harassment; 
• information and practical guid­
ance regarding the remedies avail­
able to victims of sexual harass­
ment in their employment; and 
• practical examples aimed at 
instructing supervisors in prevent­
ing harassment, retaliation and dis­
crimination. 
In addition, the new law requires 
that the trainers have "knowledge 
and expertise in the prevention of 
harassment, discrimination and 
retaliation." * 
Pomona Unveils New Water Treatment Facility 
continued from page 1 
In addition to the unveiling of 
Pomona's new treatment facility, a 
new 10 million gallon water stor­
age reservoir also was dedicated 
during the ceremony. The 
Reservoir 5 Complex, adjacent to 
the ASF, now consists of three 
reservoirs for a combined capacity 
of 25 million gallons. Reservoir 5C 
that was recently built has 
increased the water system storage 
capacity by 10 percent, enabling 
the city to provide for additional 
fire fighting capacity. 
"Pomona is dedicated to pro­
vide its citizens with exceptional 
water quality in matters of public 
health, and with this new water 
treatment facility and reservoir we 
will deliver immediate benefits to 
more than 150,000 residents," said 
Mayor Edward Cortez. 
The City of Pomona water sys­
tem uses a combination of local 
groundwater, surface water and 
imported water supplies to meet its 
continued on page 15 
MANNERINO 
L A W  O F F I C E S  
"Laws were made to be broken" 
Christopher North, May, J 830 
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam'd; for 
not to know we sinn 'd is innocence" 
Sir William Davenant 
1606-1668 
933 3  BASELINE ROAD.  SUITE 1  1  0 RANCHO CUCAMONCA CA 91  730 
(909)  980  n  00  •  FAX (909)  941-8610  
KCAA1050AM 
ill Empire 
RADIO Balanced Talk Radiol NKREW$RM)I
Don Imus 
Start your morning with IMUS in the Morning 
G. Gordon Liddy "The G-Man" 
Rev. Barry Lynn 
"A Tireless Campaigner" 
Al Franklin 
"The O Franken Factor" Chuck Harder 
"For the People" 
Lacey Kendall - Ray Peyton 
Local News Up-Dates 
Weekdays 8 AM - Noon - 5 PM 
KCAA 1050 AM Talk Radio 
...the station that leaves no listener behind! 
909-885-8502 - lnfo@KCAARADIO.COM 
Call Daren Lane for sales 
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ITSrVE STIVIENXS & FINANCE 
DUFF & PHELFS/INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL 
STOCK PAGE 
THE GAINERS 
Top five, by percentage 
THE LOSERS 
Top five, by percentage 
- Company Current Beg. of Point % Change Company Current Beg. of Point % Change m 
Clo.se Month Change Close Close Month Change Close ^ 
fChannell Commercial Corp 7.00 4.70 2.30 48.9% HOT Topic Inc 19.89 20.56 -0.67 -3.3% m 
Keystone Automotive Industries Inc 21.30 18.03 3.28 18.2% Foothill Independent Bancorp 22.89 23.50 -0.61 -2.6% 
PFF Bancorp Inc 43.49 39.45 4.04 10.2% American States Water Co 24.59 24.60 -0.01 0.0% ' 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc 13.69 12.59 1.10 8.7% Provident Financial Hldgs 29.11 28.55 0.56 2.0% 
ModTech Holdings Inc. 8.21 7.57 0.64 8.5% National RV Holdings Inc 9.90 9.65 0.25 2.6% 
Ticker 11/19/2004 10/29/2004% Chg. 52 Week 52 Week 
Close Price Open Price Montii. High Low P/F Ratio 
Current 
Ivxchange -m 
American States Water Co AWR 24.590 24.600 0.0 26.80 20.82 34.6 NYSE 
Channell Commercial Corp (H) CHNL 7.000 4.700 48.9 7.50 2.10 20.6 NASDAQ 
CVB Financial Corp (H) CVBF 25.980 24.800 4.8 27.52 18.14 20.1 NASDAQ 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc FLF 13.690 12.590 8.7 16.14 8.72 NM NYSE 
Foothill Independent Bancorp (H) FOOT 22.889 23.500 -2.6 23.74 18.91 18.2 NASDAQ 
HOT Topic Inc HOTT 19.890 20.560 -3.3 32.30 13.85 21.4 NASDAQ 
Keystone Automotive Industries Inc KEYS 21.300 18.025 18.2 29.95 17.55 18.4 NASDAQ 
Modtech Holdings Inc MODT 8.210 7.570 8.5 9.51 6.45 NM NASDAQ 
National RV Holdings Inc NVH 9.900 9.650 2.6 18.85 8.60 22.0 NYSE 
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc PPBI 12.240 11.750 4.2 15.25 8.98 17.2 NASDAQ 
PFF Bancorp Inc (H) PFB 43.490 39.450 10.2 45.00 33.93 16.0 NYSE 
Provident Financial Hldgs PROV 29.110 28.550 2.0 29.58 20.64 13.2 NASDAQ 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc WPI 29.000 28.030 3.5 50.12 24.50 15.5 NYSE 
Notes: (H) - Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, CD - Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM- Not Meaningful 
Duff & Phelps, LLC 
One of the nation's leading investment banking 
and financial advisory organizations. All stock 
data on this page is provided by Duff & Phelps, 
LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recom­
mendation is intended or implied. (310) 284-8008. 
Five Most Active Stocks 
Stock 
HOT Topic Inc 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc 
Keystone Automotive Industries 
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New Lows I 
What's Up With Interest Rates... And What's Down 
by Michael Bazdarich 
Senior Economist 
UCLA Anderson Forecast 
December 2004 
Executive Summary 
• The Fed's tightening so far has 
been very deliberate. The markets 
have already priced in more aggres­
sive Fed moves than have actually 
occurred, and so the actual event 
has been accompanied by declining 
bond yields. 
• The remaining question is just 
where the Fed will cease its tighten­
ing process? 
• Our well-below-consensus eco­
nomic forecast—and its featured, 
substantial decline in housing activ­
ity—suggest that the Fed will finish 
its tightening process earlier—and 
lower—than the markets now ex­
pect. 
What a Long, Strange Trip 
It's Been 
This is a follow-up on a presen­
tation we made at our June 2004 
forecast conference. In that presen­
tation, we made two points about 
the then-imminent Federal Reserve 
tightening: 
1) the Fed would be tightening 
to bring short-term rates back to 
"normal" levels, not merely to slow 
down the economy (the latter hav­
ing been the "sine qua non" of pre­
vious tightening episodes); 
2) the markets had already, fully 
discounted a sharp cumulative 
tightening into the term structure of 
interest rates (aka the yield curve). 
The import of the first point was 
that the Fed would be tightening for 
quite a while and that the process 
would continue even as the pace of 
U.S. economic growth slowed from 
the rapid GDP growth of late-2(X)3 
and early-2004. We thought it 
would take actual economic weak­
ness to stem the Fed's tightening 
moves. The import of the second 
point was that the Fed tightening of 
short rates need not have resulted in 
rising long-term interest rates. 
Since the bond and mortgage mar­
kets had already priced in substan­
tial tightening, the Fed would have 
to tighten more sharply than the 
markets expected to jack bond 
yields upward. 
The experience of the last six 
months has confirmed both of these 
points. The economy entered a 
"soft patch" in the spring, with job 
growth slowing and other econom­
ic indicators slowing noticeably. 
Still, the net impact of that "soft 
patch" was a decline in GDP 
growth to 3 percent-plus, down 
from the 5.0 percent average pace 
of the preceding year. While 3 per­
cent -I- growth was slow enough to 
be dubbed a soft patch, it was not 
economic weakness per se (rather, 
it was "normal" economic growth, 
as we have described it), and so the 
continued on page 24 
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Hike in Upland Water Fees 
Leaves a Flood of Questions 
JL M. .FC. M.-J-J 
It is more difficult to organize peace 
than to win a war; but the fruits of victory 
will be lost if the peace is not well organized. 
Aristotle 
CO TM W WT A M V 
Say Goodbye to Bad 
Medicine in San Bernardino 
by Joe Lyons 
I am told that it is a tragic thing. 
I am talking about the closure 
of a medical facility in the already 
impoverished north west section of 
the city of San Bernardino. But I 
have to ask the question. 
Is bad medicine better that no 
medicine? 
I have written before in these 
pages about the sad state of affairs 
in medicine in the Inland Empire 
today and one of the sites that I 
have pointed to has been the San 
Bernardino Medical Center, locat­
ed, coincidentally on Medical 
Center Drive. Well, now they are 
closing it down. 
I say good riddance. 
As has been pointed out here 
before, there was much wrong with 
the facility in question. Surgical 
procedures being performed in the 
rooms, cadavers being wheeled 
past the cafeteria, cockroaches 
wandering the halls and worst of 
all, a lackadaisical, even disinter­
ested attitude among the help. 
There were no healers here. Just 
people putting in their hours. And 
not happily either. 
That another hospital in 
Southern California has had to shut 
down is not a good thing. That a 
facility with a pile of outstanding 
complaints against it, like San 
Bernardino Medical, has finally 
closed its doors can't be all bad. 
Over two decades ago. Dr. 
Robert Mendelson wrote in his 
book, "The Medical Heretic," that 
the best place to catch a disease 
was in a hospital, because that's 
were most of them are. The closure 
of San Bernardino Medical Center 
gives us one less place to catch 
something. 
Exactly how much information 
is too much information? More 
importantly, when do too many 
questions become too much to han­
dle? 
It would seem in this new age, 
when corporate responsibility 
moved towards the top of the list on 
Americans' ethical agenda, some 
consumers might face their con­
cerns head on. Some U.S. citizens 
are still waging their own wars on 
white-collar crimes and fraud that 
damage "the little guy". 
But locally, there are officials 
that have failed to those indications 
seriously. Residents in Upland have 
voiced their complaints and began 
questioning the legitimacy of 
increases in water fees made by 
San Antonio Water Co. The contro­
versy over the rise in costs began in 
April 2003. 
In an article published last 
month in the Inland Valley Daily 
Bulletin, Ray Wellington, the 
water company's general manager 
defended the fee increase, saying it 
was a result of a continuing 
drought. Wellington could not be 
reached for comment. 
Unfortunately for some, these 
fees were not mild or typical 
increases. Purported information 
suggests some residents faced bills 
as high as $3,000 in the summer of 
2003. 
Ken McNeil, now a former 
member of the San Antonio Water 
Co. board of directors, is requesting 
access to documents detailing the 
specific reasons for rate hikes. 
McNeil's requests have been 
denied by the company, citing con­
cerns over a breach of the confi­
dentiality of San Antonio Water 
Co.'s customers. 
It would appear that McNeil, 
who was also a minority sharehold­
er of the water company, is ques­
tioning whether or not the biggest 
shareholder—The City of Upland 
which holds 70 percent of the com­
pany's shares—has engaged in any 
illegal activities. 
For now, documents are sealed. 
But how long that may last is 
uncertain. 
Since May 2002, San Antonio 
Water Co. has been in the middle of 
a legal tussle with the California 
First Amendment Coalition and 
local activist Richard McKee. The 
group contends the water company 
should not only make records pub­
lic, but act as a public agency con­
ducting public meetings and allow­
ing for public comment. 
Unlike one side, the request is 
considerably fair. 
How long it will be before seri­
ous action is taken or a decision on 
the litigation is made remains 
unclear. A decision on the dispute 
was expected Nov. 5 but was 
delayed by the state appellate court 
for an unknown amount of time. 
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"This unanticipated charge for 
ten hundred billion dollars 
has caught my eye." 
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So You Wanna Be a COO? 
by Francie Dalton 
Let's start with the characteris­
tics predictive of COO success. 
These include: a high degree of self 
assuredness and mental toughness; 
a collaborative nature with a back­
ground reflecting strong team and 
service orientations; a willingness 
to confront and to be confronted; 
the ability to work successfully 
with other strong egos; resilience 
in the face of your own errors and a 
solution orientation toward the 
errors of others. 
Got 'em all? Good for you! 
But even more than having these 
characteristics is involved in decid­
ing whether the COO position is 
right for you. Avoid being seduced 
by money or title. Be alert to the 
challenges inherent in the job, and 
vigorously assess what it will take 
to be successful. Schedule some 
time alone and be introspective. 
Ask yourself why you want the 
position; what makes it appealing; 
why you think you're well suited 
for the position. 
Consider using the following 
checklist to determine whether 
becoming the COO is actually a 
good fit for your skills and tem­
perament. 
Assess the organization: Is the 
organization fraught with prob­
lems? If so, realize that this dimin­
ishes the likelihood of your success. 
As COO, you're being hired to gen­
erate significant outcomes—but the 
COO position must also manage 
people and problems. Be realistic 
in your assessment of what it'll take 
to succeed in the organization. 
Assess the CEO: Determine 
whether the CEO will even allow 
you to get close to him/her. Do this 
by asking lots of questions about 
how s/he succeeds, makes deci­
sions, handles situations. If you 
encounter resistance to these ques­
tions, realize you'll have a tough 
time building a relationship with 
this person. 
Assess your tinsel strength: Be 
clear about what you're facing; it's 
going to take a while before you 
begin to feel successful. This isn't 
a popularity contest. Severe con­
flicts will be inevitable, and you 
must be willing to stand your 
ground, even with an exasperated 
CEO, confronting as needed. For 
the COO position, being flame­
proof is a prerequisite. 
Assess your ability to build 
trust: Your success as COO is 
largely dependent on your ability to 
build trust with both the CEO and 
your direct reports. To do so, your 
interpersonal skills have to be 
extremely well honed. If people 
exasperate you, you're probably not 
well suited for a COO position. 
Assess your energy level: 
Understand that the stronger your 
subordinates, the more autonomy 
they'll need, so the greater the 
chance for friction. 
Additionally, you'll need to 
grab any and every initiative the 
CEO is willing to shed, persuading 
him/her to shed still others. All this 
takes a tremendous amount of ener­
gy. Be honest with yourself regard­
ing whether you have the necessary 
reserves. 
Once you ARE the COO, your 
next challenge will be to ensure that 
you become a meaningful, con­
tributing member of the organiza­
tion as quickly as possible. Here 
are some valuable tips to help you 
accelerate the process. 
1. Make understanding the 
CEO JOB ONE. A great way to 
demonstrate that you've "learned" 
your CEO well is to write a speech 
for him/her on a provocative, diffi­
cult topic. If the CEO delivers it 
with minor edits, you've done well. 
Observe how your CEO handles 
tough situations. Discern his/her 
strengths, weaknesses, thresholds, 
and reactions. Strive to understand 
the CEO so well that you can func­
tion as his/her alter ego. 
Realize that it's your job to 
maximize the strengths and mini­
mize the weaknesses of your CEO. 
And remember, you must do all 
this without "becoming" your 
CEO; you'll need to maintain your 
own personal style. 
2. Learn from incumbents. 
Dedicate yourself to learning from 
those already in the organization. 
Take the time to get to know the 
organization before you start criti­
cizing, making changes, or launch­
ing new agendas. Rather than try­
ing to impress others with what you 
know, actively create opportunities 
for others to tell you what they 
know. 
3. Be fluent with past 
accomplishments. Seek opportuni­
ties to demonstrate your knowledge 
of their accomplishments to date. 
4. Quickly identify rallying 
opportunities.. What are the most 
important issues? Engage your 
direct reports on specific next steps 
relative to these issues. Instill a 
sense of urgency around identified 
next steps, and accentuate their 
contributions in front of your CEO. 
5. Determine quickly who 
the key influencers are. Rather 
than assume you can neutralize 
them by using the force of your 
position, get to know them. Not 
only can they help you overcome 
resistance, they can also help accel­
erate the evolution of others' 
begrudging compliance into real 
commitment. 
6. Ask for help when you 
need it. Nothing is more disarming 
than a senior executive who 
acknowledges the resident brain 
trust. Express that you view your 
role as "helper," in which capacity 
you are committed to accelerating 
their success, easing the process by 
which they succeed, and where pos­
sible, actually facilitating their suc­
cess. Perhaps most importantly, be 
explicit about needing their help. 
Articulate an awareness that your 
own success is dependent upon 
each of them coming alongside 
you, sharing their knowledge and 
experience, collaborating as col­
leagues who are all committed to 
the success of the organization. 
About the Author: 
Francie Dalton is founder. and 
president of Dalton Alliances, Inc., 
in Columbia, Maryland. Reach her 
at www.daltonalliances.com, or by 
calling 1-800-442-3603. 
Mandates for Employers 
continued from page 5 
(Assembly Bill 205): On Jan. 1, the state's new domestic partner law takes 
effect and requires qualifying employers to extend the same rights and ben­
efits to domestic partners registered with the state as currently provided to 
spouses of employees. Although the new law expands domestic partner 
rights, the only employers who must amend their workplace policies to 
comply with this statute are those who currently provide benefits to employ­
ees' spouses. Some of the new benefits that employers will most likely be 
required to provide are: 
• Health and welfare benefits to the same extent such benefits are 
offered to spouses; 
• Right to take extended unpaid leave to care for a domestic partner; 
• Moving expenses, membership, membership discounts, travel bene­
fits and any other non-ERISA benefit that is currently offered to 
spouses; 
• The same rights regarding non-discrimination as those provided to 
spouses. 
Domestic Partners Health Care Benefits (Assembly Bill 2208): This 
new law requires group health care service plans, health insurers and other 
insurance companies that offer policies in California, to provide the same 
insurance coverage to registered domestic partners that they provide spous­
es. Before, insurers were only required to offer domestic partners coverage 
equivalent to a dependent. The law complements the Domestic Partnership 
Rights and Responsibilities Act of 2003, which grants registered domestic 
partners some of the same rights and responsibilities under California law 
as married couples. 
Workers' Compensation Reform (Senate Bill 899): On Jan. 1, the most 
sweeping workers' compensation reforms in the state's history will take 
affect. Specifically, the reforms contained in SB 899 will fundamentally 
change the system for determining the level of injury and the amount of dis­
ability assigned to that injury, The key points of the new law are: 
1) Requiring that disability reports be based on the standards from the 
American Medical Association's 5th Edition of Impairment standards 
and that the disability schedule be objective and consistent. 
2) Ensuring that employers are only responsible for the portion of the 
injured workers' disability that is the result of their existing job; 
continued on page 13 
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Hotel Manager Watches 
Idea Become Reality 
Wayne Austin has climbed the 
ladder of success in hospitality and 
hotel management only to find 
himself reaching new heights. 
Austin began his career as a bus-
boy at the age of 13 and now—for 
the past seven years— Austin has 
been the general manager of Lake 
Arrowhead Resort. But the jour­
ney to the top of his career has 
been no easy fete. 
"I've been in a number of disci­
plines, from accounting and sales 
to management. ... I'm not just a 
sales or operation kind of guy 
though," said Austin. 
Austin graduated from the 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
with a bachelor's of science degree 
in hotel administration to strengthen 
his career. His experience and good 
eye for what works continues to 
bdnefit not just himself, but those he 
serves. 
Most recently, Austin took his 
ideas on improving the quality of 
his establishment to the next level 
by renovating empty space and con­
verting it into a coffee house and 
jazz lounge. Austin says the new 
addition to Lake Arrowhead Resort 
is proving to be an exciting attrac­
tion, featuring live bands Friday and 
Saturday evenings. 
"We're getting some pretty good 
Wayne Austin 
L.A. traffic," says Austin, referring 
to the new coffee house and jazz 
lounge. "We are hoping the lounge 
continues to grow," he added. 
In November, Austin became a 
part of the Lake Arrowhead 
Chamber of Commerce's Board of 
Directors. 
But Austin still hasn't reached 
the final step of the ladder, as he 
would like to one day own his own 
inn or hotel. 
"It's a 24/7 gig, but I'm in the 
right place. I want to be here (hospi­
tality management) in the future." 
Austin lives in San Bernardino 
with his wife, Cheryl, who is princi­
pal of the Holy Rosary Academy. 
For fun, Austin enjoys bass fishing 
and working on the Inland Empire 
Boy Scout Council. 
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Newly-elected County 
Supervisors Sound off 
continued from page 2 
District based on my record of suc­
cesses in economic development, 
public safety and transportation 
issues. 
What has your district lacked, if 
anything, during the last term or in 
the past? 
Our district has not received 
transportation dollars commensu­
rate with our contribution of tax 
dollars. 
What does your district need now? 
Our district needs better plan­
ning, economic development, assis­
tance in developing the Ontario 
International Airport and finally 
additional transportation dollars. 
What are some of your goals for the 
region as a supervisor? 
My goals are to create more 
jobs, decrease congestion, and to 
provide for the completion of Route 
71 and the development of Pine 
Avenue as a transportation artery. 
When your term expires, what 
would you hope to see accom­
plished? What would you like to 
attend to afterward? 
With only two years remaining 
in the term, I hope to make more 
Megan's Law information accessi­
ble on the Internet and provide for 
more prison space to house prison­
ers. I also hope to bring more 
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COMFTJTERS/TECHIN^OLOGY 
Tech the Halls 
by J. Allen Leinberger 
Last year I told you I was giv­
ing up on my annual computer 
games column. If you thought I was 
kidding, consider the recent release 
of JFK Reloaded. 
So let's look at something that I 
think is more fun and will be of bet­
ter help when you're shopping for 
the propeller head on your list. 
Computer peripherals. 
You already know about iPods 
and PDAs. 
So what do you get for the per­
son that has them? First might be a 
new iPod. The one I wrote about 
two months ago is old already. The 
new iPod also stores photos. Or you 
can get a new U2 version that pays 
tribute to the rock group of the 
same name and comes in black and 
red. 
Any iPod owner could proba­
bly use a good headset. Koss and 
Bose make some of the best. Bose 
also makes a sound dock that lets 
you charge up your player while 
playing the contents through a set 
of speakers. 
HP has downloadable designer 
covers for the otherwise dull white 
iPod, and Griffin make a flashlight 
or pointer beam attachment, 
although I don't know why. 
My favorite attachment, as I 
mentioned in that last column, is 
Sonnet's Podfreq. 
This devise lets you play the 
iPod in your car off of your FM 
radio without that frustrating little 
dangling wire attachment that never 
seems to work. 
You need not feel that the 
Apple iPod is your only choice in 
MP3 players either. Dell makes the 
Pocket DJ. Rio makes one called 
Carbon. Creative has the Nomad 
MuVo2. Virgin's entry in the mar­
ket is the Player 5GB. Even Apple 
makes the smaller and more color­
ful iPod Mini. 
In shopping for the right MPS 
player consider these options. Do 
you want photos? Voice notes? TV. 
(Yes! TV). Audio books? What 
about availability and selection of 
Online music services? Then there 
is the issue of price, support and 
capacity. 
Cell phones have color photo 
function—games, TV and movie 
theme ring tones. Several have 
added some sort of walkie-talkie 
speakerphone function, like Nextel. 
Some phones even have Bluetooth 
wireless earphones, those funny 
Elfin things that hang on NBA 
players ears. 
On now to the Personal Digital 
Assistant. The PDA. Also known as 
the Palm Pilot, although Palm has 
advanced beyond the Pilot years 
ago. As its potential grows, it and 
the cell phone (and the digital cam­
era) get closer and closer. 
Blackberry technology actually 
brings them together The new cell 
phones are also cameras and also e-
mail devises. This is why you can't 
take one into the theater. 
The PDAs themselves con­
tinue to grow. They can play music, 
just like an iPod. They also have 
Bluetooth wireless capability, along 
with new programs compatible 
with Microsoft Word and even 
Power Point. 
What a sales tool! Your own 
private pocket slide show presenta­
tion. As for digital cameras, they 
have slowed down a bit. While a six 
megapixel camera can be found on 
the market, four seems to be the 
standard for the moment. Smaller 
and cheaper is the word here. 
Also the means of reproduction 
keeps developing. (No pun intend­
ed.) Although your neighborhood 
one-hour photo would still be 
happy to print up your vacation 
shots, you can now ignore the com­
puter and go directly to the home 
printer. Even Polaroid is not happy 
about this development. As for big 
screen TV, I said five years ago that 
I would wait for five years. I am 
still waiting. The debate between 
plasma and LCD still rages and rear 
projection is making a comeback. 
My old 29 incher still works fine, 
but I buy my DVDs in widescreen, 
just in case. 
Let me also add that everything 
I have discussed here is pricey. If 
the company party gift exchange is 
limited to $10 or less, nothing I 
have told you about qualifies. 
Better you should put these items 
on your own list. 
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Mandates for Employers 
continued from page 11 
3) Closing a loophole that allowed multiple disability awards in excess 
of 100 percent of disability; 
4) Creating a new medical network for employers to control unnecessary 
medical utilization in the workers' comp system that provides that injured 
workers be treated by a network chosen by the employer. However, there 
are extensive provisions to allow injured workers who are dissatisfied with 
their care to change doctors within the network and ultimately to ask for an 
independent medical review; 
5) And ensuring that medical treatment follows nationally recognized 
guidelines. 
Production of Evidence: Employment Records (Senate Bill 1465): 
This law requires that when a subpoena for documents is sent to a labor 
union for records related to a current or former member's employment, a 
notice must be sent to the union member, just as when a subpoena for doc­
uments is sent to an employer for records related to a current or former 
employee's employment, a notice must be sent to the employee. 
Other legislation that will have an affect on employers next year 
continued on page 23 
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Develop Your Employees Through Questions, 
Not Answers 
by Doug Silsbee 
When a child asks you for help 
with homework, do you tell the 
child the answers and do the home­
work for the student? Of course 
not! Most adults know that to do so 
would be to shortcut the child's 
learning process. Instead, we help 
children study by asking them 
questions that guide them through 
the problem-solving process. The 
objective is to help them learn to 
think and solve problems for them­
selves, not to simply provide them 
the answers. After all, how could 
the child possibly do well on the 
test if a well-meaning adult gave 
the child the answers during study 
time? 
If helping through questions is 
so obvious for the parenting exam­
ple, why isn't it as obvious when 
\ye're helping fellow adults? The 
fact is that in many companies, 
managers are far too quick to jump 
in and fix their employees' prob­
lems for them. Rather than asking 
employees a series of questions 
designed to develop the employee's 
thinking process and enable the 
employee to solve the problem him 
or herself, many managers give 
employees the answers, or, worse 
yet, do the work for the employee. 
Why do so many managers 
make the mistake of providing their 
employees with answers to all their 
questions? Part of the problem lies 
in the fact that most managers 
haven't been trained as coaches. 
They are simply doing the best they 
can at putting out the inevitable 
brush fires and keeping projects 
moving forward. Therefore, we can 
easily understand why managers 
default to the easiest and fastest 
possible way of resolving prob­
lems. As well intentioned as this 
"expert" model of management is, 
the long-term results of being "too 
helpful" are dire. Consider the fol­
lowing facts and consequences of 
this management style: 
• Fact: A manager can often pro­
vide a solution more quickly than it 
would take to discuss the problem 
and elicit the employee's thinking 
about solutions. 
Consequence: Knee jerk first 
responses to problems often aren't 
the best responses. As someone 
said, "There's nothing more dan­
gerous than a good idea when it's 
the only one you have." 
• Fact: In the high-pressured envi­
ronment of today's workplace, pro­
viding quick answers takes away 
the tension that unsolved problems 
create. 
Consequence: Short-term thinking 
sometimes creates longer-term 
problems. Providing easy solutions 
to employees without expecting 
them to think for themselves cre­
ates dependency and undermines 
the employee's motivation and abil­
ity to solve future problems on his 
or her own. 
• Fact: Many managers have been 
promoted from individual contribu­
tor positions where they once 
excelled. 
Consequence: When managers 
enjoy the technical aspects of the 
work they supervise, they easily 
prioritize their interest in problems 
and their solutions over developing 
employees. Solving problems is 
part of the manager's job; develop­
ing employees is harder to do, yet 
arguably more important for the 
long run. 
• Fact: Providing solutions makes 
the manager feel smart. When the 
manager suggests how to handle an 
employee's unsolved problem, the 
manager is psychologically affirm­
ing his or her own knowledge and 
experience. 
Consequence: The manager is 
affirmed, but the employee gets the 
message that he or she wasn't capa­
ble or knowledgeable enough to 
solve the problem. Managers some­
times are motivated by the wrong 
things. 
• Fact: Managers generally have 
more experience and knowledge to 
draw from than their employees. 
Consequence: If a work group 
solely relies on the manager's expe­
rience and knowledge, they will 
likely continue to do things the way 
the manager has done things in the 
past. This deprives the organization 
of the innovation and creativity that 
could emerge from a more thor­
ough exploration of the problem 
and possible solutions. 
Questioning Strategies for 
Effective Management 
Fortunately, you don't need an 
advanced degree or intensive train­
ing in coaching methods to begin to 
change these dynamics. Nor do you 
need to'forget everything you've 
already learned about managing 
people. A shift in emphasis, and a 
few simple tips for asking questions 
in everyday work situations, will go 
a long way toward changing the 
pattern of dependency and develop­
ing your employees. Here are a few 
questioning strategies that will 
help: 
• Strategy #1: Ask questions that 
help employees see the problem 
differently. You might ask, "What 
was different last week when this 
was working?" or "How might per­
son X view this problem?" or 
"What would need to be different 
for this to not become a problem?" 
Such questions help expand the 
employee's view of the issue. 
• Strategy #2: Exercise the disci­
pline to develop, along with your 
employee, at least two and prefer­
ably three alternative solutions. Put 
the first solution on the shelf. Then, 
challenge your employee by say­
ing, "Okay, that's a great idea. 
Now, can you come up with anoth­
er viable option? With two ideas, 
we'll have a'real choice." 
• Strategy #3: Ask "Why?" five 
times in a row. This investigative 
approach helps move the conversa­
tion about a problem towards the 
discovery of the problem's root 
cause. Each time the employee 
answers a "why" question, the 
manager asks "why?" again, look­
ing for the layers of causality. 
Eventually, by going deeper and 
deeper through the layers, you can 
arrive at the problem's root cause, 
which is what a good solution real­
ly addresses. Be clear that you are 
seeking to help the employee solve 
the problem, not grilling him or her 
or trying to affix blame. You're 
simply sharing an investigative 
technique. 
• Strategy #4: Consider how you 
have approached similar problems 
in the past. Use the problem as an 
opportunity to ask the employee 
questions that lead him or her 
through a problem-solving process 
you have previously used. You 
might ask the employee, "What 
information might help narrow the 
problem down?" or "Who else has 
dealt with this before?" or "What 
tools or technologies might offer a 
new approach that no one has 
tried?" These questions get the 
employee thinking both about 
resources and the process of 
approaching a problem. 
• Strategy #5: Use questions that 
inquire into the employee's contri­
bution to the problem. Generally, if 
a person can think of the ways in 
which he or she is helping to create 
the problem in the first place, the 
employee is just one step away 
from identifying what he or she can 
do to solve it. Asking, "What did 
you do that you think might have 
made him mad?" can lead to: "I 
could be less critical of his efforts; 
he's new on the job." 
Likewise, asking, "What are 
you usually doing when the error 
rates go up?" might lead to: "I sup­
pose the error rates are higher when 
I've not calibrated the machine for 
a while." 
The bottom line is that engag­
ing employees in solving their own 
problems values their intelligence, 
cultivates their independence, and 
enhances their independent prob­
lem-solving capabilities. Doing this 
requires some investment in pre­
cious time and a willingness to 
experiment with your approach as a 
manager. But the investment is cer­
tainly worth it. You can reduce 
dependency, boost morale, build 
more capable employees, and 
develop better solutions. In the long 
run, tapping into the intelligence of 
everyone is simply common sense. 
Doug Silsbee is a business consult­
ant and coach in Asheville, North 
Carolina. He can be reached at 
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How to Resolve Conflicts 
In the ninth episode of NBC's 
reality show "The Apprentice," 
candidates had the task of renovat­
ing two suburban houses in desper­
ate need of repair. In the end, pro­
fessional appraisers reassessed the 
homes, and the team that had 
increased the value by the highest 
percentage won the competition. 
While designed to entertain, "The 
Apprentice" depicts business inter­
actions and challenges that fre­
quently occur in real-world set­
tings. 
American Management Assoc-
ation, the world's leading member-
ship-based management develop­
ment organization, has brought 
together its leading experts to pro­
vide viewers with practical advice 
they can apply in their own work­
place. Each week, AMA posts on its 
Website management and leader­
ship lessons based on issues raised 
on "The Apprentice." 
"Conflict is a natural conse­
quence of human interaction. Put 
two or more individuals together 
for a significant period of time, and 
a difference of opinion is likely to 
arise," said Edward T. Reilly, presi­
dent and CEO of American 
Management Association. "When 
individuals clash, they can become 
so concerned with defending their 
viewpoints that they stop commu­
nicating. This isn't to say that dis­
agreements can't be productive. 
They can generate constructive dia­
logues, from which new ideas are 
developed and implemented. 
However, when conflicts impede 
change and destroy the sense of 
teamwork within your group, you 
need to know hovy to manage 
them," Reilly said. He offers the 
following advice: 
• Find common goals. Remind 
the parties of their common mis­
sion. Stay away from personality 
issues. Rather, ask the individuals 
to review their goals and focus 
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solely on common or compatible 
ones. Once the goals have been 
identified, the group can move on 
to discuss how these goals can be 
shared. 
• Identify the source of the con­
flict between team members. The 
more information you have about 
the disagreement, the more you can 
help resolve it. 
• Gain commitment. Goals may 
be shared, but the preferred means 
of reaching them may vary. You 
want to reach a consensus on the 
best way to move toward achieving 
the shared objectives. 
• Exercise professional cour­
tesy. Brusque demands can only be 
alienating. Worse, hostility can 
become infectious, affecting all the 
members of the team 
.• Look beyond the incident. It 
isn't always the situation but the 
parties' perspective of the situation 
that causes the anger to fester and 
may ultimately lead to a shouting 
match or other visible—and disrup­
tive—evidence of a conflict. 
• Find a basis for agreement. 
Team members may not agree with 
each other's viewpoint, but they 
need some starting point for discus­
sion. Have them acknowledge a 
difference in opinion and seek ways 
to close the gap in thinking or oth­
erwise eliminate the differences 
between them. 
• Confront the issue privately. 
If you must confront a team mem­
ber, customer or vendor, do so in 
private. Raised voices have no 
place in a work setting. But this 
does not mean that you let poor per­
formance or lack of cooperation 
from another continue. 
• Avoid hostility by reframing 
the conversation. Communicate 
with care. This is especially impor­
tant when dealing with people who 
have had past disagreements. 
Advise them not to open the door to 
further disagreements by being 
either invasive or unnaturally 
friendly. 
• Accentuate the positive. 
When you see evidence of positive 
performance from an employee 
who can be difficult to work with, 
acknowledge it as such. Let your 
team member know that such col­
laborative performance is appreci­
ated. 
• Clear the air. Talk in a frank 
but non-threatening manner. 
Talking with team members with 
whom there have been personality 
conflicts may enable them to put an 
end to further conflicts. Even" if 
they Just agree to disagree on a mat­
ter, it may be enough to end a dis­
ruptive conflict. 
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continued from page 8 
potable demand requirements. 
Generally, about 70 percent of the 
potable water for the City of 
Pomona is produced from city-
owned wells and a Surface Water 
Treatment Plant. The city pur­
chases imported water from the 
Three Valleys Municipal Water 
District (TVMWD), a member 
agency of the Metropolitan Water 
District of Southern California 
(MWDSC). 
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How to Get Feedback That Benefits Your Business 
by Matt Hojfman 
Whether your business is still 
in an economic slump or your sales 
have been skyrocketing, you know 
things can change in an instant. 
That's why you need to regularly 
check the pulse of your business 
and find out if your employees and 
customers are truly happy. If 
they're not, then it's time to make 
some changes to create the happy, 
loyal, and long-term employees and 
customers that are the key to your 
company's success. 
The best way to evaluate how 
your business is doing is to gather 
feedback from your customers and 
employees. You can do this several 
ways, from asking questions ver­
bally to completing surveys. 
Following are some pointers that 
will help you get the feedback you 
need to improve your business: 
Customer Feedback 
If you had to choose one group, 
customers are by far the most 
important source of feedback. After 
all, if it weren't for them, your 
business wouldn't exist. The only 
way to know if your customers are 
really happy is to listen to what they 
say. This requires your employees 
to actively listen to your customers 
and directly ask their opinions 
regarding different aspects of your 
business. 
One of the simplest ways to 
gather feedback from your cus­
tomers is to simply have your 
employees ask them, "Is there any­
thing else I can help you with?" or 
"Is there any way in which we are 
failing to meet your needs?" Pay 
attention to what your customers 
say and record it to analyze later. 
Another way to gather customer 
feedback is to have them complete 
a questionnaire with such questions 
as: "Did we ask everything you 
expected us to ask?" "How did we 
meet your expectations?" and 
"Were you satisfied with the service 
you received?" 
While you certainly need to lis­
ten to the words your customers 
say, also read between the lines. 
Even though a customer may say 
she's happy, does her tone of voice 
really reflect that sentiment? Most 
communication is non-verbal, and 
if you're talking with someone over 
the phone, you cannot read the 
expression on the person's face or 
their body language. But you may 
be able to pick up on subtle reac­
tions they have, like a sigh. 
You can also pay attention to 
the questions a customer asks. For 
example, if a customer asks, "What 
about that great offer you had a 
month ago; whatever happened to 
that?" After the employee gives a 
standard response, the customer 
may respond with: "Oh, okay." You 
may just write it off as a passing 
comment, but maybe it isn't. Track 
how many customers ask that same 
question. If you know that question 
always leads to three more ques­
tions, you can manage their expec­
tations (and perhaps prevent disap­
pointment) by developing a 
response that answers the initial 
question but also answers the next 
three questions in advance. 
Anticipating your customer's needs 
makes them happy and shows them 
that you "know" them. This helps 
build relationships. 
Written surveys are also good 
tools to collect information from 
customers. They can either be done 
by phone by a representative or 
through IVR, over the Internet, or 
through direct mail. Remember to 
respect your customers' time by 
keeping the survey quick and easy. 
Importantly though, make sure you 
include at least one question on the 
survey that allows customers the 
opportunity to give specific feed­
back (both good and bad) using free 
form text. 
How to Use Customer Feedback 
to Your Advantage 
Now that you have this feed­
back, what do you do with it? The 
first step is to evaluate what you 
have. Develop a database tailored 
to the information you want to track 
(i.e. pricing structure, quality, serv­
ice, etc.). Then look at the percent­
age of your top two positive 
responses to get a good representa­
tive sample. Don't count the neu­
trals. If you want to do some serv­
ice recovery, look at the two lowest 
responses too. Once you have a rep­
resentative negative response, you 
can research why people are disap­
pointed and find a way to remedy it. 
Just as it is important to turn 
unhappy customers around, it is 
also important to reward people 
who already think you're good. 
Keep your loyal people happy. 
If you follow up with a customer 
about their feedback, they may 
think, "Hey, those people actually 
paid attention to me and my voice is 
important. I'm going to keep going 
back to them." 
Finally, you can use customer 
feedback as a tool to evaluate 
employee performance. To do that, 
ask specific questions about the 
employees, such as "Was the per­
son who helped you knowledge­
able, polite, and friendly?" With 
specific information about employ­
ees, you'll know who needs more 
training and who is performing 
well. 
Frontline Feedback 
Too often we ignore informa­
tion from our front line employees 
dismissing it as "complaining." 
However, next to direct contact 
with your customers, they're the 
resource for providing customer 
feedback since they are the ones 
who actually interact with the cus­
tomers. They can be an invaluable 
source of information by giving 
you both general and specific 
observations (for instance, that cus­
tomers have mentioned they liked 
the quality of one product but have 
not been happy with the quality of 
another). 
Your employees are on the 
frontline taking care of the cus­
tomers, so you need to keep them as 
happy as possible. Therefore, listen 
to any input they offer; it makes 
them feel appreciated. 
One way to do this is to have a 
monthly focus group with different 
employees in order to keep on top 
of any new issues. Focus groups 
allow employees to vent and voice 
their opinions about the many 
issues that affect their jobs— 
whether they are consumer related 
or not. Additionally many employ­
ees feel more empowered to speak 
as a group and feed off of the group 
dynamic and in some cases may say 
more than if you asked them indi­
vidually. Also, it is a nice motiva­
tion tool to follow up with the same 
group when you have acted on any 
of their suggestions—it shows you 
value your insight and makes them 
feel as an actionable part of the 
team. 
Another way to solicit feed­
back about internal policies, proce­
dures and tools is by offering the 
opportunity to complete a survey. 
Be aware that sometimes employ­
ees are reluctant to participate in 
surveys and you may not get the 
feedback you need. In this case, 
offer an incentive. One effective 
incentive could be a raffle. When 
employees drop off their anony­
mous surveys into the box, they get 
to take a ticket. The ticket stubs go 
into a raffle with the winner receiv­
ing a prize. Or, if your survey is not 
one that needs to be anonymous, 
offer employees a dollar, or a com­
pany-paid lunch, or movie tickets. 
Obviously this is not something 
you want to do if you think you'll 
receive biased results. But if you're 
just looking for consumer informa­
tion, you're more likely to get accu­
rate responses and better employee 
cooperation if you offer an incen­
tive. 
You probably won't need to 
twist any arms if you are asking 
employees to talk about what they 
do and ideas on how to make their 
jobs better. But if you want to ask 
about internal policies that affect 
them, such as attendance policies or 
dress codes, it may be a little hard­
er to get cooperation from them 
unless they feel that it's anonymous 
and safe. Try an online survey for 
anonymity or even hire a third party 
to conduct the survey for you. This 
way you'll avoid biased opinions 
and be more likely to get honest 
results. Use the information gath­
ered from these surveys to make 
changes within your organization 
that benefit employees and man­
agement. 
Survey employees on any poli­
cies that affect them directly (the-
continued on page 21 
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Five Secrets to Avoiding Workplace Interruptions 
by Dale Collie 
If your workdays are shorter 
than your to-do lists, you're in good 
company. Even the most organized 
people are finding that constant 
interruptions get priority over 
planned work. Interruptions are 
among the top 10 workplace stres­
sors and they're costing companies 
millions of dollars each year. 
Many efficient people arrive 
early to review e-mail and get 
organized. Before the official day 
begins, however, others note their 
presence and drop by with quick 
greetings and urgent conversations. 
How do we tell these people we're 
here to work, "Leave me alone!" 
Phone calls are constant with 
internal requests for information 
and outside calls demanding our 
attention. Some people want deci­
sions; others want information, and 
everybody wants a piece of your 
precious time. Every glance at the 
clock reminds you that the to-do list 
is waiting, and stress levels climb. 
Advisors tell you to delegate 
more work, get control over that 
phone, let the machine or your 
assistant screen calls. Still others 
say you should prioritize tasks or 
work from home. 
In addition to the goal setting 
and time management techniques 
you've learned, here are five 
proven strategies you can use to 
eliminate these random, stressful 
interruptions. 
1. Schedule Time 
One of the easiest things to do is 
to schedule times for taking calls, 
responding to voice mail, checking 
e-mail, and accepting visitors (all 
visitors, internal and external). 
Train those around you to 
respect your schedule and hold 
them to it. People won't comply if 
you occasionally allow interrup­
tions with a wave of the hand that 
means, "We'll make an exception 
this time." 
Specifically allotted times 
requires you to prioritize your e-
mail, voice mail, and telephone 
conversations. You'll find yourself 
deleting less important e-mail and 
noting which voice messages really 
need your attention. 
When your telephone time is up, 
simply announce that you "have to 
go now." Don't explain the reasons 
or that you're on a personal sched­
ule. Just ask whether that covers 
everything or whether you should 
call back. You'll usually find out 
that no additional call is required. 
Don't let the priorities of others 
interfere with your own schedule. 
2. Establish Procedures 
Start a list of the type informa­
tion people ask of you. Note the 
questions and answers. You can 
then prepare a log book, policy 
manual, or resource book where the 
routine information is available. 
You don't even have to capture 
the information yourself. Require 
others to write out the question and 
your response each time they come 
to you for information. They can 
drop it in the designated mail tray 
for you before the end of the day 
along with a short paragraph on 
what they accomplished with your 
information. 
This strategy works in two 
ways. First, you capture the essen­
tial data, along with feedback about 
whether it was sufficient. Their 
notes become the basis for your ref­
erence manual. Second, people 
who hate to write stop bringing you 
questions that can be answered in 
some other way. 
The policy manuals can clean 
up inconsistent understandings and 
act as a good reference for training 
new staff. Put the information in 
writing and encourage everyone to 
use the manual to prevent unneces­
sary interruptions. 
3. Delegate Authority Along With 
Responsibility 
Many of the interruptions are 
the result of people "feeling" like 
they don't have authority to make 
decisions. And this lack of author­
ity generates a lot of interruptions. 
It's a simple matter to train 
employees to respond according to 
certain principals instead of seeking 
approval for every incident. Give 
them authority to act according to 
these principals. 
If your company policy is to 
make every delivery on time, 
there's no need to interrupt man­
agement for approval to change 
production schedules or re-route 
delivery trucks. 
The policy is the policy, and we 
do what it takes. Everyone in the 
company should be able to make 
these decisions once you make 
clear the company policy. Make 
sure everyone understands their 
level of authority so they don't 
interrupt others unnecessarily. 
4. Train People to Make Their 
Own Decisions 
Many people who don't like to 
make decisions would rather sit idle 
and await management's decision 
rather than take the initiative and do 
something for which they will be 
held responsible. 
A great example of giving 
authority along with responsibility 
can be seen in the instructions an 
aid received from Major General 
George S. Patton (son of WW II 
famed General Patton). He said he 
wouldn't have hired the aid as his 
number one assistant if he didn't 
trust his judgment and ability. "If 
you ever get fired around here, it 
will be because of something 
you've failed to do rather than 
something you tried to do right." 
His advice felt a lot like a chew­
ing out, but it gave the aid the deci­
sion-making authority he needed to 
get the job done without interrupt­
ing him time after time. 
Old General Patton trained his 
aid on how to get the job done. 
Once the aid understood his goals 
and policies, he could make deci­
sions himself. 
In addition, the assistant certain­
ly knew which items were impor­
tant enough to merit General 
Patton's input and held them for 
discussion during one of the 
"scheduled" 5-10 minute confer­
ences just before lunch and before 
the end of the day. Schedule times 
to brief your boss and times when 
your people can brief you. 
5. Maintain Frequent Face-To-
Face Communications 
Most people respect you, and 
having an open line of communica­
tions contributes to good teamwork 
and productivity. Keep this in mind 
when you close your door to get 
control of your time. They haven't 
been interrupting you just to keep 
you off balance. 
You can control your schedule 
and give people the interpersonal 
communications needed to lower 
stress and make them a part of the 
ongoing operation. 
One example is a well-liked 
plant manager of a large smoke­
stack factory. One of the manager's 
strategies involved a simple walk­
through of the factory at the begin­
ning of each shift. 
He got an idea of whether things 
were being done according to poli­
cy, and for employees, his presence 
was a time of greeting, "How are 
the kids?" "Did you have a good 
vacation?" "Did your son's team 
win last night?" 
People love face-to-face time 
with management. Break rooms, 
lunch areas, and water coolers are 
natural gathering places. You can 
even make the rounds of their 
offices or work stations. Approach 
them on their turf and on your 
schedule to avoid many interrup­
tions during the day. Take control 
of the interpersonal time that peo­
ple need—avoid interruptions. • 
Schedule your time; establish 
procedures; delegate authority; 
train people to make their own 
decisions, and maintain face-to-
face communications. These sim­
ple leadership skills will save time 
for you and everyone involved. 
Wouldn't it be great to get six hours 
of productive time for ourselves 
and our employees instead of two 
or three hours that we often experi­
ence? 
These interruption-busters are 
not for the timid. You'll take some 
heat for changing the normal rou­
tine. In the end, however, you'll be 
in control of your schedule. 
Productivity will improve, and 
you'll boost the bottom line. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Dale Collie is an author, speaker, 
former U.S. Army ranger, CEO, 
and professor at West Point Please 
visit: www.couragebuilders.com. 
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Food Connoisseur Hands Down Expertise 
by Corey Arvin 
A love for fine cuisine and 
teaching a life-long passion has 
paid off many years for Bob Small, 
dean of the Collins School of 
Hospitality Management at Cal 
Poly Pomona—and now his stu­
dents as well. The Collins School 
recently received $1 million from 
Hae Park, an alumni of Collins 
School. It's the first alumni gift the 
school has received since estab­
lished in 1972. 
"The gift was in honor of Dr. 
Donald Lumberg," said Small. The 
school is really in the middle of 
some exciting changes. 
Small is focused on guiding his 
students on the right path while 
bringing recognition and building a 
reputation for the school. Currently, 
Small is filling in as interim dean 
over the next year until a replace­
ment is found. He was dean of 
Collins between 1987 and 1994. 
"I had excitement about cook­
ing and the food business since I 
was a kid. It's the only thing I ever 
wanted to do. Food and wine are 
really the only things I have ever 
done in one fashion or another," he 
said. 
Dean Bob Small 
Collins School of Hospitality 
Management at Cal Poly Pomona 
Each year. Small participates in 
the wine judging contest at the L.A. 
County Fair in Pomona as chair­
man. The competition is the largest 
in the U.S., according to Small. In 
addition, he oversees production of 
Cigars Rule in Vegas, 
Again 
by Joe Lyons 
For the ninth year in a row 
some six thousand cigar smokers 
gathered in Las Vegas to celebrate a 
glorious and disgusting habit. The 
pleasure of a good cigar. 
Don't like the things? 
Stop reading now. 
This is a feature article, and I 
have no more objectivity about my 
topic than Michael Moore had 
about his. 
The seminar portion of the 
weekend began as usual. Three 
cigars in a pouch to each attendee, 
promptly at 9, Saturday morning. 
This year's theme is anniversaries 
so each cigar represents a mile­
stone for the company who pro­
duced it. 
First, and favorite, for the day is 
the Padron Serie 1926 Fortieth 
Anniversary Nicaraguan. It not 
only celebrates the anniversary of 
the company, it salutes the 
founder's birthday. Padron cigars 
have been counterfeited so often 
that each stick has a serial number 
on its secondary wrapper to identi­
fy it. 
Jose Blanco of La Aurora pre­
sented his company's centennial 
anniversary cigar, the Aurora 100 
Anos Special Size. The Big Smoke 
got a five and one-half inch cigar, 
but the stores will be carrying a 
five inch version. 
Just as the Padron was all 
Nicaraguan (binder, filler, wrap­
per), the Aurora is all Dominican 
Republic. The third cigar maker of 
the morning was Litto Gomez of 
La Flor Dominica whose Diez 
Cubano celebrates his company's 
10th anniversary. The tobaccos for 
his smoke not only all comes from 
the Dominican Republic, they 
come from the same tobacco plan­
tation, making it, he declares, the 
equivalent of a chateau produced 
wine. 
Other speakers for the morning 
included Theo Folz, president and 
continued on page 25 
Dr. Bob's Handcrafted Ice Cream, 
one of the most premium quality 
ice creams in the world. 
Surprisingly, Small's plate isn't 
quite full yet. He is preparing for 
the preliminary stages of a book he 
is writing which details the variety 
of wines that exist. The project is 
expected to take up to two years to 
complete. Once a suitable replace­
ment for Small is found at Collins 
School, he plans to retreat to 
Europe for at least a year as he fin­
ishes his book. 
Small and his wife, Michelle, 
reside in Claremont. In his spare 
time. Small enjoys skiing and a few 
rounds of golf when he gets a 
chance. 
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by Gary Ordway and Bill Anthony 
While the 23 wineries of the 
Temecula Valley are a fraction of 
what you might find in ever-popu­
lar Napa—with at last count, some­
thing like 300 local wineries— 
Temecula's wine-tasting experience 
is getting high marks from travelers 
who have happened on this scenic 
valley almost by accident. 
Located just off the well-trav­
eled Interstate 15, between 
Riverside and 
San Diego, the 
gently rolling 
hills and scenic 
vineyards of 
Temecula now 
are becoming a 
destination in 
their own right. 
Not just a gim­
mick to boost 
local tourism, 
the wineries of Temecula make 
good wine-—turning Ihe IViiil of liie 
valley into wines dial are satisfying 
even the most sophisticated palates. 
And, as festive \isiiors no\\ 
pack many of the lasting rooms on 
weekends, wineries continue to pop 
up at the rate of two lo four per 
year, according to Linda Kissam, 
executive director of the Temecula 
Valley Winegrowers Association. 
Big resorts are on the way, too, such 
as the South Coast Winery's new 
Resort and Spa that was estimated 
to cost $20 million but will cost 
well over that by the time the com­
plete facilities open in early 2005. 
Not to worry—the resort already is 
on its way to paying off that invest­
ment with its 76 villas booked solid 
on weekends even though the resort 
offices, restaurant, spa and winery 
are still under construction. 
"The whole goal here," says 
Mark Zovic, South Coast's general 
manager, "is for Temecula to be 
taken seriously." 
Zovic compares Temecula to 
the Napa Valley of 20 years ago 
when its tourism infrastructure was 
catching up with the growing popu­
larity of the region. But one of the 
local winemakers pointed out there 
is a big difference—many of 
Temecula's wines are already con­
sidered competitive with Napa and 
certainly not 20 years behind in the 
attainment of overall quality. 
One vintner who feels pretty 
good about the quality of his wines 
is Nick Palumbo, a 38-year-old 
grape grower who just two years 
ago opened Palumbo Family 
Vineyards and Winery. Picture a 
20-year-old rambler farmhouse set 
on 12 acres of vineyards and you 
see that the emphasis in this busi­
ness is on family. The oak barrels 
•v*. • .... •• I-(..•»!» 
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Over at Ponte Family Estate 
Winery, the emphasis is a little dif­
ferent, according to owner Roberto 
Ponte. "I was confused before," 
Ponte explains. "I thought it was all 
about the wine." 
The people who visit his win­
ery, Ponte says, are interested in a 
getaway experience, and wine just 
happens to be part of that. 
Beginning with a concept of "a day 
in the country," Ponte set about to 
create a kind of mini-theme park all 
built around his winery and sur­
rounded by hundreds of acres of 
vineyards. Opening in the summer 
of 2003, Ponte Family Estate 
Winer\ oilers one of the valle\\ 
largest lasting rooms and a gift shop 
— similar to what >ou find in Napa 
—and also serves uourmet 





wine he protluces 
each year are piled 
high in what was 
once Palumbo's 
three-car garage. 
P a l u m b o  
grows the grapes and "drives the 
tractor every day" up and down his 
vineyard rows to make sure the four 
varieties of grapes he is using will 
be the quality needed for his special 
wines. He's an example of what 
you'll find elsewhere in 
Temecula—a vintner who is willing 
to stand there a few minutes and tell 
you how it's done. That's another 
difference from Napa, the locals 
say: almost all of the Temecula 
wineries are family-owned. 
"If I didn't have control of the 
vineyards," Palumbo says, "I 
wouldn't have control of the quali­
ty-" 
Palumbo says the reason his 
mom-and-pop operation can pro­
duce wine commanding the highest 
prices in the valley is "I can do a lot 
more tricks than the other guys 
can." For example, he can split his 
lots and make a big difference in 
taste by using different yeast in 
each lot and then blending the two 
together. 
California cuisine in the popular 
Smokehouse Cafe (which actually 
seats dinner outdoors.) 
Visitors are encouraged to stroll 
the grounds of the winery where 
they will find park-like pathways 
and exhilarating vineyard views in 
addition to the many features of the 
winery such as the giant stainless 
steel containers, the wine storage 
area ("where the wine sleeps," 
Ponte says) and other buildings and 
processes related to winemaking. 
The setting is popular with couples 
who choose the winery for a wed­
ding backdrop, and Ponte has a 
large event tent used for meetings 
and parties. 
With the exception of the new 
South Coast villas, most of the 
accommodations in the Temecula 
wine country are bed-and-break-
fasts or small inns, and there aren't 
many of them. That's one reason 
that Luis and Sherry DiBemardo 
are enjoying early success with 
their new bed-and-breakfast inn. 
AT A GLANCE 
WHEN: 
Any time of year. Harvest is 
August to September and you 
can see more of the grape and 
wine production activities at 
that time. Temperatures are best 
in the winter months. Weekends 
are quite busy, so weekdays are 
highly recommended. If you go 
on a weekend, visit the most 
popular tasting rooms in the 
morning, about 10 a.m. when 
they open. 
WHY: 
Temecula is a good place to talk 
one-on-one with vintners and 
see how they make wine and, 
like other wine-growing 
regions, it's very scenic. 
HOW: 
For more information on 
Temecula Valley wineries and 
accommodations, contact the 
Temecula Valley Winegrowers 
Association at www. temecu-
lawines.org. 
the Castle. Built three years ago, the 
Castle was designed to be a spec­
tacular home for the DiBemardos 
but they left one wing of the home 
unfinished just in case they decided 
to become innkeepers. In January 
of this year, they did just that. 
The Castle itself is not just a 
name—the European decor and fur­
nishings, the high ceilings and 
chandeliers all add to the medieval 
feeling. One end of the Great Room 
has a stone wall and long breakfast 
table befitting King Arthur. 
Medieval paintings cover another 
wall. The four guestrooms also 
share in this motif to one extent or 
another, and most include Jacuzzi 
tubs. 
The Embassy Suites Hotel in 
Temecula is a very convienent hotel 
adjacent to the 15 Freeway at 
Rancho California Road. It is an all 
suite hotel that includes a compli­
mentary breakfast and evening 
reception. For more information or 
to make reservations call (909) 676-
5656. 
Visitors to Temecula will find 
they can reasonably visit between 
continued on page 21 
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Hospitality Expert Keeps 
Moving Up 
by Corey Arvin 
Vangie Esteban knows hospi­
tality ... and she knows it well. For 
more than 20 years, Esteban has 
worked progressively in the hotel 
industry., As apart of an upward 
trend for Esteban's career, she was 
promoted to director of sales for 
Embassy Suites Hotel in Temecula 
from the Ontario Airport Hilton. 
Esteban has had quite a share 
of positions in the field of hospital­
ity and hotel management, mostly 
revolving around sales and market­
ing. But before committing to sales 
and marketing, Esteban held such 
titles as reservations manager, front 
office manager and operations 
manager. 
The core of Esteban's career 
keeps her excited: travel and meet­
ing new people. But the position 
demands long hours and can be 
"overwhelming at times." 
"I really like what I do. You 
never know what to expect or 
where you may go," when travel­
ing, she said. 
In the near and distant future, 
Esteban doesn't expect much to 
change; she would prefer to contin­
ue working in the hospitality and 
hotel management field. 
"There's an increase in busi­
ness here. It's a good place to be," 
she said. 
Esteban currently lives in 
Murrieta with her husband of 27 
years, Ed. She has four children 
between the ages 18 to 26. In her 
spare time, Esteban enjoys watch­
ing home and gardening television 
shows, karaoke and spending time 
with friends and family. 
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Temecula Wineries Win Gold 
continued from page 19 
four and six wineries in a day— 
most of the wineries are clustered 
in an area along Rancho California 
Road. But wineries are not the only 






continued from page 16 
attendance policy, for example), on 
how much they feel the company 
values them, and on how they feel 
they fit in to the company. You can 
do this with a survey, much like 
you would use with customers, or 
it could even be by an anonymous 
suggestion box. Even if you are not 
able to change a policy employees 
don't like, at least you will leam 
what issues bother them and you 
can explain why certain policies 
are in place. Sometimes people just 
like to know that their voice is 
heard. 
Institute a Feedback Policy 
Today 
This isn't a time for guesses. 
The only way to know what your 
employees and customers want and 
need is to ask them. Decide what 
information you need and develop 
a plan for gathering feedback. 
Analyze the data you receive and 
put it to good use. Only then will 
you have the inside information 
you need to keep your company 
strong and profitable for years to 
come. 
About the Author: 
Matthew Hoffman is a consultant 
and quality assurance manager at 
Kowal Associates, Inc. a customer 
service consulting firm located in 
Boston, MA. 
attraction in town—the city's his­
toric Oldtown is a popular day trip 
for people from surrounding com­
munities—boutiques and antique 
shops galore. There are seven 
championship golf courses in the 
area, as well as lakes for fishing. 
And, if you want to try something 
totally unique, local hot-air balloon 
companies will give you an angle 
on the valley you won't get from 
anywhere else—a dreamy view 
from hundreds of feet above the 
gorgeous Temecula valley wine 
country. 
For Insight on Inland Empire Business ... 
Subscribe Now, (909) 989-4733 
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UCLA Anderson Forecast, December 2004 California 
The Circus is Back in Town: More on the State's 
Budget Crisis 
by Michael Bazdarich 
Senior Economist 
UCLA Anderson Forecast 
December 2004 
Ladies and gentlemen, step 
right up for the greatest st)ow on 
earth, taking place across three 
rings right before your very eyes. 
Marvel at the gravity-defying, 
miraculous triple-flip. Gasp at the 
acrobatic, disappearing VLF back-
flip—I mean, backfill. Thrill to the 
recovery revenue catapult. Laugh at 
the clownish antics of the deficit 
finance spectacle. 
Introduction 
Sacramento's annual budget 
antics are entertaining indeed. In 
years past, the Davis 
Administration's budget dealings 
resembled a flea circus: lots of 
appearances of action, but nothing 
much really going on. This year, the 
actions of the Schwarzenegger 
Administration and the legislature 
were positively epic. In fact, I did­
n't even make up the "acts" cited 
above. Between "triple flips" and 
disappearing backfills, the action 
has been fast and furious. There has 
even been some progress toward 
reducing the state's chronic deficit. 
Unfortunately, there is a lot of 
progress still to make. 
This analysis attempts to pro­
vide the reader some comprehen­
sion of the current situation: just 
why those prospective deficits keep 
recurring each year and how big 
they might really be when the next 
fiscal year begins in June 2005. Our 
September 2003 forecast confer­
ence included an exposition of the 
state finances at that time: "Shades 
of Gray: Whys and Wherefore Of 
The State Budget." We'll update 
here that accounting for the devel­
opments of the past 15 months. 
Along the way, we'll detail the 
wondrous spectacles referred to 
above. 
A Recap of Our 
September 2003 Analysis 
Our September 2003 analysis 
blamed the state's deficit on 2000-
2002 plunge in U.S. stock prices 
and the failure of Sacramento to cut 
spending (or raise taxes) in the face 
of this sudden crisis. California per­
sonal income tax revenues soared 
with the stock boom in the late 
1990s, and though various state 
staffers warned that the revenue 
windfalls were temporary, the legis­
lature nevertheless used them to 
finance "permanent" program 
expansions. When stock prices, 
plunged, state income tax revenues 
plunged, but state outlays did not 
even BEGIN to decline in response 
until the enactment of the FY2003-
04 budget deal two years later. 
Because the state's current 
budget woes cannot be attributed to 
the normal ups and downs of the 
business cycle (but rather to the 
once-in-a-century phenomenon of 
the recent stock boom and bust), 
economic recovery alone cannot be 
counted on to remove the budget 
crisis this time. Meanwhile, the 
maneuvers of the last three years 
have built a huge volume of official 
debt, "unofficial" borrowing from 
special funds and local govern­
ments, and deferred spending 
amounts "owed" to public schools. 
Within the budget deal passed in 
July of 2003, $15 billion of addi­
tional shortfalls projected to occur 
in 2003-04 were "financed" by $3 
billion in spending cuts, $4 billion 
of tax hikes (in the Vehicle License 
Fee, or VLF, which initially had 
been cut in 1999, when revenues 
were flush), and $10 billion in one­
time gimmicks and borrowings 
(detailed below). 
As the one-time gimmicks and 
borrowings expired at the end of 
2003-04, it was expected that an 
additional $8 billion deficit would 
loom with the onset of 2004-05. 
When the new Gov. Schwarzeneg­
ger rescinded the VLF tax restora­
tion, a $4+ billion item, the 
prospective deficit for 2004-05 
jumped to $12 billion, and a 
prospective deficit reemerged for 
2003-04 as well. 
This brings us, then, to events 
since September 2003. We'll start 
the exposition with a brief review 
of the two starring acts, the Deficit 
Bond triple-flip and the disappear­
ing VLF backfill. 
Developments Since Fall 2003 
The Amazing Triple-Flip 
In order to permanently finance 
the deficit that had already occurred 
prior to his taking office—as well 
as those still expected in 2003-04, 
Gov. Schwarzenegger promoted a 
voter initiative to approve the issue 
of up to $15 billion in Deficit 
Finance bonds. The payment 
scheme for these bonds is a truly 
impressive feat of legerdemain. A 
one-quarter percent sales tax levy 
(yielding about $1.2 billion per 
year) was earmarked to service the 
bonds the state issued. Rather than 
raising state sales taxes, 
Sacramento merely designated 0.25 
percentage points of the 1.5 per­
centage points of sales taxes that go 
to local governments to be trans­
ferred to debt service. This is the 
first element of the flip 
To compensate local govern­
ments for the lost sales tax revenue, 
Sacramento designated an equal 
amount of funds from property tax 
revenues to go to local govern­
ments. This is the second element 
of the flip. The catch there was that 
the transferred property tax rev­
enues were not previously going to 
the Califqrnia 
General Fund, 
nor even to the 
state govern­
ment, but rather 
to public schools. 
So to compensate 
K-12 schools for 
lost property tax 
revenues, the 
state designated 
an equal amount 
of General Fund 
outlays be allo­




then, the debt 
service on the 
Deficit Finance 
Bonds is being 
paid out of the K-
12 education 
component of the 
state budget. And 
you thought I was exaggerating 
when I deemed this feat "miracu­
lous." 
The Disappearing VLF Backflip 
Of course, the triple-flip is not 
the first time Sacramento has 
"given" away revenues not its own. 
Back in 1999 when the VLF 
(Vehicle License Fee) was first cut, 
those revenues also had gone not to 
the state General Fund, but to local 
governments. To compensate these 
agencies for lost revenues due to 
the VLF cut, the state began making 
"backfill" payments to them out of 
the "General Government" compo­
nent of the General Fund budget, 
which payments are equal to the 
size of the VLF cut. 
When Gov. Davis reinstated 
VLF fees to their pre-1999 level 
effective June 2003, he stopped the 
backfill payments immediately. 
However, it wasn't until mid-
October 2003 that actual VLF rev­
enues rose to their intended levels. 
In the meantime, local governments 
lost about $1.2 billion in VLF rev­
enues (since the state couldn't 
afford to continue the backfills 
continued on page 27 
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Aquentium Inc. Announces Signing of Exclusive 
Worldwide Licensing Agreement 
Imagine in the event of disaster, 
being able to house people or store 
equipment in an almost rock-solid 
casing that conveniently unfolds 
when laid on the ground. What 
began as an idea is close to surfac­
ing. 
Aquentium, Inc., a diversified 
publicly-traded holding company, 
signed an exclusive licensing 
agreement last month with inventor 
Theodore T. Ciotti for the rights to 
manufacture and market this 
unique housing system that incor­
porates the structural integrity and 
transportability of modified ship­
ping containers that expand and 
unfold, like "pop-up books" with 
strength, flexibility, and durability. 
Under the terms of this agreement, 
Aquentium, Inc. will manufacture, 
market and sell the invention that is 
poised to bring the disaster relief 
industry into the new millennium. 
"We are very confident that Mr. 
Ciotti's invention and vision will 
make a real difference and it will be 
felt around the world," said Mark 
Taggatz, president of Aquentium. 
The agreement calls for the forma­
tion of a wholly-owned subsidiary 
that will develop the niche products 
like the new containerized habit­
able structures. Similar to the pop­
up books of older generations, 
these purpose-built or recycled 
shipping containers are trans­
formed into rudimentary homes. 
The company says regardless of 
the disaster, either man-made or 
natural, they are highly confident 
their nascent company will become 
the industry leader with their 
advantages and break-through tech­
nology. 
"Here are a few ideas; houses, 
clinics, mess halls, offices, church­
es, retail, mini-hospitals, barracks, 
etc. They can be fully on grid, fully 
self-sufficient or a combination. 
Military can deploy the units by 
land or sea. We will strive to exceed 
the requirements needed to be certi­
fied worldwide for shelter location 
in the instances of hurricanes, tor­
nados or earthquakes," said 
Taggatz. 
The agreement calls for proto­
type models to be built and the ini­
tial manufacturing plant to be locat­
ed in the USA. The company esti­
mates creating 200 manufacturing 
jobs a year after the plant breaks 
ground. 
The proposed invention comes 
at a critical time when disasters are 
rampant globally. 
Aquentium said during the week 
of Oct. 6, the U.S. Federal 
Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) took the one millionth reg­
istration for disaster assistance 
from individuals seeking aid for 
hurricane disasters this year. Since 
Hurricane Charley made landfall in 
Rorida on Aug. 13, hurricanes and 
tropical storms have been responsi­
ble for 21 disaster declarations cov­
ering 13 states and Puerto Rico. 
Thousands of FEMA employees, 
along with those from other agen­
cies and volunteers, have been 
working in affected states. Total aid 
has already passed the $1 billion 
mark. 
It is estimated by some to hit $75 
billion in total damages and relief 
aide. 
The company's initial market to 
target will be Emergency and 
Disaster Relief. Whether config­
ured as a house, hospital, clinic, the 
uniqueness of being rapidly 
deployable and re-deployable, the 
structures are intended to require 
minimal setup. And with minimal 
training, these self-contained, off-
grid or on-grid systems allow trans­
formation from a standard inter-
model container to a complete, 
plumbed, wired and habitable 
house or structure in less than a few 
hours. 
The structural systems include 
several different provisions for sup­
plying purified drinking water and 
cutting-edge solar technology for 
electricity for the devastated infra­
structure. Even in the most remote 
devastated out-regions, the struc­
ture may be a good answer to miti­
gating the impact horrific disasters. 
"1 am very excited about the 
signing of the agreement," said 
Ciotti. "We will setup manufactur­
ing and start to have a real impact 
in the lives of millions of devastat­
ed families all over the world." 
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Mandates for Employers 
continued from page 13 
include: 
Senate Bill 1618 which requires all California employers by Jan. 1, 
2008, to furnish each employee with an accurate itemized statement at the 
time of the payment of wages, showing no more than the last four digits of 
the employee's social security number or an existing employee identifica­
tion number other than a social security number. Assembly Bill 1706 
which clarifies an existing statute to prohibit an employer from using an 
assignment order as grounds for denying a promotion to an employee or 
for taking any other action adversely affecting the employee's terms and 
conditions of employment. 
For more information on these new laws and other labor and employment 
legal matters, please contact William Floyd in the Inland Empire office 
(William.Floyd@bbklaw.com or 951-686-1450) or Arlene Prater in the 
San Diego office (Arlene.Prater@bbklaw.com or 619-525-1300). 
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Mercantile Exchange trades futures 
contracts in 3-month dollar CDs, 
with contract delivery dates stretch­
ing over the next ten years. The 
accompanying chart shows those 
futures market yields as of June 8, 
2004, on the eve Fed tightening, 
and as of Nov. 1, 2004, on the eve 
of the Fed's latest, universally 
anticipated hike (to 2. percent 
overnight rates). 
Notice from the chart that as of 
June, before any tightening moves, 
yields for CDs to be delivered in 
2005 were over 4 percent, while 
those for CDs to be delivered in 
2(K)6 were over 5 percent, both 
sharply above the 1 percent + yields 
actually in place on cash CDs at the 
time. Presently, after six months of 
"soft patch" and "only" measured 
Fed tightening, 2005-delivery-date 
CDs trade at yields around 3 per­
cent, while those to be delivered in 
2006 trade at yields below 4 per­
cent. 
We take these futures market 
yields to be excellent indicators of 
how the markets expect yields to 
move in the future. Notice that even 
presently, the markets still project 
What's Up With Interest Rates... And What's Down 
continued from page 9 
Fed never paused in its tightening 
process, raising short-term rates at 
each of the four FOMC meetings 
since May; With short rates below 
normal in its view, the Fed contin­
ued to raise rates opposite an econ­
omy that was not robust, but was 
not "weak" either. 
Meanwhile, the Fed tightened at 
the same "measured" pace it had 
earlier warned of, so long rates 
failed to rise in response. In fact, 
with the economy entering a soft 
patch, the markets have come to 
realize that the Fed would not have 
to tighten as much over the next 
few years as was previously expect­
ed, and so long rates have actually 
fallen substantially even alongside 
the hikes of current short-term 
rates. 
When the economy was roaring 
ahead between Q1 2003 and Q1 
2004, expectations of a harsh Fed 
tightening had driven the 10-year 
Tfeasury Note yield up to 4.89 per­
cent by June 14, on the eve of the 
Fed's first tightening (at its June 30 
FOMC meeting). In contrast, with 
economic growth moderating since 
then, the 10-year TNote yield 
dropped to a six-month low of 3.99 
percent on Oct. 25, despite four 
tightening moves by the Fed, rais­
ing overnight rates from 1.0 percent 
to 2.0 percent. 
Over this period, market expec­
tations of future tightening have 
fallen dramatically, as can be dis­
cerned from movements in interest 
rate futures markets. The Chicago 
short rates to rise over the next few 
years. That is, the markets are still 
betting that the Fed will be tighten­
ing for quite a while yet. However, 
the sharp move down in "out-year" 
futures market yields over the last 
five months clearly shows that mar­
kets' expectations of future Fed 
tightening have been toned down 
dramatically, as robust economic 
growth failed to be sustained, as an 
inflation scare early this year faded, 
and as the Fed held to its word and 
proceeded with "only" a measured, 
gradual tightening. 
Where To? What Next? 
At this point, the million-dollar 
question is at what point will the 
Fed deem its tightening process 
complete? The Fed has been very 
clear that it wants to bring short-
term interest rates back to "nor­
mal," 0 sustainable levels. It has 
been purposefully vague as to just 
what level of short rates is normal. 
This is one reason market expecta­
tions have swung so sharply. 
As of early-2002, on the heels of 
a short recession and when the 
economy appeared to be recovering 
sharply, the markets thought normal 
Treasury Bill/ CD yield levels were 
above 6 percent, and it prieed CD 
futures and long-term bonds and 
mortgages accordingly. 
As the recovery flagged and Fed 
tightening proved to be a long time 
coming, market perceptions of 
"normal" yield levels have dropped 
precipitously. However, they are 
still well above current short rate 
levels, as indicated by the CD-
futures market and by the still-steep 
slope of the yield curve in the cash 
markets. 
Meanwhile, again, the Fed has 
been less than informative as to 
where exactly it thinks short rates 
will eventually settle. Recently, 
various Fed officials have opined 
that a "neutral" Fed Funds rate 
could be below 4 percent. This is 
below the yields currently projected 
for 2007 and later in the futures 
market. However, it is also as much 
as 2 percentage points above cur­
rent cash yield levels. Even so, such 
statements reflect the personal 
views of individual Fed officials, 
not the consensus view of the cen­
tral bank, and Chairman Greenspan 
has been more vague than anyone 
as to what levels he thinks are "nor­
mal." 
Now, we stated in June and have 
repeated here that it would take 
economic weakness to stop the 
Fed's tightening (short of normal 
short rate levels). Alternatively, it 
could be argued that the onset of 
economic weakness could "re-edu­
cate" the Fed as to what normal 
yield levels actually are. 
We mention this because our 
economic forecast looks for much 
slower economic growth over the 
next two years than is currently pro­
jected by the Wall Street establish­
ment and by the Fed itself, both of 
which are looking for sustained 4.5 
percent GDP growth. 
The major point of departure for 
our forecast is the housing sector, 
continued on page 29 
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Cigars Rule in Vegas, Again 
continued from page 18 
CEO of Altadis USA. As he 
explains it, the great rush of smok­
ers in the 1990s created an artificial 
demand on the crop and generated 
an artificial group of developers— 
football players, actors and den­
tists. According to Folz, and others 
that day, we are the beneficiaries of 
that rush, since the recent slow­
down has allowed for better blend­
ing and quality control, as well as 
the elimination of less desirable 
investors in the industry. 
Speaking with his tongue firm­
ly in his cheek, David Kitchen, of 
Davidoff Manhattan, suggested that 
if your wife does not approve of 
your cigars, get a new wife. He 
describes a good cigar as sexy and 
whimsical and he tells of husbands 
who will put $50 on the credit card 
and then drop a couple of hundred 
dollar bills in cash so that their 
mates don't know how much they 
actually spent in his store. (Wives 
would never do this in a shoe 
shop!) 
On a more serious note, he con­
firmed that the Dominican 
Republic tobacco crop this year 
was the best of recent. This under­
scored the comments of Senor 
Gomez who stated the recent series 
of hurricanes had had no ill effect 
on the tobacco fields. Saturday's 
lunch is always a treat. Each year 
each table has a tobacco grower or 
cigar producer as host. This year 
my table featured Aylin Ozgener 
Franke, the daughter of CAO cigar 
founder C.A. Ozgener. 
This is an unusual cigar family 
as they are based, not on a 
Caribbean island, but in Nashville, 
Tennessee. Everyone at the table 
got a bright red CAO hat to cele­
brate the introduction of the new 
CAO Italia cigar, and, of course, a 
sample of the Italia cigar itself. If 
you have seen the CAO magazine 
ad, you may think Aylin's brother is 
a dark, brooding Latino. He 
dropped by and turned out to be a 
neat guy with a smile as wide as his 
face. 
I also made a point to say hello 
to a man I have come to regard as a 
true gentleman/farmer. Carlos 
Torafio, whom I had the pleasure of 
lunching with two years ago. I have 
become a big fan of his Nicaraguan 
smokes. 
Saturday night was the actual 
Big Smoke event. Some 20 cigar 
makers handing out samples, plus 
an amazing array of foods, drink 
and entertainment. Standing in a 
comer with a good Pinot Noir, a tri-
tip sandwich from Del Frisco's 
Double Eagle Steak House and a 
fine cigar while the band played 
Motown was like entering the 
pearly gates. Sunday morning sur­
passed even that. 
Celebrity chef Charlie Palmer 
prepared his annual Real Man's 
breakfast consisting of braised beef 
shank burritos with poached egg 
and smoked bacon, along with an 
Absolute Peppar Bloody Mary (or 
two) and a wonderful Maria 
Guerrero Toro cigar. 
Later a Kentucky bourbon and 
cigar pairing seminar was conduct­
ed, proving that a cigar and a drink 
can be matched up just like wine 
continued on page 45 
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1990 2001 
Coef t-stat Coef t-stat 
Construction 0.162 1.22 0.064 0.65 
Manufacturing -0.040 -0.97 -0.257 -7.13 
Wholesale 0.149 0.55 -0.408 -2.07 
Retail -0.278 -1.65 0.543 3.93 
Transport 0.179 0.94 0.192 1.56 
Information -0.175 -0.44 -0.928 -5.33 
Financial -0.543 -3.04 -0.097 -08.9 
Professional -0.038 -0.41 0.057 0.89 
Healthcare -0.215 -2.57 -0.009 -0.16 
Leisure 0.061 0.90 -0.007 -0.12 
Other 1.523 4.04 -0.268 -1.18 
Government 0.067 1.59 0.019 0.57 
Intercept 1.803 2.41 -0.080 -4.63 
R-squared 0.350 0.530 
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The Circus is Back in Town: More on the State's Budget Crisis 
continued from page 22 
amidst its crisis). Sacramento 
promised to repay the $1.2 billion 
to local governments by the end of 
FY 2006-07. 
Meanwhile, Gov. Schwarzeneg­
ger's first move upon his inaugura­
tion was to return VLFs back to 
their pre-October 2003 levels, at 
which point he resumed backfill 
payments...at least temporarily. As 
part of a deal brokered with local 
government over the past year, the 
plan now is that VLF backfills will 
be phased out altogether. Instead, 
the lost funds will be paid to local 
governments out of... property 
taxes. And since, as with the triple-
flip, Sacramento does not actually 
"own" the property tax revenues, 
the funds will be diverted from 
flows currently going to public 
schools. The schools will then be 
compensated via General Fund out­
lays. In effect, VLF cuts will be 
paid for (reimbursed) out of the K-
12 education budget portion, the 
same as with the Deficit Finance 
Bond debt service. 
There is one other catch here. In 
return for this deal, local govern­
ments have agreed to reduce their 
take of VLF (property tax?) rev­
enues by $1.3 billion per year in 
both 2004-05 and 2005-06. So for 
the next two years, payments to 
local governments out of the K-12 
education budget (actually out of 
property taxes) will be understated 
by $1.3 billion per year. (Also, after 
this year, these "backfills" to local 
governments will rise or fall with 
property tax revenues, not with 
VLF revenues, an apparent sop to 
local governments for their "contri­
butions" this year and next.) This is 
truly an acrobatic feat of legendary 
proportions. 
So How Does The Deficit 
Actually Stand Now? 
Beneath these circus antics, 
there actually has been some 
progress made toward permanently 
lowering the deficit. However, with 
all the frenetic activity, it is a matter 
of some complexity to determine 
how much. We'll detail the progress 
for you by presenting a work-up of 
how the state's finances look when 
all the "maneuvering" is removed. 
The two tables here provide a 
look at how "underlying" revenues 
and outlays stack up underneath all 
the smoke and mirrors. The revenue 
table shows that actual, "underly­
ing" revenues have grown substan­
tially in the past year, though not 
quite as much as the official state 
books would suggest. This is 
because a total of $5.9 billion in 
various borrowings and transfers 
from special funds will have been 
undergone in 2003-04 and 2004-05 
together (in addition to even larger 
borrowings previously). 
Recall that a booming stock 
market dramatically boosted state 
income tax revenues in the late-
1990s alongside a strong economy. 
The state's economy is not strong 
presently, nor has the stock market 
boomed again. However, there 
apparently has been enough of a 
recovery and enough of a rise in 
stock prices from mid-2002 through 
late-2003 to drive a strong, 10.7 
percent gain in income tax revenues 
in 2003-04. In addition, the state 
now looks for a further strong 7.7 
percent gain in income tax rev­
enues this year and a 6.0 percent 
rise in sales tax revenues. Other 
revenues are now projected to grow 
nicely as well. 
All told, "ongoing" state rev­
enues in 2003-04 grew about $3.8 
billion (or 5.6 percent) more than 
the state expected them to a year 
ago. This mini-windfall has bitten 
into the state's ongoing, chronic 
deficit (which, again, was sched­
uled to hit $12 billion in 2004-05 
once the VLF fee cut was reinstated 
last year). 
What is more, again, the state is 
looking for further rapid revenue 
growth in the current fiscal year, 
with total, ongoing revenues now 
expected to rise another 7.5 percent, 
spearheaded by that 7.7 percent 
projected gain in income taxes. As 
we will comment in more detail fur­
ther, those projected gains are prob­
ably not consistent with our eco­
nomic forecast here at UCLA. We 
are looking for growth to slow 
below normal in 2005 and after. 
Meanwhile, in their September 
2004 budget summary, the state has 
forecast slightly above-normal, 3.5 
percent GDP growth next year and 
robust, 2.1 percent job growth in 
California. 
As for outlays, the next table 
shows the paths of the various com­
ponents of state General Fund out­
CALIFORNIA ONGOING GENERAL FUND REVENUES: 












Personal Income Taxes $27.93 $33.05 $32.71 $36.20 $38.97 
Sales & Use Tax $19.55 $21.36 $22.42 $23.72 $25.14 
Corporation Tax NA $5.33 $6.80 $7.48 $7.57 
Insurance Tax NA $1.60 $1.88 $2.09 $2.20 
Estate Tax NA $0.89 $0.65 $0.43 $0.14 
LiquorATobacco Taxes NA $0.41 $0.41 $0.42 $0.42 
Other NA $0.02 $0.02 $0.02 $0.02 
Total Major Tax Revenues NA $62.65 $64.88 $70.36 $74.46 
Minor Tax Revenues NA $2.18l' $1.16^ $1.61' $1.52 
"Regular" Transfers* NA $1.50 $1.50' - $0.62' $0.69' 
TOTAL ONGOING REVENUES $54.97 $66.33 $67.54 $71.35 $76.67 
TOTAL REPORTED REVENUES $54.97 $72.24 $80.56 $76.58 $77.25 
Excludes $5.9 B payment of Power Purchase loan that understated 2000-01 revenues and thus over 
stated 2001-02 revenues. 
Excludes issuance of $9.24 B Deficit Finance Bond and $2.5 B from Tobacco Securitization Bond. 
Excludes $1.35 B borrowed from Traffic Congestion Relief Fund. 
4 Excludes issuance of $2.01B Deficit Finance Bond and $2.36B from Tobacco Securitization Bond. 
Excludes $0.86 B borrowed from Traffic Congestion Relief Fund. 
Excludes $0.58B from issuance of Pension Bond. 
lays once the various maneuvers are 
removed. Thanks to various gim­
micks and borrowings, official state 
outlays are projected to rise only 
$1.0 billion, or 1.3 percent, this 
year. However, once one allows for 
the effects of the aforementioned, 
$1.3 billion backfill loan, of the 
issuance of a bond to finance pay­
ments to state employees' pension 
funds, and of deferments of other 
spending, total outlays on an ongo­
ing basis look almost $5 billion, or 
6 percent, higher than officially 
stated. 
The official data project an 
additional deficiuthis year of less 
than $1.5 billion. However, when 
the one-time factors and borrowing 
are stripped away, "underlying" 
outlays look to exceed revenues by 
over $7 billion. This explains why 
deficits are projected to rise again 
in 2005-06 and later. Without fur­
ther issue of Pension Bonds or 
Deficit Recovery Bonds, without 
further postponement of COLA 
adjustments for state workers, and 
with monies borrowed from trans­
portation funds set to be begun to 
be paid back, even decent revenue 
growth will not prevent a $6 billion 
deficit in 2005-06. With the $L2B 
loan from local governments due to 
be repaid in 2006-07, with the 
$L3B "contributions" by local gov­
ernments from backfills set to 
expire, and with other deferments 
coming due, the projected shortfall 
then is $10 billion. 
In effect, again, projections of 
continued rapid revenue growth and 
the passage of various outlays cuts 
have shaved prospective, ongoing 
deficits from $12 billion per year as 
of November 2003 (following the 
new governor's cut in the VLF) to 
$7 billion presently. As various 
temporary palliatives expire— artd 
even become reversed/repaid— 
deficits will temporarily flare high­
er than this in the next few years. 
Furthermore, again, this year's 
revenue projections look optimistic. 
A 7 percent rise in sales tax rev­
enues would be somewhat above 
the average gains of the last three 
years (when U.S. and California 
spenders were on a mortgage refi-
nance-enable spree and car sales 
were very high). More to the point, 
a 7.7 percent projected rise in per­
sonal income tax collections this 
year—on top of a 10.5 percent rise 
last year looks very optimistic. 
Any shortfall in revenues rela­
tive to these projections—and/or 
any failure in intended/legislated 
spending cuts—would push deficits 
still higher in the years to come. 
Stock prices have been flat so far 
this year. With state job growth 
below 1 percent this year and with 
state personal income growing at 
only a 4.9% rate in the first half of 
continued on page 28 
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2004—before the national "soft 
patch" set in, it will be tough to ful­
fill this year's revenue forecasts. 
And if robust income tax revenue 
gains this year are questionable, 
they will prove even more so in 
future years under our economic 
forecast. 
Meanwhile, for all the travails 
of recent years, total, ongoing state 
revenues still show a 39.5 percent 
cumulative increase in the seven 
years since 1997-98, for a 4.9 per­
cent per year average growth rate, 
not bad considering that we are in a 
budget crisis situation. 
The deficit persists because 
state outlays have risen a cumula­
tive 58.3 percent in the last seven 
years, or 6.8 percent per year. 
While some segments of state out­
lays have been seriously curtailed 
in recent years, others have seen 
virtually no spending restraint. 
Health and Human Services are up 
74.0 percent in the last seven years, 
or 8.2 percent per year on average, 
despite the budget crisis, and 
Legislative, Judicial, and Exe­
cutive, Sacramento's outlays on 
itself, are up virtually the same 
amount. 
The bottom line conclusion is 
that the state's budget problems are 
still far from resolved. 
Could Budget Reform Have 
Prevented This? 
After four years of budget crisis 
and with no end in sight, many 
folks are calling for fundamental 
budget reform, and some argue that 
the present problems would not 
have occurred had serious budget 
reform been undertaken in the 
early-1990s, when Gov. Wilson's 
Administration was battling with 
the large deficits then (cf. "If 
They'd Acted 10 Years Ago...," 
Oakland Tribune, 11/10/03, listed 
on the Assembly website, 
http;//speaker. metroforum.org/ 
item.php?id=42). 
We addressed this issue in our 
September 2003 budget analysis, 
and the answer from there still 
holds. As stated earlier, the state 
budget woes had their genesis in 
abrupt surges and declines in 
income tax revenues and in the fail­
ure of outlays to fall with revenues, 
even after they rose with them. 
Income tax revenues—in a progres­
sive tax system with capital gains 
and other windfalls fully taxable— 
will always be subject to this 
CALIFORNIA GENERAL FUND "ONGOING" OUTLAYS: EXPENDITURES NET 












Legislative, Judicial, Executive $1.57 $2.61 $2.46 $2.55 $2.73 
State & Consumer Services $0.39 $0.69 $0.47 $0.47 $0.51 
Business, Transp., & Housing $0.27 $0.64 $0.21 $0.52 $0.38 
Technology, Trade, & Commerce $0.05 $0.07 $0.05 $0.01 $0.00 
Resources $0.72 $1.38 $1.15 $0.99 $1.02 
Environmental Protection $0.11 $0.41 $0.17 $0.09 $0.07 
Health & Human Services $14.64 $21.82 $23.46" $25.40"" $25.47 
Youth & Adult Correctional $4.14 $5.64 $5.84 $5.82" $6.39 
K-12 Education $21.29 $29.13' $28.09' $31.00'" $30,961 
Higher Education $6.63 $9.65 $9.49 $8.80 $9.36 
Labor & Workforce Development NA $0.21 $0.18 $0.11 $0.09 
General Government (inc. VLF) $3.05 $4.50' $6.34' $5.21'•« $6.68''"'"'"'"''° 
VLF Backfill $0.00 $2.41 $3.85 $3,916 $4,107,8 
Other General Government $3.05 $2.09 $2.49 $1.30 $2.58 
TOTAL ONGOING OUTLAYS $52.86 $76.75 $77.91 $80.97 $83.66 
TOTAL REPORTED EXPENDITURES $52.86 $76.75 $77.51 $77.65 $78.68 
Differences Due to Borrowings $0.00 $0.49 $3.68 
Differences Due to One-Time Factors $0.40 $2.83 $1.30 
' Prop. 98 Adjustment, overstates K-12 Outlays and understates Genl. Govt, outlays in each year. 
^ Issuance of Deficit Recovery Bond: overstates Genl. Govt, in 2003-04 and understates it in 2004-05. 
^ Use of Federal Grant to pay for some outlays on HHS and Correctional. 
" Change in Bookkeeping understates outlays in 2003-04 only by $1.0 billion. 
® Deferral of COLA allowances for teachers, understates outlays. 
® VLF Backfill suspended for two months, $1.2 B revenue loss, to be repaid in 2006-07. 
' Flip VLF Backfill to Prop. Taxes, pay schools out of Genl. Fund. Overstates K-12 outlays by $2.9 B, 
understates Genl. Govt, outlays by equal amount. 
® Deficit Bond Triple Flip: Overstates K-12 Outlays by $1.2 B, understates Genl. Govt, by equal amount, 
issuance of Pension Bond, understates Genl. Govt, by $0.36 B. 
'"Local governments' "contribution" from backfill, $1.3B per year, to expire in 2006-07. This 
understates Genl. Govt, outlays by this amount in FY2004-05 and FY 2005-06. 
volatility. Transferring income tax 
revenues to some other sector of 
California government would only 
transfer the current problems to that 
other sector. 
And leaving the state General 
Fund dependent on income tax rev­
enues will leave it vulnerable to 
these problems unless legislators 
can somehow be prevented from 
spending short-term funds that are 
sitting in their bureaus' checking 
accounts. No amount of procedural 
reform in the early-1990s would 
have prevented revenues from 
(temporarily) soaring in the late-
1990s. What is more, it is hard to 
see how such reforms could have 
anticipated the windfalls to come 
and thus preemptively prevented 
the legislature from spending them. 
Again, the only effective reform 
against a recurrence of these types 
of developments would be some 
measure that prevents expenditures 
from moving in response to very 
sharp, short-term swings in volatile 
revenue sources. 
Drift in DeHnition Of Deficits 
Finally, the reader should be 
aware that the $1.5 billion deficits 
the Schwarzenegger Administ­
ration projects for this year is a dif­
ferent animal from the $38.3 billion 
deficit Gov. Davis warned of eight­
een months ago. In the interim, the 
meaning of the word "deficit" in 
state budget deliberations has 
changed completely. 
We will save a detailed account 
of this terminology drift for another 
day. For now, just be aware that the 
deficit has NOT been shrunk from 
$38 billion to $1.5 billion, nor even 
to $7 billion (the shortfall between 
"ongoing" revenues and outlays 
this year). The last projections by 
the Davis Administration were for a 
$15 billion, in-year deficit in 
FY2003-04, were remedial action 
not taken. On a comparable basis, 
the ongoing in-year shortfall for 
2004-05 and later is around $7 bil­
lion, the declines due to about $4.3 
billion in spending cuts and to 
favorable revenue growth this year. 
Stay tuned for more budget circus 
to come! 
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Four Obstacles to Closing 
How to identify and remove the four reasons why closing is difficult 
by Brian Tracy 
There are several reasons why 
the end game of selling is stressful 
and difficult. First and foremost is 
the fear of failure experienced by 
the prospect. Because of negative 
buying experiences in the past, over 
which you could have no control, 
prospects are conditioned to be sus­
picious, skeptical and wary of 
salespeople and sales approaches. 
They may like to buy, but they 
don't like to be sold. They are 
afraid of making a mistake. They 
are afraid of paying too much and 
finding it for sale cheaper some­
where else. They are afraid of 
being criticized by others for mak­
ing the wrong buying decision. 
They are afraid of buying an inap­
propriate product and finding out 
later that they should have pur­
chased something else. This fear of 
failure, of making a mistake in buy­
ing your product, is the major rea­
son why people object, hesitate and 
procrastinate on the buying deci­
sion. 
The second major obstacle to 
selling is the fear of rejection, of 
criticism and disapproval experi­
enced by the salesperson. You 
work long and hard to prospect and 
cultivate a prospective buyer and 
you are very reluctant to say any­
thing that might cause the prospect 
to tune you out and turn you off. 
You have a lot invested in each 
prospect and if you are not careful, 
you will find yourself being wishy-
washy at the end of the sale, rather 
than risking incurring the displeas­
ure of the prospect by your asking 
for a firm decision. 
The third reason why the end of 
the sale is difficult is that customers 
are busy and preoccupied. It isn't 
that they are not interested in enjoy­
ing the benefits of your product. 
It's just that they are overwhelmed 
with work and they find it difficult 
to make sufficient time available to 
think through your recommenda­
tions and make a buying decision. 
And the better they are as a 
prospect, the busier they tend to be. 
This is why you need to maintain 
momentum throughout the sales 
process and gently push it to a con­
clusion at the appropriate time. 
The factor of inertia is the 
fourth reason that can also cause the 
sales process to come to a halt with­
out a resolution. Customers are 
lazy and often quite comfortable 
doing what they are currently 
doing. Your product or service may 
require that they make exceptional 
efforts to accommodate the change 
or a new way of doing things. They 
perhaps recognize that they would 
be better off with your product, but 
the trouble and expense of 
installing it hardly seems to make it 
worth the effort. They see no press­
ing need or urgency to stop doing 
what they are doing and start doing 
something else with what you are 
selling. 
The good news is that every­
body you meet has bought and will 
buy, new products and services 
from someone, at some time. If they 
didn't buy from you, they will from 
someone else. You must find the 
way to overcome the natural physi­
cal and psychological obstacles to 
buying and then hone your skills so 
that you are capable of selling to 
almost any qualified prospect you 
speak to. 
Now, here are two things you 
can do immediately to put these 
ideas into action. 
First, recognize the normal fear 
of making a buying mistake experi­
enced by the customer. Give him 
every reason you can think of to be 
confident in dealing with you. 
Second, accept that everyone 
you talk to is busy and you are 
interrupting. Always ask if this is a 
good time for him to give you his 
undivided attention. 
If not, arrange to see him anoth­
er time. 
About The Author 
Brian Tracy is legendary in sales 
addressing more than 250,000 men 
and women each year on the sub­
jects of management, leadership, 
and sales effectiveness. He has 
produced more than 300 
audio/video programs and has writ­
ten 26 books, including his just-
released books "Time Power" and 
"Million Dollar Habits." He can 
be reached at (858) 481-2977 or 
www.briantracy.com. 
What's Up With Interest Rates... And What's Down 
continued from page 24 
where we expect home construction 
rates to fall steadily and substantial­
ly in the next two years (reflecting 
an "overbuilt" U.S. housing sector 
at present). 
Such a decline in housing con­
struction in the middle of an expan­
sion will be quite unusual, and as it 
occurs, it will be a real eye-opener 
for the Fed, killing the chances for 
robust economic growth and pro­
viding a chilling warning as to the 
downside risks from even a slightly 
excessive tightening. As a result. 
THE 'SLOPE' or me yield curve 
19Z0 1830 1840 1«S0 1800 1970 fSSO 1990 XOO 
Fed opinions of "neutral" levels for 
short-term interest rates are likely 
to be revised down markedly. 
Our forecast looks for the Fed to 
slow its tightening moves by the 
middle of next year and after, with 
the Fed Funds rate hitting only 3.0 
percent in 2005 and leveling off at 
3.5 percent in 2006. In other words, 
softening in housing—and accom­
panying, unspectacular aggregate 
economic growth rates—should 
convince the Fed and the markets 
that "normal" short rates levels are 
around 3.5 percent. That would be 
well below the range of the last 15 
years—or of the last 40 years—but 
it would be in line with the experi­
ence of the last 200 years. 
Meanwhile, again, futures mar­
ket yields suggest that the financial 
markets are already braced for short 
rate levels well above those in our 
forecast. Certainly, futures market 
yields in 2005 and after are still 
well above our forecast for yields. 
Also, while the yield curve is less 
steep now than it was last June, it is 
still extremely steeply sloped, espe­
cially so given that we are already 
four moves into a Fed tightening 
process. 
So, again, the markets are still 
fully-positioned for further, sharp 
Fed moves. As the Fed continues its 
measured tightening moves under 
our forecast, this is NOT going to 
be a surprise to bond investors. 
Rather, again, the surprise will be 
that it does not move more. As a 
result, we expect only modest 
increases in long-term interest rates 
over the next two years. 
Our forecast looks for a net 0.30 
percent cumulative net rise in 
TBond yields opposite a 2.50per-
cent point cumulative Fed tighten­
ing between June 2004 and 
December 2006. Even that combi­
nation will leave the yield curve 
relatively steeply sloped when the 
Fed finishes tightening in 2006. 
(See last accompanying chart.) 
That relatively steep projected 
slope for late- 2006 reflects likely 
residual expectations of Fed tight­
ening in 2007 and later and/or 
residual fears of inflation. How 
long yields behave in 2007 and 
later will depend on how those 
"residual" expectations are 
resolved within the U.S. economy. 
1990 1992 1994 1999 1998 20GO 20&1 2004 2009 
Endnotes 
As used here, the "slope" of the yield curve refers to the 
defference in yields between 30-year Treasury Bonds 
and 3-month Treasury Bills. 
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The State and Local Report: On the Rise 
by Christopher Thomberg 
Senior Economist 
UCLA Anderson Forecast December 2004 
Overview 
The poor business climate in California remains a constant source of 
headlines and political discussion. Despite claims to the contrary, a close 
look at 
the data makes it clear that California has actually been doing quite well 
overall the past few years. The Bay Area is an exception, of course, given 
that it was ground zero of the tech bust. 2004 has been a very good year so 
far. Payroll and household jobs are up, office vacancies are falling and tax­
able sales are growing. Non-residential construction has been on the rise for 
the first time since 2000, and residential construction continues its strong 
growth trend to annual rate over 200,000 units. Regionally, Southern 
California continues to lead the way, while the Bay Area has begun a mild-
but-solid recovery. 
The recent election saw a number of electoral victories for those who 
looked for improvements in California's business climate. Proposition 64, 
designed to close a loophole that allowed third parties to sue businesses on 
unfair business practices, passed with nearly 60% of the vote. Proposition 
67, which would have levied taxes on phone service to support emergency 
care in the state, failed to get even 30% of the vote. Perhaps most impor­
tantly Proposition 72, written to have potentially required firms of 20 or 
more employees to pay at least 80% of their employees' health insurance 
coverage, was voted down, 51% to 49%. Add this all up and the outlook for 
2005 is solid for the state. Payroll employment will rise by 1.6% and tax­
able sales a respectable 4.8% over 2004. 
Still the state has a number of worries on its hands. Indeed one of the 
long-run issues California now faces is how well the economy is doing— 
much of the growth occurring seems to be among the types of jobs that do 
not show up on payroll statistics—the so called informal employment. This 
trend may be one of the true reflections of the expensive process of employ­
ing workers in California, and little is understood about the impact of mov­
ing so many jobs into the uncovered sector. The state budget situation is 
also still out of control. There seems to be little more that can be done on 
the expenditure side of the equation in the short run given politics, and the 
current regime's policy explicitly rules out any form of tax increase. The 
deficits the state is currently running look to be expanding into the near 
future. At the same time those economies who are heavily investing in state 
employment are starting to feel the bite. Sacramento and the East Bay are 
all showing signs of stress due to these lost jobs, and of course the state's 
infrastructure continues to be under-funded. Of course the idea of no "new 
taxes" when the state is running as deficit is an oxymoron. All the financ­
ing done to make up the gap through borrowing is only taxes deferred, not 
taxes avoided. 
Also of worry is the current state of the U.S. economy overall. A real 
estate bubble and a distended consumer balance sheet are all worrisome to 
the health of the local and national economy. If another downturn begins. 
Southern California will not enjoy the same level of relative prosperity as it 
did through 2001. Orange County, San Diego, Ventura and the Inland 
Empire will likely all experience much worse economic results as centers 
of the sectors that will be on the edge of a consumer led downturn in the 
economy. 
Business Activity in the State: Maybe not wine 
and roses but definitely beer and daisies 
The most direct measure of economic output we have for the state 
comes from the personal income statistics and from this perspective the 
region has seen very solid growth over the last year. Income in the second 
quarter was up by 5.7% over the second quarter of 2003, not on par with the 
heady days of the late-nineties, but still very respectable. As incomes have 
risen, so has consumer spending. Taxable sales are up in almost every coun­
ty in California over this same period last year — in some cases by double 
digits, primarily in the rapidly growing inland areas such as Riverside, San 
Bernardino, Kem, Solano and other areas that have been experiencing 
major gains in their local housing markets. However even the Bay Area 
economies, still suffering from the after effects of the tech bust, are seeing 
solid gains. Santa Clara, Alameda and San Francisco have all seen taxable 
sales rise by roughly 8% over last year. 
The reasons for the pick up is the strong U.S. economy, which has 
thrown off the last vestiges of the 2001 downturn and is back onto a normal 
growth plane — at least for now the threats that currently dampen our 
longer run forecast. Technology spending both domestically and interna­
tionally has started to pick up, and it is spilling over to more demand for 
California products. Add to this the record pace of goods movements 
through the state's ports, solid inward migration into the state, solid pas­
senger traffic through the airports (the highest levels reached since prior to 
2001) and the ever booming housing market and it was really just a matter 
of time before the state economy started picking up steam. 
There are still some continuing issues, including the ongoing govern­
ment budget crisis. Public sector jobs have been the one major weak sector 
on the jobs front. Centers of government employment — primarily the East 
Bay and Sacramento — are showing the effects of this problem as they are 
among the few markets that show some softness. Office vacancy rates are 
down in most of the major markets in the state with the exception of these 
two markets. Excessive building on the commercial side of the economy in 
many markets will likely continue to dog the construction market for some 
time to come. Non-residential permits for the state went up in value by 
about 15% over the past year, but are still a full 25% below the peak hit in 
2000. 
The California housing market continues its rapid expansion as well 
despite—or more likely due to—the record increases in housing values and 
the strong desire many Californian's have to get into the market while the 
'gettin' is good'. The current pace of over 200,000 units per year is the most 
rapid seen in California since the late eighties, and may go some way to 
help offset the crowded housing situation seen in some sub-markets. 
Riverside, Los Angeles, San Diego and other Southern California 
economies have seen the fastest growth in residences, but the Bay Area is 
also on the rise again. The Southern California region accounted for about 
half of all permits, the Bay Area about 20%, while the Central Valley added 
most of the balance. 
The Forecast 
The forecast for California has 2005 being a solid, but not spectacular, 
year. What recovery there was to take place has taken place, and issues on 
the consumer side of the balance sheet will likely begin to have an impact 
on overall economic growth. We expect personal income growth in the state 
to slow from 5.6% in 2004 to 5.2% in 2005, and taxable sales growth will 
slow from 6% to under 5%. Payroll employment growth, which typically 
lags the economy, will tally in at a mild .8% for 2004 due to ongoing weak­
ness primarily in the Bay Area. We expect that this will pick up to a solid 
1.6% in 2005 with recovery in the north being slightly offset by slower 
growth rates in the southern portions of the state. Household employment 
will grow at a fast pace as the informal sector will continue its expansion. 
Unemployment will hover around 6%. 
As for 2006, well, the reality is that forecasting even two years out is a 
tricky task at best, given the number of potential things that could happen 
to the economy. This time it is even harder given the trade deficit and unsus-
tainably low national savings rate. Currently we are predicting a growth 
path that is decelerating from 2005. But, as discussed in the national report, 
there are a number of issues at the national level that could cause another 
downturn as early as 2006. So- keep an eye out! 
continued on page 35 
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Inland Empire Financial Institution Review 
Community National Bank 
The results for the third quarter reflect continued success during 2004. 
Total average loans for the third quarter rose to $447.8 million, an increase 
of 19 percent compared to the third quarter a year ago, and average deposits 
also increased substantially, rising 16 percent to $447.0 million for the third 
quarter of 2004 compared to $386.0 million for the same period a year ear­
lier. 
Vineyard Bank 
Vineyard National Bancorp, and its operating subsidiary. Vineyard 
Bank, reported record earnings for the quarter ended Sept. 30, 2004 of $3.7 
million, or $0.40 per diluted share, compared with net earnings of $2.3 mil­
lion or $0.32 per diluted share for the same quarter ended in 2003. The 
growth in earnings represented an increase of 59 percent over the compara­
ble period last year. 
1st Centennial Bank 
1st Centennial Bancorp (OTC Bulletin Board; FCEN) announced third 
quarter operating results. The company reported earnings for the quarter 
ending Sept. 30, 2004 of $880,000, compared to earnings of $547,000 for 
the third quarter 2003, representing a 61percent or $333,000 increase. Year-
to-^ate net income was reported at $2,032 million at Sept. 30, 2004 com­
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PFF Bank & Trust 
PF Bank & Trust recorded net earnings of $24.0 million or $1.42 per 
diluted share for the six months ended Sept. 30, 2004 compared to net earn­
ings of $18.9 million or $1.14 per diluted share for the comparable period 
of 2003. Excluding gain on sales of securities, net earnings for the six 
months ended Sept. 30, 2004 were $21.2 million. 
Citizens Business Bank 
Citizens Banking Corporation announced net income of $19,646,000 
for the three months ended Sept. 30, 2004, compared with net income of 
$19,605,000 in the same quarter of 2003 and net income of $18,722,000 in 
the second quarter of 2004. For the nine months ended Sept. 30, 2004, net 
income was $55,811,000. 
Provident Bank 
Provident Bankshares reported net income for the quarter ending Sept. 
30, 2004 of $18.1 million, an increase of 36 percent over the third quarter 
of 2003. This represents earnings of $0.54 per diluted share compared with 
$0.53 per diluted share for the 2003 third quarter. Included in earnings of 
$0.54 per diluted share were $0.02 of merger costs associated with the 
Southern Financial merger. 
Foothill Independent Bank 
Foothill Independent Bancorp, the parent holding company of Foothill 
Independent Bank, reported that continued core deposit and adjustable-rate 
loan growth fueled record profits in both the third quarter and first nine 
months of 2004. In the quarter ended Sept. 30, 2004, net income increased 
9 percent to $2.39 million, or $0.33 per diluted share, compared to $2.20 
million. 
Desert Community Bank 
Desert Community Bank continued to experience strong growth in 
assets and earnings through the third quarter of 2003. The High Desert 
economy is robust. Job growth is significant. The housing market is strong. 
The bank has been able to maintain a strong net interest margin despite the 
current interest rate environment. . 
Bank of the West 
Banc West Corporation, parent company of Bank of the West, reported 
net income of $117.2 million for the third quarter of 2004, up 4.4 percent 
from the same quarter of 2003. For the first nine months of 2004, 
BancWest's net income was $345.0 million, up 7.2 percent from the same 
period of 2003. 
Bank of America 
Bank of America Corporation today reported third quarter earnings of 
$3.76 billion, or $.91 per share (diluted), compared to earnings of $2.92 
billion, or $.96 per share, a year ago. Under purchase accounting rules, 
year-ago results do not include the impact of FleetBoston Financial 
Corporation, which was acquired on April 1, 2004. Return on common 
equity in the third quarter was 15.56 percent. 
Union Bank 
The Washington Post Company reported net income of $82.5 million 
($8.57 per share) for its third quarter ended Sept. 26, 2004, up from net 
income of $19.9 million ($2.06 per share) for the third quarter of last year. 
Revenue for the third quarter of 2(X)4 was $820.0 million, up 16 percent 
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T O P  T E N  S O U T H E R N  C A L I F O R N I A  
I.A COSTA RESORT and SPA 
La Costa, CA 
Nestled in the coastal foothills 30 minutes north of San Diego, La Costa is a classic destination legendary for its world-class spa, championship 
golf courses, tennis club, cuisine, fitness programs and attentive service. Newly transformed by a resort-wide $140-million renovation, "The All-
New La Costa" now fashions a completely new look and feel, inside and out reminiscent of the Spanish-Colonial days of Southern California. 
The resort was established in 1965. Their leading-edge therapies have made their get-away famous in a striking new Spanish Colonial-style spa. 
A Roman waterfall awaits travelers outside near the 15,000-square-foot courtyard and private VIP suites. 
For 30 years, this premium resort has been host of the World Golf Championships—^Accenture Match Play Championship. It features two beau­
tiful PGA Championship 18-hole golf courses with a traditional design. Both courses challenge golfers' shot-making ability, both off the tee, and 
around the greens. Four sets of tees provide a golf course length for all players to enjoy. 
Phone Number: (800) 854-5000 Web Site: www.lacosta.coin 
J.W. MARRIOTT 
Palm Desert, CA 
The majestic Santa Rosa mountains and spectacular desert landscape surrounding J.W. Marriott Resort may beckon you outside. This upscale 
resort has elegantly appointed guestrooms with luxurious amenities that allow guests to enjoy the indoors or outdoors. 
Visitors will be excited to partake of the Desert Springs' two exceptional 18-hole championship courses, set against the towering backdrop of 
the Santa Rosa Mountains. On both 18-hole courses, you can take a high-tech drive in their new golf carts with state-of-the-art navigational and 
computing systems. Directly from the cart, an onboard computer can be used to view graphic layouts of each hole, compute exact yardage to the 
pin, monitor pace-of-play, and solicit tips from the course's pro on playing a particular hole. 
The Marriott's relaxing spa therapies help relax and rejuvenate guests from head to toe. Massages, facials, and body treatments and Ayurvedic 
services are available to treat the body with an Eastern approach. Complete spa amenities are included. 
Phone Number: (800) 228-9290 Web Site: www.marriott.com/jwmarriott/ 
WESTIN MISSION HILLS 
Rancho Mirage, CA 
A visit to the Westin Mission Hills Resort offers travelers a chance to get away in the luxurious paradise located in a dramatic and stunning desert 
setting. Westin caters to vacation desires, allowing its guests to enjoy two world-class golf courses, relax by one of three lavish pools, or be pam­
pered in the spa. The perfect weather, gracious service, and fabulous surroundings will leave visitors at peace. 
Just a short drive from downtown Palm Springs, The Westin Mission Hills Resort enjoys a prime 360-acre setting in sunny Rancho Mirage, sur­
rounded by charming landscaped courtyards and extensive waterways. Guests can appreciate the hotel's luxurious acconunodations, high-speed 
Internet access in all guest and meeting rooms, ample meeting space, and new spa. 
The hotel's Spanish-Moorish architecture and landscaping reflect the natural beauty of the desert, and the extensive recreational facilities. 
Everything from basketball and soccer to biking and tennis allow guests to take full advantage of this ideal climate. 
Phone Number: (760) 328-5955 Web Site: www.westin.com 
THE LOEWS CORONADO BAY RESORT 
San Diego, CA 
Imagine a place that gives romantic island getaways something to aspire to. Where the most exclusive coastline in the country harbors the exact 
coordinates of bliss. Those who will visit The Loews Coronado Bay Resort probably recall these magnificent sights in their dreams. Loews is con­
sidered one of the best luxury hotels in San Diego—an elegant California getaway for family vacations and business travel alike. 
Loews Coronado Bay Resort's features a new 10,000-square-foot spa, salon and fitness center. With 15 private indoor and outdoor treatment 
areas ~ including a couple's suite ~ Sea Spa is perfectly designed for a variety of massage, facial and body services. The resort's waterfront loca­
tion complements the lush spa patio and outdoor Watsu pool. Their salon offers innovative hair and nail services. In addition, their luxurious lock­
er room facilities include a steam, sauna, and whirlpool in the beautiful relaxation lounge. Achieve the perfect workout in the new fitness center 
and aerobic studio offering group and private classes in fitness and relaxation. 
Phone Number: (619) 424-4400 Web Site: www.loewshotels.com 
HOTEL DEL CORONADO 
Coronado, CA 
Rising from water's edge on the quaint island of Coronado in San Diego, the Hotel del Coronado is considered one of America's most beautiful 
resorts. 
A classic historic hotel. The Del was built in 1888 and designated a national historic landmark in 1977. Today, The Del offers travelers every 
contemporary convenience in an enchanting Victorian atmosphere. It is a combination that moved USA Today to call the The Del "one of the top 
10 resorts in the world." 
On Dec. 24, 1904, the Hotel del Coronado unveiled the world's first electrically-lighted, outdoor living Christmas tree. Exactly 100 years later. 
The Del continues its tradition of illuminating the season with holiday magic. 
For those seeking a romantic getaway. The Del offers a quintessential Southern California resort experience. It's also the perfect family friend­
ly vacation destination, offering abundant recreation options as well as seasonal teen and children's programs. 
As a wedding reception location, the Travel Channel has rated The Del the number one wedding destination in America. And, for getting down 
to business, meeting and incentive planners can work with over 65,000 feet of indoor and outdoor meeting and exhibition space. 
Phone Number: (800) 582-2595 Web Site: www.hoteldel.com 
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HYATT REGENCY ISLANDIA 
San Diego, CA 
The Hyatt Regency Islandia is a unique find among San Diego hotels. Picture a resort-like landscaped setting in the heart of Mission Bay Park, 
offering panoramic views of the marina and the Pacific Ocean. Hyatt Regency Islandia is eight miles from the San Diego Convention Center and 
San Diego's central business district. The Hyatt Regency Islandia is the closest resort hotel to SeaWorld and just minutes from all major attrac­
tions such as Balboa Park, the World Famous San Diego Zoo, Old Town, the Gaslamp District, Mexico, and miles of scenic coastline. 
The Hyatt Regency Islandia and its award-winning staff strive to surpass your expectations of hotels in Mission Bay. Enjoy a spectacular water­
front property adjacent to a full-service marina with magnificent ocean, harbor, tropical garden, or city views. Steps from your door are lush gar­
dens of San Diego, manicured grounds, and a full array of water sports. Activities include a sun-splashed heated pool, sport fishing and sailboat 
rentals, and relaxing massages in their Massage Therapy Center. A plus among hotels in Mission Bay, the Hyatt Regency Islandia also offers easy 
access to activities such as tennis, golf, jogging and bicycle trails. 
Phone Number: (619) 224-1234 Web Site: www.islandia.hyatt.com 
FOUR SEASONS BILTMORE 
Santa Barbara 
The Four Seasons Biltmore is a Spanish Colonial treasure whose red roof tiles, ivory adobe and graceful archways grace Butterfly Beach in 
exclusive Montecito. This classic West Coast resort blends the glory of historic California with Four Seasons service in the heart of "America's 
Riviera." 
This premium resort features three guest rooms and suites, including 12 cottages. Guests can enjoy their choice of three oceanside restaurants 
with outside terrace seating, featuring contemporary American cuisine. As well, a serene spa and fitness center awaits with 10 treatment rooms for 
signature pampering inspired by West Coast botanicals. 
But plenty of fun is available for children also as this coastal paradise offers a Kids For All Seasons program. Adults and kids alike can take 
advantage of activities such as tennis, nearby sailing, hiking, wineries, and quaint shops. 
Phone Number: (805) 969-2261 Web Site: www.fourseasons.coiii/santabarbara/ 
RITZ CARLTON 
Laguna Niguel, CA 
The Ritz Carlton's posh resort is surrounded by panoramic white-water views of the Pacific Ocean that gives its guests direct access to two miles 
of sandy beach. The four-story 393-room resort is reminiscent of a classic Mediterranean villa with arched windows framing spectacular views of 
the Pacific Ocean. 
The Ritz is filled with a host of recreational activities on the property and nearby— including tennis, swimming, surfing, boogie boarding, sail­
ing, kayaking, sport fishing and whale watching. 
The resort offers 16 meeting rooms accommodating gatherings ranging in size from seven to 7(X). A total of 22,724 square feet of conference 
and banquet space is complemented by 18 acres of outdoor garden courtyards, pool terraces, oceanfront lawns and two miles of sandy beach. 
In celebration of the resort's 20th anniversary, an exciting renovation began in May. The project is highlighted by the addition of The Ritz-
Carlton Spa and oceanfront fitness facility. The Ritz-Carlton Spa's design will incorporate unique water features, beckoning the water of the ocean 
into the facility and creating a unique sense of place along the Pacific coast. The new facility is expected to open spring 2005. 
Phone Number: (949) 240-2000 Web Site: www.ritzcarltoii.coin/resorts/laguna_niguel 
• TEMECULA CREEK INN 
Temecula, CA 
In the rolling hills of the Temecula Valley wine country, Temecula Creek Inn offers 27 holes of championship golf, spacious guestrooms and 
excellent regional cuisine. An ideal hotel choice for travelers in search of a simple getaway, where everything from wine tasting to hot-air bal­
looning to charming antique shops are nearby. 
The inn's 130 spacious guestrooms and suites are designed for relaxation. Plush bedding, comfortable lounge chairs and inviting entryways are 
subtly touched with a Native American influence—from the framed artifacts to fabrics and furnishings in natural hues. 
And when business calls, guests are able to do so at an attractive workspace with high-speed Internet access and voice mail. 
Temecula Creek Inn is located near some of the country's premier wineries. The executive chef of the inn's Temet Grill takes full advantage of 
the region's bounty, presenting diners with cuisine inspired and enhanced by the local vineyards. Whether dining at the grill or enjoying a cocktail 
by the fire in the adjoining lounge, expansive views of the golf course and San Jacinto Mountains abound. 
Phone Number: (800) 962-7335 Web Site: www.temeculacreekinn.com 
FOUR SEASONS RESORT AVIARA 
Carlsbad 
•m 
With open arms, the Four Seasons Resort Aviara awaits visitors, offering casual elegance in a natural setting accented by wildlife and wild-
flowers. There, guests will discover an extensive spa for relaxation and Arnold Palmer-signature golf. 
Within a natural sanctuary just 30 minutes north of San Diego, one of Southern California's finest resorts retains a top-notch vacation setting 
with spacious guest rooms. This high quality resort offers breathtaking venues indoors and out, along with premier cuisine and service that makes 
almost anything possible. 
Phone Number: (760) 603-6800 Web Site: www.fourseasons.com/aviara 
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California Payroll Jobs: Context is everything 
The condition of California's business climate has been an ongoing 
issue for a number of years now. Consider some of the alarming (alarmist?) 
results of a California Business Roundtable study done with a consulting 
firm. These include: 
• Taxes are 19% higher in California than in other western states. 
• The cost of electricity is 127% higher than elsewhere. 
• Property costs are 77% higher. 
• State regulatory costs are 105% higher. 
• Employee costs are 25% higher. 
Add to this regulatory uncertainty, and it certainly seems that California 
is on a short path to economic collapse. Indeed, claims abound of business­
es 'fleeing' the state in record numbers have become ubiquitous in the press 
releases of many of the various chambers of commerce across the state. 
While there is little doubt that the regulatory and fiscal burdens of doing 
business in our state are higher than in others (although the results of the 
Roundtable study are almost surely exaggerated), it should be recognized 
that such issues have an evolutionary, not revolutionary, impact on the 
economy. Indeed, the path of jobs in California reflects not an economy that 
is floundering due to the loss of jobs to other parts of the nation because of 
difference in the cost of doing businesses, but an economy buffeted by the 
tech bubble of the late nineties. 
Consider payroll employment. California has experienced the same 
upward movement in payroll jobs as the U.S. over the past nine months, 
albeit at a slightly slower pace. California added 1% to its payroll work­
force over the last three quarters, compared to 1.5% for the rest of the 
nation. It is easy to attribute this lag and the fact that California was hit 
harder in the downturn (a peak-to-trough 2.3% job loss compared to 2% for 
the balance of the U.S.) than the nation overall due to our business climate 
and outsourcing. Yet what is being ignored here is that part of the reason for 
this poor performance over the past four years is that the state saw such a 
rapid expansion in employment in the late nineties during the IT Boom. 
Consider this: payroll employment in California is currently 8.8% 
above where it was in January of 1998, compared to 5.6% for the nation 
overall. California's employment grew faster than the nation overall right 
up until March 2001, despite our bad business climate. 
Indeed when we consider the change in jobs across sectors, it may be 
surprising to learn that by percentage, California is doing better in terms of 
job growth since 1998 in every sector, except one — information. Even in 
hard hit manufacturing the state has performed proportionally better than 
the rest of the nation — losing fewer jobs proportionally. And while 
California has been growing slower on the payroll front than the U.S., 
growth has been better in professional and business services and in finan­
cial activities — high income sectors. The major difference between the 
economic performance of California relative to the U.S. overall is actually 
in public sector jobs — this of course due to budgetary problems, not due 
to the poor business climate. 
Look at the extremely wide distribution of job performance across 
California's regional economies and the same image emerges. This is a state 
who's recent economic performance has far more to do with local variations 
in the employment base than to anything having to do with state-wide gov­
ernmental policy. The Inland Empire has added nearly 12% to its payroll 
labor force over the past four years, the 2nd fastest out of the 122 MSA's 
with more than 200,000 jobs (in total representing approximately 70% of 
the jobs in the nation), being exceeded only by the everbooming Las Vegas. 
Ba^ersfield, Fresno, San Diego are all in the top 20. Los Angeles has done 
better than either of the other largest cities in the U.S., Chicago and New 
York. 
On the opposite end of the spectrum are San Jose and San Francisco, the 
two hardest hit economies in the nation over the 2001 downturn, still down 
19% and 13% respectively from where they were four years ago. Detroit, 
the third worst performer major economy in the nation, has lost (only?) 
8.3% of its payroll workforce. The wide difference between these local 
economies is industry mix. The Bay Area was and still is the center of the 
Information Technology industry in the U.S., and the fortunes of the area 
rose and fell with the tech bubble. Southern California's fortunes are more 
tied to the consumer industry, and thus has done well with the retail and 
housing boom, particularly in the outlying areas where the economy is 
expanding. 
Indeed when we remove the Bay Area from the mix, California can be 
shown to be performing slightly better than the U.S. overall since the start 
of the downturn. Yet while the Bay Area has certainly suffered dramatical­
ly since the tech bust began, what may be more impressive is how well it is 
recovering. The Los Angeles/Orange County region starting in 1990 lost 
fewer jobs at a slower pace than the Bay Area. Yet the income hit was actu­
ally worse in the LA area — between 1990 and 1993 the OC-LA region saw 
total real income fall by 7% while in the Bay Area income fallen by only 
4% in real terms between 2000 and 2003. And while the LA / OC region 
didn't see employment bottoming out until nearly four years after the pre­
vious peak, the Bay Area has been adding jobs back, albeit slowly, over the 
past 12 months. It is likely that February's payroll benchmark revisions will 
see these payroll figures adjusted upwards even more, given the well under­
stood downward bias in the CES data at the beginning of expansions 
because of the inability for the sample data to pick up all the new jobs cre­
ated in small and new businesses. 
The positive news for the Bay area goes on. Despite the economic tur­
moil, the City of San Jose still has the highest median household income 
among the 68 major cities in the U.S. in 2003, with San Francisco coming 
in at 3rd and Oakland 16th. The reason is that tech, while down, is certain­
ly not out. Technology spending continues to grow in the U.S., as do 
exports to other nations. Information technology has returned to a normal 
path of growth — one that is still rapid, just not blistering as it was in the 
late nineties. Southern California in the early nineties, in contrast, was suf­
fering from a permanent decline in the aerospace industry. 
Furthermore the Bay Area still maintains many of the characteristics 
that are strongly indicative of long run success — a highly educated, rela­
tively young workforce. This is an area that will regain its position as one 
of the fastest growing economies in the nation in relatively short order. As 
discussed in last quarter's regional report, the long run troubles for the state 
are embodied in the problematic demographic changes occurring in the 
now-booming Southern California economy. While growth in the Bay Area 
will continued to be hampered by the lingering effects of the tech bust, it 
will begin to add jobs in a real way in 2005 (1.5% to 2%) and if the U.S. 
.economy holds up will have a very solid 2006. California's overall payroll 
job growth will show the results of the recovery accordingly. 
Informal Employment: What you can't see can hurt you 
It may be surprising to think that our unfavorable business climate does 
not seem to be having any obvious impact on employment in the state. In 
reality it may be, but in a way that might equally surprise. Keep in mind that 
businesses locate in specific places in part due to costs of doing business, 
but also due to the reduction in what economists refer to as transaction 
costs. Easy access to clients, suppliers and workers can more than make up 
for higher costs of rent, wages and benefits. We know this to be the case; 
otherwise there would be no such place as a 'city' at all, since the increased 
population density associated with urbanization drives up costs of doing 
business across the board. Yet in the U.S. over 70% of employment occurs 
within cities that have 200,000 workers or more. 
A recent study by the Public Policy Institute of California claims that 
one quarter of the state's population has considered moving because of high 
housing costs. Yet this mistakes cause with effect. Housing prices in 
California are a function of population movement, not a cause of it. 
Housing prices have been rising rapidly in part because people continue to 
continued on page 36 
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move here — not move away — despite the high costs of doing business, 
a taxation system extremely unfavorable to new residents, and real estate 
prices that continue to grow at record paces. Estimates are the state's pop­
ulation increased by over 500,000 people in 2003, and 2004 promises to 
see a larger increase. Net immigration into California has strong remained 
positive right through the economic turmoil of the last four years. Our 
demographic forecast predicts that another 2.2 million people will be added 
to the population of the state over the next four years. 
People are moving here because economic opportunities do seem to 
exist in the state relative to other places in the U.S., at least as measured by 
the unemployment rate if not the payroll statistics. Unemployment at its 
lowest point in late 2000 in California was 4.7%, compared to 3.9% for the 
U.S. overall. Despite the economic problems in the Bay Area over the last 
four years, state level unemployment actually increased at a slower pace 
than for the U.S. overall during the 2001 downturn, and has fallen faster 
since the recovery began. The unemployment gap between California and 
the U.S. overall is now only 5.4% compared to 5.8%. In 1995, the gap was 
2.6 percentage points. The reason that unemployment is falling faster in 
California than the U.S. overall is because household employment is grow­
ing faster in California than in the U.S. overall; 2.6% since the 2001 peak 
compared to 1.3% for the U.S., and 11.1% since January 1998 compared to 
6.4% for the balance of the U.S. 
The household employment figures come from a separate survey than 
the.payroll figures, one that relies on a much smaller sample of households 
rather than a large sample of employers. This second survey is used to 
count those who fall between the cracks of the payroll survey — those who 
are unemployed and those who are not covered by unemployment insur­
ance for whatever reason. This latter class of worker, those who show up 
on the household survey but not the payroll survey, 1 refer to as informal 
employment. Some of these workers are self-employed. Others may be 
subcontractors for larger companies. 
There has been a marked increase in informal employment everywhere 
in the U.S. since the late nineties — representing for the most part a return 
to a normal level since informal employment in the rest of the U.S. fell 
sharply between 1996 and 1999. 
Here in California something different has been occurring. In 1999, for 
the U.S. overall informal employment was about 2% of payroll employ­
ment, down from a more normal 4% in 1996. It has since risen back up to 
slightly over 4%. In California informal employment was 10% in 1999, 
approximately what it was in 1996. It has since risen to 15% of payroll 
employment. Currently over 2.1 million workers in California are showing 
up in household numbers but not on any payroll figures, 600,000 more than 
were in the state in 1999, representing a larger increase than the change in 
all payroll jobs (550,000) over the same period. 
While California has 11% of the nation's payroll jobs, we have well 
over a quarter of these informal household jobs. Some have dismissed this 
as some sort of flaw due to the small sample size of the household survey. 
Yet it bears keeping in mind that this trend has been going on for over 15 
years, and that the 2000 census, which was used to recalibrate the popula­
tion weights used to construct the unemployment figures, actually caused 
the estimates of informal employment to become larger. 
High levels of informal employment are not unique to California; infor­
mal employment is high in most centers of immigration. Texas has an 
informal sector that is about 10% of its payroll workforce. On a regional 
basis most of these jobs (75%) appear to be forming in the greater Los 
Angeles area. While LA has the highest proportion of informal jobs in the 
nation (>20%), Miami and New York City are second and third respective­
ly with numbers in the low teens. Still, the numbers are too large to be 
passed off simply as a function of the employment of illegal immigrants. 
Nor are all these jobs in domestic occupations or in sectors that make 
extensive use of day labor such as construction. Indeed many of these jobs 
appear to be in sectors such as manufacturing, business services, and trade. 
It is also clear that immigration by itself is not the primary source of the 
issue. The Bay Area is also home to many immigrants (over 30% of the 
local population were bom overseas, about the same as in Southern 
Califomia) yet the proportion of informal employment is more in line with 
the overall U.S. level than with what is occurring here in Southem 
Califomia. 
What is common about these areas with high levels of informal 
employment is that the immigration has been primarily made up of 
unskilled workers, definitely not the situation in the Bay Area, but reflect­
ing much of the immigration in LA. What can explain this ongoing trend? 
One potential explanation are the costs of employment. When faced with 
rising costs of employment benefits, businesses have a number of options. 
One is to close down operation. Another is to move operations to a place 
that has cheaper costs. These are both very expensive options from the 
employer's point of view. Another option is to pass the additional costs on 
to the consumers — tough to do in a highly competitive marketplace.. A 
fourth option is to simply absorb the costs and pass them onto their 
employees in the form of reduced take-home wages. Indeed, many a well-
meaning politician or regulator has found their aspirations to improve the 
living standards of the working class frustrated by the fungibility of the 
various components of the pay package. Indeed it may be stated that the 
true payers of California's excessive regulatory costs are not businesses at 
all, but the workers who end up earning less. 
The option of passing on costs to workers, however, is not available for 
firms that hire those already being paid close to subsistence levels. When 
faced with this situation a firm may find itself best off by choosing a fifth 
course of action: simply moving their workforce off the books by declaring 
only a portion their workforce to the government — or not even that — in 
order to avoid the costs. Thus the high costs of doing business in Califomia 
may not be suppressing the creation of new jobs, only creating a situation 
in which more and more of the economic activity occurring within the 
economy is done outside of the view of state employment regulators. 
It seems that the generally noble goals of our state legislative bodies in 
creating many of these regulations may actually be creating a worse situa­
tion for many workers, as those who are employed in these informal sec­
tors lose many of the basic protections that workers have even in low-cost 
states. Add to that the potential for lost tax revenue as a result of the fact 
that so much economic activity is clearly occurring outside the direct view 
of the government. In short the primary victims of high business costs may 
not be businesses at all, but the govemment budget and unskilled workers. 
It should be kept in mind that this is all speculation at this point. It 
would seem to be one issue that deserves a higher degree of attention on 
the part of state and federal officials, to find out who these workers are and 
what they imply for our economy. If the problem is being driven by costs, 
then the recent improvements in workers compensation, the defeat of 
Proposition 72 and. the passing of Proposition 64 will all help slow the 
rapid increase in informal employment. Clearly the state has some ways to 
go in order to deal with this problem. 
Real Estate: Some like it too hot 
California's real estate prices continue to rise at a blistering pace. The 
median price for a home in the state was $395,000 in October, up 21% from 
the previous year. Slowdowns in the pace of sales in Southem Califomia 
housing market have been offset by a Bay Area market that is starting to 
catch fire again. Unit sales, while down somewhat from a year ago, are still 
high from a historical perspective; 40,000 units were sold in October in the 
Southem Califomia and Bay Area economies. 
In real terms, the pace of appreciation has only just caught up to the 
rapid pace seen during the late eighties and late seventies real estate bub­
ble. Yet this cycle has been considerably longer than the last two. In the late 
eighties prices increased by a total 41% in real terms (CPl adjusted) prior 
continued on page 42 
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The Pomona City Council appoint­
ed Marie M. Macias as Pomona's 
new city clerk. Macias formerly 
the deputy city clerk for Placentia, 
brings 18 years of experience in 
municipal government to 
Pomona..Kenneth M. Wightman, 
P.E., P.L.S., will become chief 
executive officer of David Evans 
and Associates, Inc. (DEA). As 
the second CEO in DEA's history, 
Wightman follows in the footsteps 
of founder Dave Evans...Michael 
Brandman Associates (MBA) 
announced Ms. Andrea Urhas, 
AICP, has joined their Inland 
Empire office as a project manager 
in their environmental services 
division. With a career combining 
over 24 years of both public service 
and private consulting experience, 
Urhas is an expert in providing 
environmental and cultural 
resources consultation and prepar-
ing environmental planning docu­
ments... Michael Brandman 
Associates (MBA) announced that 
the 2004 Building Industry 
Association (BIA) Clayton A. 
Record, Jr. Award for outstanding 
volunteer has been awarded to their 
Inland Empire Regional Business 
Manager, Anne L. Viricel. Viricel 
is instrumental in membership 
recruitment and retention and has 
been named the 2005 BIA-
Riverside Membership Chair. 
Viricel joined MBA in July of 2001 
and has been influential in the 
growth and development of their 
highly successful Inland Empire 
office...lEHP, Inland Empire 
Health Plan, announced the hiring 
of Eric Haden as its new chief net­
work development officer. In his 
position, Haden will oversee 
provider relations, compliance, and 
contracts. Haden comes to lEHP 
with an extensive background in 
both health plan and IPA adminis­
S u b s c r i b e  N o w !  Cal l  Today 
I n l a n d  E m p i r e  B u s i n e s s  J o u r n a l  
Personalized Wine Labels for any Occasion by 
tration...Windermere Real Estate 
announced the addition of sales 
associate Richie Torres to its 
Desert Hot Springs office. Torres 
had been a real estate assistant with 
Buyers Only Real Estate for the 
past two years...Lynne C. 
Bushore, CPA, has been named to 
a newly created director position on 
the Canyon National Bank board of 
directors, announced chairman of 
the board, Tom Suitt. Bushore, 
founder and sole principal of 
Lynne Bushore Certified Public 
Accountants, Palm Springs, has 
over 24 years' experience serving 
business and individual clients in 
the Coachella Valley... Sukut 
Construction President and Chief 
Executive Officer Michael 
Crawford announced that Mary 
Ellen Copek of Mission Viejo has 
been named talent director for the 
award-wining, top 300 contractor 
and number one landfill contractor 
in the U.S. Copek will serve as a 
member of Sukut's leadership 
team, creating systems that will 
leverage the talent of Sukut 
Construction's current and future 
workforce... The Palm Springs 
Aerial Tramway announced the 
hiring of Tara Meinke as the vice 
president of finance. Meinke 
worked for Maryanov, Madsen, 
Gordon and Camphell, CPAs of 
Palm Springs, where she was a sen­
ior accountant...Community 
Bancorp, Inc., parent company of 
Community National Bank 
announced that Thomas A. Page 
and M. Faye Wilson have been 
appointed to the board of directors 
of both Community Bancorp Inc. 
and Community National Bank. 
continued on page 40 
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W^eddings • Anniversaries 
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• Graduations • Holiday Gifts 
GALLEANO WINERY 
4231 Wineville Road, Mira Loma, CA 91752 
Phone (951) 685-5376 (951) 360-9180 
www.galleanowinery.com 
Tour the Historic Winery Weekends between 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm Or by appoinment 
Listed in the National Register of Historic Places 
tX 
Wine Selection 
& Best Rated 
Blackstone 
1998 Chardonnay $10.00 
Monterey County, California 
Oxford Landing 
1998 Grenache $9.99 
Oxford Landing Estate 
Vineyard, South Australia, 
Australia, Limited Release 
1998 Shiraz $9.99 
Oxford Landing Estate 
Vineyard, South Australia, 
Australia, Limited Release 
Llano Estacado 
1999 Chenin Blanc $6.99 
Texas, Cellar Select 
1998 Passionelle $9.99 
Texas, Rhone Style Red 
Lake Sonoma 
1996 Cabernet Sauvignon $24.00 
Alexander Valley, California 
1997 Zinfandel $24.00 
Saini Farms, Dry Creek 
Valley, California 
Lake Sonoma 
1997 Zinfandel $15.00 
Dry Creek Valley, California 
1997 Zinfandel $20.00 
Alexander Valley, California, 
Old Vine 
Guenoe 
1997 Cabernet Sauvignon $30.00 
Napa Valley, California, Bella 
Vista Reserve 
1998 Chardonnay $12.00 
California 
1997 Petite Sirah $18.50 
North Coast, California 
1998 Sauvignon Blanc $14.00 
North Coast, California 
Eberle Winery 
1997 Zinfandel $20.00 
Sauret Vineyard, Paso 
Robles, California 
1997 Zinfandel $16.00 
Paso Robles Steinbeck 
Vineyard, California 
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JUiNOVNCHiC THE 8™ ANNUAL 
ROY ROGERS ANO DALE EVANS 
WESTERN FILM FESTIVAL 
Film Festival Moves to New Location! 
The 8th Annual Roy Rogers 
and Dale Evans Western Film 
Festival is moving to the Ramada 
Inn Convention Center, 15494 
Palmdale Road, Victorvilie, CA, 
Feb. 26 & 27, 2005. Proceeds from 
this popular annual event will ben­
efit the abused children served by 
the Happy Trails Children's 
Foundation. 
The film festival, which has 
been held at the Cinemark Theatre 
in the Mall of Victor Valley since 
the first one in 1998, is moving to 
the Ramada Inn Convention Center 
in Victorvilie due to a complete 
renovation of the theatre scheduled 
for about the same time as the fes­
tival. 
The festival will provide a 
thrilling opportunity for fans to 
come together and see Roy and 
Trigger gallop across the silver 
screen, fighting for truth and jus­
tice in the Old West, as they did in 
their heyday in the 40's and 50's, 
when Roy was the number one 
ranked cowboy star at the box 
office for more than 10 straight 
years! Even though Roy's films 
have been shown on television 
from time to time, it is rare indeed 
to see them on a large screen as 
they were originally intended to be 
seen. Roy and Trigger, along with 
Dale, lovable sidekick Gabby 
Hayes, Bob Nolan and the Sons of 
the Pioneers, formed one of the 
greatest and most successful movie 
teams of all time! 
Some of the magnificent rare 
film titles to be shown include; an 
uncut color print of Bells of San 
Angela (1947), Don't Fence Me In 
(1945) and Shine on Harvest Moon 
(1938). Fans will have an opportu­
nity to see many other films includ­
ing episodes from the popular Roy 
Rogers TV show. In addition to a 
full schedule of films, the festival 
will feature special appearances by 
a gathering of guest celebrities 
including: Ben Cooper; Michael 
continued on page 43 
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Thousands of companies consider the Journal's Book of Lists essential to their busi­
ness library. Key executives keep a copy within easy reach for quick reference to the 
most influential contacts in Riverside and San Bernardino counties. 
Our 2005 Book of Lists will once again enumerate the top companies in approximately 
45-50 industrial categories (the top HMOs, etc.). Each county and city will have a full page 
identifying key agencies, key personnel and demographics. This guide to the cities and 
counties of the Inland Empire is included as a special bonus only in the Inland 
Empire Business Journal. 
Our distribution will not only include the Inland Empire, but targeted companies in Los 
Angeles, Orange and San Diego counties. Your company's message will be seen by 
over 75,000 business executives throughout the circulation year. 
We strongly recommend that you reserve space for your company today in this primary resource publication 
for the Inland Empire. Most of our advertisers consider the Book of Lists to be the best advertising invest­
ment they make all year. Please contact us at (909) 989-4733 to see if the page opposite the list that is 
of interest to you is still available. 
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M A N A G E R ' S  B O O K S H E L F  
"Lead or Get Off The Pot: 
The Seven Secrets of a 
Self-Made Leader" 
by Pat Croce with Bill Lyon 
B e s t - s e l l i n g  
Business Books 
Here arc the current top 10 best-selling hooks for business. The list is compiled based 
on information received from retail bookstores throughout the U.S.A. 
1. "The Way to The Top: The Best Business Advice I Ever Received," by Donald 
Trump (Crown Publishing...$ 18.95) (2)* Trump asks CEOs about the best busi­
ness advice they received. 
2. "The Automatic Millionaire: A Powerful One-Step Plan to Live and Finish 
Rich," by David Bach (Broadway Books...$19.95) (1) Financial advisor offers a 
system that makes others wealthy. 
3. "Pay It Down Today: From Debt to Wealth on $10 a Day," by Jean Chatzky 
(Portfolio...$19.95) (5) TV money guru offers advice on saving money. 
4. "The Wisdom of Crowds: Why the Many Are Smarter Than the Few and How 
Collective Wisdom Shapes Business, Economics, Societies and Nations," by 
James Surowiecki (Doubleday...$24.25) (3) Why a broad segment of humanity 
out thinks a narrower slice. 
5. "The Five Patterns of Extraordinary Careers: The Guide to Success and 
Satisfaction," by James M Citrin (Crown Publishing...$22.95) What you can 
learn by studying how leaders got that way. 
6. "Smart Women Finish Rich: 9 Steps to Achieving Financial Security and 
Funding Your Dreams," by David Bach (Broadway...$14.95) (8) In the real 
world dreams and Financial security cost money. 
7. "Millionaire Women Next Door: The Many Journeys of Successful American 
Businesswomen" (Andrews McMeel Publishing...$28.95) (9) The many ways 
women are succeeding in business. 
8. "Good to Great," by Jim Collins (HarperCollins...$27.50) (7) Climbing the steps 
from being good to being great. 
9. "The 8th Habit: From Effectiveness to Greatness," by Stehen R. Covey (Free 
Press...$26.00)** Covey examines the evolving models of leadership. 
10. "Rich Dad's Cashflow Quadrant: Rich Dad's Guide to Finaneial Freedom," by 
Robert T. Kiyosaki (Warner Books...$17.95) (6) Another in the series targeting 
fathers who want to be rich. 
*(2) — Indicates a book's previous position on the list. 
** — Indicates a book's first appearance on the list. 
Pat Croce has become a much 
sought-after speaker on the busi­
ness meeting circuit. Perhaps that's 
because he targets his motivational 
efforts at present and perspective at 
multiple management levels from 
team leaders to C-level executives. 
His own successful business back­
ground makes his no-nonsense 
ideas about leading others ring true. 
Croce has now translated his ideas 
from the stage to the page and, with 
a bit of help from sports columnist 
Bill Lyon, offers a refreshingly 
readable book on organizational 
leadership. 
Croce believes that all leader­
ship begins with a vision of what 
can be and then works to transform 
vision into reality. This begins with 
writing down the vision, then writ­
ing down the goal that grows out of 
it. These two steps are followed by 
the tasks required to achieve the 
goal and the action steps necessary 
to complete each task. 
Each phase, from vision to indi­
vidual action steps, are building 
blocks creating an overall structure 
that turns the leader's vision into 
concrete results. 
Once the vision has been estab­
lished, you have to build the team 
that can turn the dream into reality. 
Into today's world it's virtually 
impossible to achieve goals and 
dreams without a team. Even an 
individual competitive like a PGA 
or LPGA tour player has a support­
ing cast that includes a caddy, fit­
ness trainer, one or more coaches 
(swing, short-game, etc.) and a 
business manager. In Croce's view, 
each member of the team has to buy 
into the leader's vision and become 
passionate about achieving it. 
According to Croce this passion by 
team members is expressed in three 
ways: "attitude, assets, and ambi­
tion." He states: 
"From my very first employee, 
I was always in search of a team of 
doers. Not talkers. Not dreamers. 
Not pretenders. I wanted con­
tenders! And I instinctively knew 
the onus was on me to find those 
who fit the bill.... Ultimately, what I 
always look for in my evaluations is 
a person's attitude, assets, and 
ambition.... And so, in the ongoing 
process of evaluating and maintain­
ing assistance in any venture (busi­
ness, community, charity, or play) 
attitude spends more time in my 
spotlight than any other variable. 
Attitude is easy to assess, and it has 
a direct correlation to success. Bad 
attitude...bon voyage!" 
Peppered liberally throughout 
the book are thoughts that sum up 
in a sentence or two the surround­
ing concepts which may be one or 
two pages long. These abbreviated 
ideas are called "Pat Croce 
Pointers" and they include com­
ments such as... 
"Listening with a leader's eye 
requires restrain, respect, and a gen­
uine dose of curiosity." "The best 
way to influence people to do what 
you want done is to find out what 
they want to do. And clearly, the 
best, most direct way to achieve 
this is to ask them." 
"Customer service can be 
boiled down to two words: Listen 
and React—with action!" 
There's another aspect of the 
book that makes it remarkable. So 
many motivational and "how to" 
are little more than one-time read 
throughs. Not "Lead or Get off the 
Pot!" It's likely you'll go back and 
re-read portions because they make 
incredible sense in an otherwise 
surreal world, because they're on 
target for an issue you're con­
fronting, or because they are just 
plain fun. 
— Henry Holtzman 
E  X  E  C  U  T  I  V  E  N O T E S  
continued from page 37 
Mr. Page and Ms. Wilson formerly 
served as chairman of the board and 
board member, respectively, of 
Cuyamaca Bank, N.A. which 
Community acquired in 
October...Sperry Van Ness, one of 
the nation's premier commercial 
real estate investment firms, has 
named Robert J. Conley, to the 
position of regional manager. 
Conley will oversee the daily oper­
ations and growth of Sperry Van 
Ness' offices in Ontario and Palm 
Springs...Windermere Real Estate 
announced the addition of the fol­
lowing sales associates to its 
Rancho Mirage office: Sales 
Associate Jason Evans was previ­
ously a realtor with Desert Homes 
& Land in Palm Springs. Sales 
Associate Sandy Middlebrook 
was previously a legal administra­
tor with Middlebrook, Kaiser & 
Popka.-.Katby Block has been 
reappointed to the Mount San 
Jacinto Winter Park Authority for 
a four-year term. The Riverside 
County Board of Supervisors origi­
nally appointed Block in 
2000...Eugene Wong, a psycholo­
gy professor at Cal State San 
Bernardino has been named Golden 
Apple teaching award winner for 
2004-2005. Wong, who lives in 
Riverside, has taught psychology, 
human development and education 
classes at the university since join­
ing the College of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences faculty in 
1994. 
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8 The next UCLA Anderson Forecast Conference titled "Soft 
Patch or Thin Ice-The 
Outlook for 2005," will be Wed., at 
UCLA Anderson School of 
Management from 7:30 a.m. - 12 
p.m. For more information visit 
www.uclaforecast.com or call 
Philip Little at (310) 825-9983. 
Just in time for holiday 
shopping. The 15th 
Annual Gem Faire 
returns to Costa Mesa 
through the 12th at Orange County 
Fairgrounds, Building 12. Hours 
are Fri., noon-1 p.m.. Sat., 10 a.m. -
7 p.m., and Sun., 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Admission is $5, valid for the entire 
weekend. A master jeweler will be 
on site to repair your favorite jew­
elry and to restore a family heir­
loom or merely create the jewelry 
of your dreams. For more informa­
tion, visit www.gemfaire.com or 
contact Gem Faire, Inc. at (503) 
252-8300 or info@gemfaire.com. 
Earn wire-wrapping 
directly from a master 
at the Costa Mesa 
Gem Faire. Carolyn 
Eddy, a wire master and jewelry 
designer, will hold wife-wrapping 
workshops through the 12th at 
Costa Mesa Orange County 
Fairgrounds, Building 12. Classes 
are offered throughout the week­
end, starting at 8 a.m. on Friday, 
available for all skill levels. Costs 
range from $25 to $85 with pur­
chase of Gem Faire materials. For 
more information call (801) 391-
1419 or ceddywrap wire @ 
yahoo..com. The wire-wrapping 
workshops are sponsored by Gem 
Faire, Inc. For more information, 
visit www.gemfaire.com or contact 
Gem Faire, Inc. at (503) 252-83(X) 
or info@gemfaire.com. nThe San Bernardino NAACP Pioneer Awards Banquet will 
be held at the 
California State University in San 
Bernardino University Upper 
Commons. Tickets are $50 and 
sponsorships are available. For 
tickets or for more information, 
please call Walter A. Jarman at 
(909) 887-7411. 
Vendors are invited to 
participate in the 
Country Christmas 
Festival at Pharaoh's 
on Sun., from noon to 7 p.m. This 
is an old-fashioned event featuring 
crafts, foods, hot and cold bever­
ages, carolers, country music per­
formers, pictures with Santa, a toy 
drive and more. For a vendor appli­
cation or more information, please 
contact Sean Faustina at (909) 335-
7275, ext. 237. Application dead­
line is Dec. 10. 
m miM 
R E A L  E S T A T E  N O T E S  
Sierra San Antonio Medical 
Plaza began construction in 
Fontana. City officials along with 
representatives froni San Antonio 
Community Hospital, Ensemble 
Real Estate and Lewis Operating 
Company held a groundbreaking 
ceremony in November. This three-
story, 60,000-square-foot medical 
arts building will be located west of 
the intersection of Sierra Avenue 
and the Interstate 210 Freeway... 
CB Richard Ellis announced the 
sale of Corona Main Place, a 
Class A, 63,036-square-foot office 
building located at 200 South Main 
Street in Corona. Mammoth 
Equities LLC of Mission Viejo 
acquired this trophy asset, which is 
100 percent leased with tenants like 
Robertson's Ready Mix, American 
Express, Countrywide Home Loans 
and Vineyard Bank. Phil 
Woodford and Vindar Batoosingh 
of CB Richard Ellis represented 
the seller Corona Main Place 
LLC in the transaction. Alan 
Pekarcik and Dan Vittone of Volt 
Commercial Brokerage represent­
ed the buyer...The Bascom Group, 
LLC acquired a 130-unit apartment 
community in Bakersfield for 
$6,065,000. The apartment com­
munity known as the Villa Capri 
Apartments is located at 1000 
Pacheco Road. The buyer for the 
property was The Bascom Group, 
LLC, and the seller of the property 
was Villa Capri Ventures, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability compa­
ny. Representing both buyer and 
seller was Ernest M. Reyes of 
Lincoln Brokerage Company of 
Newport Beach. Debt financing 
was provided by Wells 
Fargo...Residents of one of 
Riverside's fastest-growing com­
munities will have added conven­
ient quality shopping in their own 
backyard with the opening of 
Canyon Springs Marketplace 
North next fall. Ground will be 
broken this spring on the 180,000-
square-foot shopping center that 
features popular stores Bed Bath & 
Beyond, Marshalls, Cost Plus, Jo-
Ann Stores and Petco. Canyon 
Springs Marketplace North will 
be located at the southeast quadrant 
of the 60 Freeway and Interstate 
215...Another Orange County com­
pany is relocating to the Corona 
area. Specialty Motions, Inc., a 
manufacturer of linear motion sys­
tems and components, has acquired 
a 23,000-sq.-ft. industrial building 
for $2.07 million, doubling its plant 
capacity...David Herrera and 
Steven Hallin have recently com­
pleted a 2,010 square foot, three 
year lease in the Near Cal 
Industrial Park. Hallin and 
Herrera, Inc. is a storage facility 
of construction tools and materials, 
located at 502 Chaney Street, Suite 
L, Lake Elsinore. Chris Masino 
and Adrienne Bernstein of CDM 
Group, Inc. represented the lessor 
and Steve Falk of Lee and 
Associates represented the lessee 
in this transaction...Luis Serrano 
recently signed a three year lease 
for 1,120 square feet located at 
26692 Pierce Circle, Suite F in 
Temecula. Serrano will be operat­
ing a cabinet making facility. 
Adrienne Bernstein of CDM 
Group, Inc., represented the lessee 
in this transaction...City Council 
members, city officials and resi­
dents gathered at the new 
Mountain View Villas Clubhouse, 
78000 Betty Barker Way 
(Mountain Cove Drive and 
Highway 111), to dedicate the new 
senior housing community, built by 
Southern California Housing 
Development Corp. Phase One 
(128 units, a clubhouse, pool and 
spa) is now complete and residents 
are moving in. The clubhouse fea­
tures a media room, computer room 
for residents and an exercise room. 
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to the collapse. In the late seventies prices increased by a total of 50% 
before they slowed. This time total appreciation since the late nineties is 
now 60%. All the major markets in the state have seen double digit increas­
es in price over the past 12 months, even in the Bay Region which saw 
growth flatten for a number of years following the 2001 downturn. 
Many economists, including those of us here at the UCLA Anderson 
Forecast, have been warning that the residential real estate market in the 
U.S. is in a bubble — that is, the market fundamentals and actual prices 
have diverged because market activity is primarily a function of price spec­
ulation rather than careful consideration of the economics of a situation. Of 
course there are other groups who disagree with this assessment of the mar­
ket and who believe that much of the appreciation is justified. Regardless 
of whether you agree or not, it is clearly not business as usual in our hous­
ing markets. Consider some of the following statistics; 
• The housing market is the U.S. has traditionally been very cyclical. 
Both building and prices are strongly linked to employment growth. When 
job growth is accelerating, so are housing prices and residential construc­
tion and vice-versa. This traditional cycle never materialized during the 
2001 recession — a unique event in U.S. economic history. 
• Nationally, real estate prices typically appreciate at 1% per year in real 
(inflation adjusted) terms— most of the return for a housing asset is in its 
'coupon', the rental value it provides on an ongoing basis. Over the past 
five years real estate prices have risen by over 5% annually, five times the 
average rate. Prices at the national level are now 25% above their historic 
long run trend. 
• On average U.S. adds one new unit to the housing stock for every 1.7 
adults (those 25 years of age and up) entering the population. Over the last 
two years the U.S. has added one new residential unit for every one adult 
being added to the population. 
• Cap rates on apartment buildings have historically been about nine for 
the nation as a whole. As of the second quarter of this year cap rates for 
class A apartments had fallen to a national average of seven — an all time 
low. 
• When such facts are brought up, two responses are typically given — 
that interest rates are at an historically low level and supply is tight, hence 
the appreciation is justified. 
Are mortgage rates truly that low? No, not really. What's important is 
not nominal mortgage rate, but the real one — the interest rate minus the 
inflation rate, reflecting the real return a financial asset provides. The cur­
rent real mortgage rate is about 4%, certainly lower than the 6% average 
real rate paid on mortgages in the nineties, and much better than the 9% real 
rates being paid in the late eighties. But the current rates aren't that low 
when we expand our history, they are about on par with those paid in the 
seventies and early eighties and still above those paid in the sixties, yet we 
did not see the pace of housing appreciation then that we do today. 
Moreover, if rates are truly the driver of our current market, then when rates 
bottomed out in 2003 the market should have cooled off. Instead it became 
even hotter, and the pace of housing price appreciation actually picked up. 
As for supply, developers will tell you that they are building strictly on 
contract and realtor associations will tell you that stock levels are very low 
— thus implying that the basic tool of comparing new homes to new popu­
lation is irrelevant. Remember, however, that housing is an asset, not a com­
modity. 
What this means is that a house has a fundamental value based on the 
revenues it brings in today and in the future — specifically the present value 
of the net rents the property will earn during its existence. It is rental values 
that reflect current supply and demand. What have rents done? Since the 4th 
quarter of 2000 inflation adjusted rents for apartments have fallen by about 
10%. So unless the market is predicting some sort of fantastic turnaround 
in rental prices in the future — hardly likely given the pace of construction 
— supply constraints can hardly explain rising property prices. 
The above paragraph applies to the nation as a whole and doesn't fully 
reflect local submarkets such as here in California. There do appear to be 
two types of markets in the U.S. currently — those that are overbuilding 
and those that are over-priced. The speculative rush exhibits itself through 
increased demand to through regulatory and zoning constraints (such as 
here in California) the market responds by building excessive numbers of 
new units. If instead building is constrained by regulatory and zoning con­
straints the market instead bids prices up to higher and higher levels. When 
will this bubble burst, and what will it mean for the economy? As for the 
timing, it is unclear when it will end. Bubbles, once they get going, tend to 
take on a life of their own. Even if a market is behaving irrationally in the 
aggregate, individual investors might be behaving rationally. 
When it will collapse is almost impossible to predict because if one 
could predict it, then the speculators would know when to get out, thus 
bursting the market ahead of time. This logic quickly unravels of course. 
It's like a pyramid scheme — you can make money if you make it through 
okay, but be assured that at some point in entered last will be the ones who 
lose. The uncertainty of the timing is what maintains the momentum. 
There are some signs that things are cooling off even now. Market 
inventory rates are starting to rise in many places, and the pace of sales is 
cooling off, in some places such as Orange County dramatically. But these 
are some symptoms, they do not necessarily add up to a change in the trend. 
And don't listen to those who say that economists are foolish because they 
have been predicting a market reversal for two or three years, and yet the 
market keeps climbing. Remember that economists started to warn that the 
NASDAQ was becoming overvalued in 1998 as it grew at an unprecedent­
ed pace. Yet the sirens of Wall Street claimed that actions spoke louder than 
words. The market, they claimed, was proving the dismal scientists wrong 
by continuing to grow. For the record, NASDAQ's current inflation adjust­
ed value is currently back at its 1997 level. The term 'dismal' is often used 
to describe not cynics, but realists. Housing bubbles are different than in 
other assets because of the relatively low liquidity of the market. Nominal 
average housing prices in the U.S. have never gone down. Instead the back 
end of a housing cycle is typically characterized by flat nominal prices until 
the process of inflation and increases in demand push the fundamental price 
up to the current market price. This is when the market starts to grow again. 
At a regional level nominal prices typically only fall when there are severe 
employment losses in the area, such as what happened in the Southern 
California economy in the early nineties. 
Note I keep using the word 'typically' and 'usually.' This is because, as 
most economic forecasters do, I use the past to help me decide what is 
going to happen in the future. But this time my ability to predict the future 
is handicapped by a lack of an appropriate past by which to compare it to. 
The U.S. has not experienced such a dramatic increase in prices along the 
history that I have acceptable data for. Furthermore we are in a low infla­
tion regime currently, and housing demand (from the point of view of rents) 
is still weak, making convergence between the current market price and the 
fundamentals a more difficult process than if we were in a high inflation or 
growing economy. 
I can say that there are regional economies that have experienced nom­
inal price declines even as employment continued to grow. One example of 
this was Texas in the late eighties in the wake of the collapse of oil prices 
that had driven real estate speculation in that economy to new heights in the 
late seventies and early eighties. What this implies is that while nominal 
prices tend not to fall, it is not impossible in extreme circumstances, which 
describes the current situation. What is certainly at risk is the building 
boom. All slowing cycles are linked to a drop in residential investment at 
the national level and this is typically associated with the beginning of an 
economic recession. The U.S. economy is not as healthy as many would 
continued on page 47 
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CAR DEALERS ADDRESS CONTACT PHONE/FAX # 
Acura Metro 9399 Autoplex St.. Montclair, CA Andy Pembroke (909) 626-6000 
Acura of Riverside 80001 Auto Dr., Riverside, CA Marti McPhillips (951)785-6600 
Advantage Jaguar Audi 25072 Redlands Blvd., Loma Linda, CA 92354 James Tracy (909) 478-7000 
Affordable RV 1510 Auto Center Dr. #B, Ontario, CA Barton Ashworth (909) 390-7070 
Alvarez Jaguar Lincoln Mercury 8051 Auto Dr., Riverside, CA Paul Johnson (951)687-1212 
American Honda Motor Co. 5450 E. Francis Ave., Ontario, CA (909) 390-9735 
American RV Expo 908 RV Center Dr., Colton, CA (909) 872-8000 
B & G Auto Sales 1630 W. Valley, Colton, CA 92324 Scott Chadwick (909) 825-1173 
BMW of North America 1150 S. Milliken Avenue, Ontario, CA Dusty Baxter (909) 975-7300 
BMW of Riverside 3060 Adams Street, Riverside. C.A (909) 785-4444 
Bosch Kia 10025 Sierra Avenue. Fontana, CA Carlos Bosch (909) 822-3300 
Bosch Kia Isuzu of Corona 2683 Wardlow Rd, Corona, CA Katie Barr (951)817-9500 
Cadillac Sales & Service 8201 Auto Dr., Riverside, CA Matt Weis (951)687-2020 
Caliber Pontine Mazda 2000 Hamner Avenue, Norco. CA 92860 Alex Brie (951)734-1555 
Center Chevrolet 1355 "G" Street, San Bernardino, CA Charlie Oberhelman (909) 889-8561 
Chino Hills Ford 1',; 4480 Chino Hills Prkwy, Chino CA Willie Marshall (909) 393-9331 
Chino Valley Motors 14740 Ramona Avenue. Chino, CA Travis Hall (909) 393-0103 
Chrysler Jeep Dodge 25 Rio Rancho Rd., Pomona, CA 91766 John Glitter (909) 620-7370 
Citrus Motors Ford 1375 S. Wooruff Way, Ontario, CA Tim Osborn (909) 390-0930 
Clairston Auto Sales 5334 Holt Blvd., Montclair, CA 91763 Ken Hairston (909)621-9522 
Claremont Auto Center 601 A. Auto Center Dr., Claremont, CA 91711 Dave Castillo (909) 625-1500 
Claremont Ford 4 601 Auto Center Dr., Claremont, CA , Dave Castillo (909) 482-4342 
Clippinger Chevrolet Upland, CA Raj Shah (909) 946-9200 
Corona Chevrolet • 2550 Wardlow Rd., Corona, CA Gary White (951) 737-6442 
Corona Nissan 2575 Wardlow Road, Corona, CA 92882-2873 Mike Santana (951)735-3360 
Corona Volkswagen 2603 Wardlow Rd., Corona, CA Joe Kelly (951)279-1220 
Crest Chevrolet 909 W. 21 St Street, San Bernardino Dan Zank (909) 883-8833 
Crown Lexus 1201 Kettering Drive, Ontario, CA Max Tyers (909) 390-9800 
Crown Toyota 1201 Kettering Drive, Ontario, CA 91761 Danny Zendejas (909) 390-9700 
Suzuki Isuzu World - J 1251 Auto Center Drive, Ontarion 91761 Eric Vandermulan (909) 937-6110 
Don's Auto Center 16282 Valley Blvd., Fontana, CA 92335 Butch Palmese (909) 829-1900 
Dulton Motor Company 8201 Auto Drive, Riverside, CA 92504 Michael J. Whitney : (951)687-2020 
Empire Nissan 1377 Kettering Loop, Ontario CA Julie Joe Sartor , (714)850-4646 
Empire Suzuki 10325 Central Avenue, Montclair, CA 91763 Rich Doney (909) 621-1993 
Exclusively Volvo Subaru 1300 Auto Center Drive, Ontario CA 91761 Anthony Reyes (909) 605-5800 
(909) 605-5776 
Ford of Upland ' ^ , 555 W. Foothill Blvd, Upland CA JoeGrasso . (909)949-5555 
Frahm Dodge 1983 Hamner Avenue, Norco CA Dan Updyke (909) 272-3110 
Freeway Lincoln-Mcicury 1600 Caraino Real, San Bernardino CA Mike Cook (909) 889-3514 
Fritts Ford 8000 Auto Center Drive, Riverside CA Chuck Catero (951)687-2121 
Giant RV 9150 Benito Street, Montclair CA Mellanie Ingle (909) 981-0444 
Golden West Auto Sales 10980 Arrow Rt #109. Rancho Cucamonga CA George Galdo (909) 466-5539 
Griner Auto Plaza-Pontiac GMC 14380 Amarogosa, Victorvillc, CA 92394 Ron Frame, GM gi;;;: •::7 • (760) 245-3451 
Hatfield Buick 301 E. Redlands Blvd., Redlands, CA 92373 Bill Hatfield (909) 793-3228 
HemborgFord 1900 Hamner Ave., Norco, CA 92860 Perry Brandt, GSM (951) 737-6151 
High Desert—Kia 13529 Ramona Ave., Victorville, CA 92392 Paul Tavallodi (760) 241-0259 
Hibbard Chevrolet 191 S. Indian Hill Blvd., Claremont, CA 91711 Mike Wilcox (909) 624-4551 
Honda Cars of Corona 1080 Pomona Rd., Corona, CA 92882 Greg Smith (951)734-8400 
sm 
VM =Not Applicable WND = Would Not Disclose m = not available. The ir^ormation in the above list was obtained flom the Fleet Leasing Auto Dealers listed. To the best of our 
knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors some-
limes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucatnonga, CA 91729-1979. 
Researched by Sondra Olvera. Copyright lEBJ. This list updated November 2004. 
continued from page 39 
Dante; Lois Hall; John (The 
Lone Ranger) Hart; Kelo 
Henderson; Robert Horton; 
Donna Martell; William Smith; 
Virginia Vale; Gregory Walcott; 
Ty Hardin and Clint Walker, bet­
ter known as Cheyenne, and 
many more! There will be a 
silent and live auction including 
Roy and Dale collectibles and 
memorabilia. A highlight of the 
festival this year will be the 
Saturday Night Awards Banquet 
featuring a special Celebrity 
Panel Discussion, hosted by 
Boyd Magers, founder and pub­
lisher of the popular Western 
Clippings newsletter. Two addi­
tional outstanding Celebrity 
Panels hosted by Boyd Magers 
will be held Saturday and 
Sunday during the festival. If 
you have never attended a 
Celebrity Panel Discussion, you 
will be in for a real treat! Shop 
the Cowboys of the Silver 
Screen Collectors Swap Meet, 
with great buys on photos, 
videos, books, toys, posters, 
memorabilia and collectibles 
from the golden era of the 
Westerns! 
On Monday, Feb. 28, enjoy 
"A Day at the Ranch," Roy's for­
mer Double R Bar horse ranch in 
nearby Oro Grande, CA. There 
will be more western movies in 
the big red barn that has been 
neatly converted into a theater, 
along with stagecoach rides, live 
western music and cowboy poet­
ry; a Trigger Memorial Trick 
Horse Competition, plus a deli­
cious chuckwagon lunch. 
Advance reservations are 
required for the banquet and "A 
Day at the Ranch." Order your 
Film Festival, Banquet and Day 
at the Ranch tickets today! If you 
have any questions, please give 
us a call! You may reserve tick­
ets by calling the Happy Trails 
Children's Foundation, (760) 
240-3330. We accept American 
Express, Discover, MasterCard 
and VISA. 
All proceeds benefit the 
abused children served by the 
Happy Trails Children's 
Foundation, a non-profit public 
benefit corporation. All dona­
tions are tax deductible. 
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CAR DEALERS ADDRESS CONTACT PHONE/EAX It 
Honda Yamaha of Redlands 1215 E. Redlands Blvd., Redlands, CA 92374 
Infiniti of Montclair 
Infiniti of Riverside 
Jeep Chrysler of Ontario 
Kennedy Cadillac 
Keystone Auto Group 
KIA 
KIA Motors 
9440 Autoplex Drive, Montclair CA 91763 
3040 Adams Street. Riverside CA 
1202 Auto Center Drive, Ontario CA 
1400 S. Camino Real, San Bernardino CA 
1251 Auto Center Drive, Ontario CA 91761 
7850 Indiana Avenue, Riverside CA 
14101 Pipeline Avenue, Chino CA 
11 
Tom Raley 
Cordy Cerami, GM 
















































500 W. Redlands Blvd., Redlands, CA ^ , Marlene Burkes (909)793-2141 
JVM =Nol Applicable WND = Would Not Disclose m = not available. The infonnation in the above list was obtained jrom the Fleet Leasing Auto Dealers listed. To the^st of our 
knowledge the infonnation supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy ar^ thoroughness tl^ list omissions and 
sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. 
Researched by Sandra Olvera. Copyright lEBJ. This list updated November 2004. 
Lexus of Riverside 3150 Adams Street. Riverside CA Francois Attalah 
Lincoln Mercury-Citru.s Lincoln 1375 S. Wooddruff Way, Ontario CA L. Gary Underwood 
( ''jj C. Tim Oshorn 
Moss Brothers Ford 411 E. Laurel Street, Colton CA Christopher Pratt 
Mark Christopher Auto Center 2131 Convention Center Way, Ontario 1 \ P _ Chris Legio 
Mark Chritopher Cadillac Jim Westley 
Mazda of San Bernardino 1388 S. East Street, San Bernardino CA Charley Oberman 
Metro Acura Honda Montclair, CA Chuch Catero 
Metro Nissan 9440 Autoplex Drive, Montclair, CA 91763 Francis Fujishige 
MK Smith Chevrolet 5396 Riverside Drive, Chino CA Jim Davis 
MK Smith Chevrolet 12845 Central Avenue, Chino CA Jim Davis 
Moreno Valley Chevrolet 12625 Auto Mall Dr. Moreno Valley, CA j: D.J.Allard 
Moreno Valley Mega Store 27990 Eucalyptus Ave., Moreno Valley CA 92555 Jim Amador 
Moss Brothers 1100 South "E" Stree, San Bernardino Ca Wayne Allen 
Mountainview Chevrolet 1079 W. Foothill Blvd., Upland, CA Mark Legio 
Norco Mitsubishi 2100 Hamner Avenue, Norco CA • Gus Cantellano 
Andrew Arriagon 
Olympic Boat Centers 512 East Redlands, San Bemardino CA Andy Barrow 
Ontario Dodge-lsuzu-Kl.A 1201 Auto Center Drive. Ontario CA 91761 Chuck Cashlla 
Pacific Auto Sales & Leasing 1934 W. 9th Street, Upland CA Richard Mayo 
Penske Honda (Jtitario ; 1401 Auto Center Drive, Ontario, CA 91761 Ron Brown 
Ben Carrington 
Person Ford 2855 Foothill Blvd. La Veme, CA Ed Dyson 
Power Chevrolet of Corona 2550 Wardlow Road, Corona, CA 92882 Rich Gardner 
Power Dodge 1201 Auto Center Drive, Ontario, CA Chuck Casella 
Quality Hyundai 1665 W. 6th Street, Corona, CA Nathen Ryan 
R & B Auto Sales 16020 Foothill Blvd., CA Paul Kochman 
Raceway Ford 5900 Sycamore Canyon Blvd., Riverside, CA 92507 Rebecca Acosta 
Rancho Motors 15424 Dos Palmas Rd., CA Kathy Wilson 
Redlands Auto Center 
Redlands Chrysler Plymouth Jeep 
Redlands Dodge/Mazda 
420 W. Redlands Blvd., Redlands. CA :• 
310 Texas Street, Redlands, CA 
Marlene Burkes 
Marlene Burkes 











Riverside County residents 
invited to send holiday cheer to 
deployed service members 
The holidays are here and the 
.American Red Cross is gearing 
up with a great option Tor 
Americans to show their support 
Tor U.S. service members and 
their families: 
• Bestow treasures. 
Treasures for the Troops 
offers some fun and relaxation 
for down time on the frontlincs. 
A small donation will help send 
durable, lightweight, compact 
and reusable shaving/make-up 
bag containing "treasures"" like 
a deck of cards, book of cntss-
word pu//les. snacks and candy, 
an electronic pocket game, bat­
teries and a multi-tool. $2().()() 
includes shipping and handling. 
According to Pamela Anderson. 
CEO of the Riverside County 
Chapter, "We're very excited 
about Treasures for the Troops: 
because we continue to be a 
resource for those who want to 
show support Tor service mem­
bers - and this program is not 
just Tor the holidays. The public 
can show support anytime of the 
It's easy-—just mail a check or 
money order, payable to the 
American Red Cross Treasures 
Tor Troops Program to P.O. Box 
53040, Riverside, CA 92317-
0040. Any amount is welcome. 
Or, you may make a secure on­
line donation at www.river-
side.redcTOss.org. For more 
ini'ormation on this and other 
Red Cross services and pro­
grams. call the Chapter at (931) 
646-4218. 





In the thirteenth episode of 
NBC's reality show "The 
Apprentice," teams worked with 
M&M/Mars to sell a new candy 
bar. The team that earned the most 
profit won the competition. While 
designed to entertain, "The 
Apprentice" depicts business inter­
actions and challenges that fre­
quently occur in real-world set­
tings. 
American Management Assoc­
iation, the world's leading mem­
bership-based management devel­
opment organization, has brought 
together its leading experts to pro­
vide viewers with practical advice 
they can apply in their own work­
place. 
"New products and services can 
be the lifeline for any company. 
Bringing these new products to the 
market, however, can be challeng­
ing," said Edward T. Reilly, presi­
dent and CEO of American 
Management Associ-ation. "To 
effectively compete in an increas­
ingly complex and aggressive mar­
ketplace, you need to have thor­
ough understanding of all the inter­
nal and external forces that will 
impact the new product's prof­
itability and, ultimately, the corpo­
ration's survival." 
• Establish Rrin marketing 
goals. It should be clear to all inter­
nal constituents from the outset 
what the objectives are and what 
success will look like. 
• Know your customers. Be 
clear about, who your customers 
are and what they want. Keep in 
mind that people buy what they 
want to buy, not necessarily what 
they need to buy. 
• Know your competition. 
Determine if your competitors have 
similar new products or services 
and how they plan to market them. 
Adapt your own marketing efforts 
accordingly, considering the 4 Ps 
of marketing—product, pricing, 
promotion and place or point of 
sale. 
• Customize your marketing 
strategy. Your product is unique. 
Your marketing strategy should be 
too. With so many marketing vari­
ables to control, you can create a 
distinctive marketing plan, even in 
a crowded marketplace. 
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CAR DEALERS ADDRESS CONTACT PHONE/EAX # 
Redlands Ford 1121 West Colton Avenue, Redlands, CA 92374 Michael Hauso (909) 793-3211 
Jim Brown (909) 307-2708 
Riverside Mitsubishi 8100 Auto Dr., Riverside, CA ; , Richard Bertuglia (951)509-1000 
Riverside Chrysler and Jeep 8100 Auto Dr., Riverside, CA Richard Bertuglia (951)509-1000 
Riverside Metro Auto Group 8330 Indiana Avenue, Riverside, CA Jim Epsteen (951)688-9420 
(951) 509-6556 
Rock Honda 9612 Sierra Avenue, Fontana, CA Michael Hauso (909) 829-0830 
Jenny Choi (951)307-2708 
Romero Buick-Hyundai-Mazda 1307 Kettering Loop, Ontario, CA 91761 Tracy Benjamin (909) 390-8484 
Rotolo Chevrolet 16666 Foothill Blvd., Fontana, CA 92335 Jim Dailey (909) 822-1111 
San Bernardino Mitsubishi 645 Auto Center Dr. San Bernardino CA Efren Calaguas iv-- ^ (909) 884-7700 
Saturn of Loma Linda 25140 Redlands Blvd., Loma Linda, CA Curt Spreen (909) 799-9900 
Saturn of Ontario 1195 Auto Center Drive, Ontario. CA Jennifer Duram (909) 605-5655 
Saturn of Riverside 8101 Auto Center Drive, Riverside. CA Rarnond Hcrrera (951) 688-1500 
Savage BMW 1301 Auto Center Drive, Ontario, CA Billy Briody (909) 390-7888 
Singh Chevrolet 8200 Auto Dr., Riverside, CA 92504 Brian Conley (951)688-8111 
Southwest Chrysler Jeep 2075 Haraner Avenue, Norco CA Darryl Glasco (951)549-1280 
Spreen Honda 25050 Redlands Blvd. Loma Linda, CA 92354 Marty Laconlale (909) 799-7070 
Sunrise Ford „ 16005 Valley Blvd., Fontana. CA Robbie Williams (909) 822-4401 
. 
Superior Pontiac 1356 Auto Center Dr., Ontario, CA 91761 Bonita Cummins (909) 390-2200 
Suzuki of Ontario 1251 Auto Center Dr., Ontario, CA 91761 Greg Roberts (909) 937-6110 
Suzuki of Riverside 8423 Indiana Avenue, Riverside, CA 92504 Larry Owens (951) 637-2600 
(951) 358-0441 
Tom Bell Chevrolet 800 Alabama, Redlands, CA 92373 Ronald Hogg (909) 793-2681 
Dina Adams (909) 792-7297 
Tom Bell Redlands Toyota 1139 W. Redlands Blvd, Redlands, CA Jaime Alvear (909)793-0300 
Toyota of Riverside 7870 Indiana Ave.. Riverside, CA } MSj H Joe Montasser ^ (951)687-1622 
Toyota of San Bernardino 765 Showcase Dr. North, CA 92408 '' ^  Wes Hofer (909) 381-4444 
Toyota of Temecula Valley 26631 Ynez Rd. Temecula, CA 92591 Steve O'Neal (951)694-0575 
Transwest Ford Truck Sales 10150 Cherry, Fontana, CA 92334 Tom Textor (909) 829-8801 
Universal Auto Center 14642 Slover Avenue, Fontana, CA 92337 Hass Malakalou (909) 428-9021 
Valley Auto Center 15689 Valley Blvd., Fontana, CA 92335 Steve Ruisch (909) 350-2700 
Valley Toyota-Honda-Hyundai 14612 Valley Center Dr., CA 92392 ' Helen Earles (760) 241-6484 
Victor Buick-GMC Trucks 2525 Wardlow Rd., Corona, CA Victor Covarrubias (951)737-2552 
Teresa Nava 
Volvo of Inland Empire 785 Show Case Dr., San Bernardino, CA Dave West (909) 889-0101 
Walter's Mercedes Benz 3213 Adams Street, Riverside CA Mike Nelson (951) 688-3332 
NIA =Not Applicable WND = Would Not Disclose m = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the Fleet Leasing Auto Dealers listed. To the best of our 
knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors some­
times occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. 
Researched by Sondra Olvera. Copyright lEBJ. This list updated November 2004. 
• Identify your unique selling 
point. This is the key factor that 
enables your product or service to 
stand out from competitors. The 
differentiating claim need not 
address the most important attrib­
ute of your product, but must be 
compelling and meaningful. For 
instance, the unique selling point of 
peanut butter could be an unbreak­
able jar. 
Cigars 
continued from page 25 
and food. The first cigar here, a CAO 
MX2 double Maduro was so good 
that very few wanted to light up the 
second smoke, a CAO Criollo. So 
what do I personally get out of these 
annual events? 
Of course, there is the expected 
appreciation of the cigar as I am sur­
rounded by other smokers. Torrence 
White from Riverside told Cigar 
Aficionado Magazine that he 
enjoyed it because, you can sit down 
here and talk about cigars and any­
thing else. Jeff Marks from San 
Bernardino had never been to one 
of these before but two of his 
friends and his father had. You can 
expect them all to be back. 
Then there was the thrill of 
finding out that the guy I was talk­
ing to about my beloved Cleveland 
Indians was Eric Newman, presi­
dent of I.e. Newman Tobacco. 
I will be back next year for the 
10th annual event. That should be 
very special indeed. 
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The Counterpoint Restaurants of Ontario 
disappointment has been their meat loaf, and that is no longer on the menu. 
Here's a tip. It's not on the dessert tray, but a simple dish of vanilla ice 
cream here makes a wonderful treat, even without topping. Also, be sure to 
ask, not only for the daily specials, but also for an occasional treat that may 
not be on the menu. 
Also note that the New York Grill is one of the few restaurants in the 
Inland Empire with a live piano player, and the bartenders know how to 
pour a drink. 
Ziarita's 
Under another name this location was run by a celebrity chef who let it 
get rundown and let it go because, I'm told, of an ugly divorce. Whatever 
the reason, I can tell you that the linguine was inedible back then. Now 
everything is wonderful. While this is the most casual of the three restau­
rants both in atmosphere and menu, you can be sure that there is still an air 
of sophistication here. 
Ziarita's makes a wonderful eggplant Parmesan. (And I am no fan of 
eggplant.) The Italian sausage and lentil soup is a great surprise. I could 
have had twice as much and still wanted more. 
There is also a wonderful spinach and avocado dip. Chef Mario, who 
oversees all three restaurants is based out of Ziarita's, so his special touch­
es can be found in things like Chef Mario's meatballs and spaghetti. The 
ravioli is very good, especially the excellent seafood ravioli with lobster. 
They even make a good pizza. 
by Joe Lyons 
It's a corporate thing, and I don't have an MBA to explain it. Somehow 
three very good local restaurants have a company connection that I am not 
qualified to cover in this column. Suffice it to say that Rosa's, New York 
Grill and Ziarita's have a couple of connections and one of them is that they 
are all very good restaurants. 
It may not do them all justice to cover all three in one column, but the 
connection makes it worth it. 
New York Grill. 
Here is a steakhouse in 
the finest New York style. If 
you don't catch the lineage, 
there are enough photos on 
the wall to prove it—The 
Empire State Building, the 
Brooklyn Bridge, and the 
hits of Dean Martin and Frank Sinatra emanating from the speakers. 
The highlight of my evening was a bacon-wrapped filet with a bleu 
cheese topping. I am not a big fan of bleu cheese but this was outstanding. 
Although it has been established that the Grill has a very good wine 
selection, I elected to bring a Galleano Zinfandel with me from home. 
Sometimes my selections are remarkable. 
My partner went with the chicken brandy, which also went well with the 
zin. The only shortcoming of the dinner were the artichokes, which were 
good, but not great. The stuffed mushrooms, on the other hand were out­
standing. 
In the several times that I have dined at the New York Grill, the only 
NewM>rl< GrilL 
909 / 987-1928 
950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario 
Mon / Thur 11:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Fri 11:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m. • Sat 4:30 p.m. ' 10:30 p.m. 
Sun 4:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended 
It's New York without the attitude! This award-winning 
restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu 
features prime steaks, Australian lobster tail, garlic roasted 
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood 
specialties. Join us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where 
acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most 
intimate jazz experience! We take care of every detail with 
innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts, 
outstanding wine selection and entertainment to comple­
ment your dining experience - and discover our magnifi­
cent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event. 
Rosa's 
Rosa herself will greet 
you at the door. 
She believes that it is too 
bad that people in the Inland 
Empire go out to eat, but not 
to dine. it 
She is not wrong. 
I would tell you that 
Rosa's serves the best cala-
mari I have ever had, but it 
turns out that some lesser critic used that line before me. Maybe it just hap­
pens to be true. 
Rosa's serves a bill of fair that can be described as "beyond Italian". I 
would call this Mediterranean cuisine, except that since I first used that 
term, I have found that Greek and Lebanese restaurants also use the same 
terminology for their food. 
I ordered the medallions of veal. One of my guests enjoyed the ravioli 
and two others chose chicken dishes. No one was disappointed. If I sound 
vague about the selection names, it is because the foods are all listed in 
Italian. There are English subtitles, but it is so much fun to at least try to 
pronounce the correct names. 
Rosa's features a true dining room, with good silver, fine table cloths 
and a serving staff that knows how to be of service. Chef Ulysses, back in 
the kitchen, works closely with Chef Mario. In fact, if you want Chef 
Mario's meatballs from Ziarita's, Chef Ulysses will prepare them for you, 
on a very good bed of spaghetti. This is the sort of fine dining facility that 
you will wish you had dressed better for. 
Ontario is lucky to have three such fine facilities in its corporate bor­
ders. The Mills Mall is lucky to have two of them right in their area. 
Counterpoint can be proud of all three of its locations. They can also take 
pleasure in knowing that I enjoyed myself three different times. 
Rosa's is located at 425 N. Vineyard. South of Interstate 10 in Ontario. 
The New York Grill and Ziarita's are just outside of the Ontario .Vlills Mall, 
in the Northwest quadrant . just south of 4th St. 
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continued from page 42 
like to believe, and the housing market is one big issue. So we could be in 
for rough waters ahead — make sure you are ready for it. 
Looking Forward: Southern California on the line 
How might another downturn in the U.S. over the next few years impact 
the various economies here inside California? The primary determinant of 
how well an economy does during an economic downturn tends to be the 
industry mix of the region. This past recession was driven by the tech bub­
ble; hence it impacted the Bay Area so much more than here in Southern 
California. In contrast the early nineties was a more traditional recession— 
driven primarily by a slowdown in consumer spending on durables and 
houses. Southern California stands out from this as it was the center of the 
collapse of the aerospace industry which occurred at the same time. While 
all recessions are unique in their own way, we might look back at 1990 to 
estimate how our economies might perform in a more typical recession. 
The table on page 26 shows the results of two cross sectional regres­
sions. The data represent a cross section of 174 MSA's in the U.S. The 
dependent variable is the absolute change in total payroll employment two 
years after the previous employment peak. The independent variables are 
the levels of employment within the various NAICS sectors at the peak. 
Controls have been added for economies that represented outliers in their 
particular periods. The interpretation of the coefficients is straightforward 
— it represents the impact that a particular sectors presence had on overall 
employment. In 1990 for each construction job in the local economy at the 
peak, .211 jobs were added to the overall economy over the next two years. 
These numbers represent both primary and secondary effects of the down­
turn and the losses or gains implied do not necessarily occur in that sector. 
The results are fairly strong, with reasonable high R-squared values. 
The differences between the 1990 and 2001 downturns are clearly rep­
resented in these numbers. The dark squares represent those sectors that 
had a negative impact on the local economy during the downturn, while 
those lighter squares represent sectors that had a positive influence on the 
local economy. Retail employment was a drag in 1990, while it was a pos­
itive in 2001. Manufacturing was a big negative in 2001 and neutral in 
1990. Construction had a positive impact in 1990 but a neutral impact in 
2001, whereas finance and healthcare had a negative impact in 1990 but a 
neutral impact in 2001. 
The interesting thing is what might happen if we have a 1990-type 
downturn in today's economy. Using the coefficients and the current indus­
try mix, some estimates can be generated accordingly. The results are 
detailed below. In the event of another downturn, the Bay Area will do 
much better than they did during the last recession, not surprisingly. What 
might be a surprise is that Los Angeles would also perform much better, 
given the relative industry mix in the area. On the other hand many other 
economies in California including San Diego, Orange County, Ventura, the 
Inland Empire and Sacramento would do much worse. These economies are 
more heavily invested in the consumer services markets, and these are most 
likely to be hit when another downturn might occur. 
For Insight on Inland Empire Business ... 
Subscribe Now, (909) 989-4733 
Business Brokerage Firms Serving the I.E. 
Company Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Century 21 Bright Horizons 
2612 E. Garvey Ave. 
WestCovina, CA 91791 
Century 21 Wright 
27525 Jefferson Ave. 
Temecula, CA 92590 
Desert Sunbelt Business Brokers 
43725 Monterey Ave., Ste. E 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
Los Arcos Realty 
72-711 Ramon Rd^ Ste. 4 
Thousand Palms, CA 92276 
Professional Practice Sales 
364 E. First St. 
Tustin, CA 92780 
Professional Realty Assoc. 
72-757 Fred Waring Dr., Ste. 5 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
Prudential Properties of Big Bear 
42149 Big Bear Blvd. 
P.O. Box 1968 
Big Bear Lake. CA 92315 
Quinn Business Sales 
^25 Magnolia Ave., Ste. C 
Riverside, CA 9250(5 
Small Business Sales 
22.365 Barton Rd., #208 
Grand Terrace, CA 92313 
$ Sales Volume: 
Fiscal Year 20(12-03 














# Offices I.E. 
# Offices Total 
Listed Alphabetically 





20 Motels, Gas Stations, 
1997 Car Washes, Preschools, 
Residential 
75 Residential Real Estate, 
1990 Commercial Lease, 
Small Business Sales/Property 
3 Commercial Property, 
1985 Apartments Nationwide 
5 Praetice Appraisals, 
1966 Practice Sales, 
Profe.ssional Business Sales 
6 Business Opportunities, 
1980 Gas Stations, 
Car Washes 
21 Real Estate Sales, 
1996 Real Estate Listings 
4 Business Opportunities 
1957 
2 Small Business Sales, 





3 Business Brokerage for All 
2000 Types and Sizes of easinesses 





Big Bear Lake 
Riverside 
Grand Terrace 








Bus. Opportunity Specialist 















info @ dr-commerce.com 










(909) 824-1424/S24 2746 
smbussales @ aol .com 
N f A -  N o t A p p l i c a b k  W N D  =  W o u l d  N a t  I M s c t o s e  t u t  ^ m t a m U ( : ^ k s : : 1 ^ f t 0 / ^ M b i t b i t f u ' < ! ^ w t t s t w t t s o b t ( t i n e d f i o m  t h e  c o m p a n i e s  l i s t e d .  T o  t h e  b e s t  o f  o u r  k n o w l e d g e  t h e  i r f o m a t i o n  s u p p l i e d  i s  a c c u r a t e  a s  o f  p r e s s  t i m e .  W i t i l  
(S made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list; bmissions and typogr^hical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead: to; The Inland Empire Business Journal, FX), Box 
79, Ttancho Cueamonga, CA 91729-1979. Researched bv SondraOlvera. Copyright lEBJ.This list updated December 2004 from those that responded to questionaire. 
evei 
191 t  ndter 4  t at responded to 
Note: All California Business For Sale provides business for sale information on their Web sites at www.allcalifbiz.com and www.bizben.com, or phone (925) 831-9225. 
The Book of Lists  available on Disk,  Call  909-989-4733 or  Download Now from www.TopList .com 
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